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Preface

The annual University of North Carolina Greensboro Regional Mathematics and
Statistics Conference (UNCG RMSC) has provided a venue for student researchers
to share their work since 2005. The conference is a 1-day event promoting student
research in mathematics, statistics, and their applications in various fields. The 2013
conference was held on Saturday, November 2, 2013.

In 2013, the conference was attended by a diverse group of 157 participants from
a total of 35 different schools and colleges. Majority of the participants came from
UNCG (39), Winthrop University (20), Elon University (13), Bennett College (10),
Clemson University (9), Kennesaw State University (7), Clayton State University
(6), and NC State University (6). There were a total of 115 student participants
which included 3 high-school students, 68 undergraduate students, and 44 graduate
students. Many of the participants came from groups underrepresented in STEM
disciplines (61 students and 17 faculty were women, 21 participants were African
American, 3 were American/Alaskan Native, and 2 were Hispanic).

The students delivered a total of 57 presentations with 29 presentations by
undergraduate students, 26 by graduate students, and as a special highlight of the
conference, 2 presentations were delivered by high-school students.

The talks were on various topics of mathematical biology, differential equations,
statistics, biostatistics, number theory, algebra, combinatorics, applied mathematics,
probability, and computational mathematics. The North Carolina Chapter of the
American Statistical Association sponsored the best presentation competition. All
presentations were evaluated by a group of faculty volunteers. The following nine
students won the outstanding student presentation award:

• Graduate student category

– Tim Antonelli, NC State University
– Heather Hardeman, Wake Forest University
– Amanda Traud, NC State University

v



vi Preface

• Undergraduate student category

– Ke’Yona Barton and Corbin Smith, Bennett College
– Eric Kernsfeld, Tufts University
– Caitlin Ross, UNCG

• High-school student category

– Manu-Sankara Gargeya, The Early College of Guilford
– Saumya Goel, Grimsley High School

In addition to the 57 presentations by students, the conference featured two plenary
presentations by:

• Simon Tavener, Colorado State University: Evolution of resistance to white pine
blister rust in high elevation pines

• Jerry Reiter, Duke University: Protecting data confidentiality in an era without
privacy

The conference would not have been possible without the generous support from
our sponsors. Funding and support for this conference were provided by the National
Science Foundation (grant DMS–1332369), the Department of Mathematics and
Statistics, UNCG, and the UNCG College of Arts and Sciences.

All presenters were invited to submit a manuscript to be reviewed for publication
in this proceeding. Submitted papers subsequently went through a rigorous refer-
eeing process. The topics covered in this proceeding reflect the topics presented at
the conference and the reader will find papers on differential equations, number
theory, algebra, combinatorics, probability, statistics, mathematical biology, and
computational mathematics.

All papers have a substantial student co-authorship. It is not difficult to look
beyond the papers to see the hard work and dedication of many faculty mentors that
go well beyond their duties to attract students to research projects in mathematics
and statistics. On the other hand, the endless efforts of these excellent students on
their research projects are now rewarded by a publication which will encourage
them to explore further and deeper. Congratulations to all for this achievement.

We would like to especially highlight the work of two high-school students,
Manu-Sankara Gargeya and Saumya Goel. Their manuscripts may not be at the
level of other research contributions in this proceeding, but both students and their
mentors deserve a warm applause for the work they have done.

We certainly hope the readers will enjoy the manuscripts and will attend the
UNCG RMSC conference in the coming years.

Greensboro, NC, USA Jan Rychtář
Maya Chhetri

Sat Gupta
Ratnasingham Shivaji
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Exploration into the Harmonic Structure
of the Tabla

Manu-Sankara B. Gargeya and Promod Pratap

1 Introduction

The Tabla is an Indian percussion instrument that is made up of two main drums,
the Tabla (treble drum) and the dagga (bass drum). It originated from the Pakhawaj,
a single drum with heads on either side. The original transition from the Pakhawaj
to the Tabla is thought to have happened sometime during the eighteenth century.
The main components of the Tabla are the pudi (drum head), shell (typically made
of rosewood), and gajara (woven goat or camel hide around the drum). The pudi
consists of the chat (inner membrane), maidan (outer membrane), and gab (black
center). The gab is made from rice paste mixed with iron filings which is baked
onto the pudi. The gab serves as the main pitch differentiator of the drum [4].

The different components of the Tabla create a unique harmonic structure for
the instrument, first demonstrated experimentally by Raman in [5]. In this study we
demonstrate that unlike other percussion instruments, the harmonics of the Tabla are
integer multiples of a fundamental.

M.-S.B. Gargeya
The Early College at Guilford, Greensboro, NC 27410, USA
e-mail: gargeyamb2@guilford.edu

P. Pratap (�)
Department of Physics and Astronomy, The University of North Carolina at Greensboro,
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2 Overview of Harmonic Structure

Harmonic structure is an essential part of any musical instrument in order to
determine the range and key of the instrument. The harmonic structure involves
the overtones created when an instrument is played at a certain pitch. The displayed
overtones allow us to determine the harmonic structure of a given instrument. The
harmonic structure is mostly related to the shape and the form of an instrument.
Two harmonic structure patterns exist. String instruments and closed instruments
(violins, timpani, etc.) demonstrate normal harmonic structure where overtones
are found at every integer multiple from the original frequency. Odd harmonic
structure, found in instruments with an open end (woodwinds, brass, etc.), exists
when overtones are found at odd integer multiple of the original frequency [2]. By
determining the harmonic structure pattern of an instrument, more information can
be used to model where a membrane or string must be depressed in order to create
a particular frequency.

3 Understanding of Frequency and Overtone Examination

For all pitches played by instruments, overtones are produced apart from the
fundamental frequency. The overtones represent different octaves of the original
note at much lower decibel levels [3,6]. By using the program Audacity, the different
overtones can be seen and compared to the fundamental frequency. This comparison
is what determines the difference in the harmonic structure.

3.1 Breakdown of the Harmonic Structures of the Piano
and Clarinet

The piano, being a string instrument, should demonstrate normal harmonic struc-
ture. The clarinet, an open-ended woodwind, should demonstrate odd harmonic
structure. The multiplier is found by dividing the frequency by the fundamental
frequency (frequency at peak 1) [1]. By playing and recording the middle C for
both instruments, harmonic structure could be determined.

The data in Table 1 show that harmonics in the piano occur at approximately
every integral multiples of the fundamental, indicating that the harmonic structure
for the piano is normal. Similar data for the clarinet (Table 2) show that the
harmonics occur at approximately odd multiples of the fundamental, indicating that
the harmonic structure of the clarinet is odd.

For the clarinet, multiples were only found at odd integers, see Table 2. Since the
multiples are odd, the harmonic structure is also odd.
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Table 1 Piano frequency data

Peak # Peak intensity (Db) Peak frequency (Hz) Multiplier

1 �22.7 246 1

2 �23.2 524 2.13

3 �35.3 771 3.13

4 �31.1 1,043 4.13

Table 2 Clarinet frequency data

Peak # Peak intensity (Db) Peak frequency (Hz) Multiplier

1 �11 232 1.00

2 �25.4 706 3.04

3 �28 1,163 5.01

4 �30.7 1,617 6.97

Table 3 Tabla frequency data

Peak # Peak intensity (Db) Peak frequency (Hz) Multiplier

1 �31.3 261 1

2 �27.4 509 1.95

3 �32.1 772 2.96

4 �26.5 1,028 3.94

3.2 Harmonic Structure of the Tabla

The methods used to analyze the harmonic structure of the clarinet and the
piano were used to examine the harmonic structure of the Tabla. The note Ta, a
fundamental note in Tabla, which varies among individual instruments was played
and recorded. The Ta used in our case was of roughly equivalent frequency to a C
natural. Once the Ta was recorded, the same multiplier analysis was used as in the
previous cases.

In the case of the Tabla, multipliers exist at every frequency demonstrating
normal harmonic structure, see Table 3.

Conclusion
Our study was able to successfully identify the harmonic structure of the
Tabla. The results of these studies are consistent with the results from Raman
[5]. The next step in the analysis of the harmonic structure of the Tabla will
be the construction of a mathematical model that will allow us to deduce
the harmonics of the instrument from physical parameters such as the radial
surface mass density distribution and the radial tension on the membrane.
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Correlation Between Body Measurements
of Different Genders and Races

Saumya Goel and Rahman Tashakkori

1 Introduction

Phidias, a Greek sculptor and mathematician, first discovered �, commonly known
today as the Golden Ratio. Phidias studied the phenomenon of � in various Greek
sculptures, but Leonardo Da Vinci coined the term “Golden Ratio” by using it in
some of his most famous works: “The Last Supper” and “Mona Lisa.” In the portrait
of Mona Lisa, the wife of an affluent Florence businessman, Da Vinci included
numerous examples of the Golden Ratio, as he believed that the Golden Ratio
represented an aesthetic bond between humanity and nature.

Human heads vary slightly in size and in different dimensions [5]. In this
experiment, the only head dimensions that were considered were head width and
head height and dimensions within the facial features. The “Golden Ratio,” 1.618,
is often considered the most visually appealing ratio in face proportions and other
subjects, such as plants and trees. The fig tree is a good example of this ratio.
However, there is not sufficient data supporting that the exact “Golden Ratio”
is actually common within the human face [10]. Head size does not increase
dramatically in small periods of time except in early life and when a head injury
occurs [5]. Head height reaches its adult size in both girls and boys at the age of 13.
However, head width continues to grow in most people until the age of 18 [2].

S. Goel
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e-mail: goelsaumya@yahoo.com

R. Tashakkori (�)
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Height can often accurately be estimated using arm span [1]. Correlation
between arm span and height are often stronger among younger subjects; the
two measurements are almost interchangeable. As people age, correlation often
decreases. This is due to decreasing height in older subjects without significant
decrease in arm span [7]. Leg length has also been known to correlate with height
measurements, but arm span continues to provide the most reliable estimate [8].
There is strong existing data that humans are taller in the morning and shorter in the
evening. This is because pressure on the spine during the day causes loss of fluid
content in the intervertebral discs [3]. This was taken into account when measuring
height in the experiment as students were asked to participate in the study in the
morning and early afternoon.

All of the data gathered in this study was from a summer camp in 2012, Summer
Ventures in Science and Mathematics at Appalachian State University. The ratios
between arm span and height, and between head width and head height were
analyzed to determine possible correlations. Head width is defined as the distance
between the widest points on the left and right sides of the face. Head height
was defined as the distance between the eye level and the chin. Formal statistical
analyses such as t-tests and linear regression were then run on the data for testing the
significance of any differences and correlations found. The concept of the Golden
Ratio in humans was explored in both genders and all four races.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, the Golden Ratio is described.
Section 3 describes the sample. In Sect. 4, various body characteristics are intro-
duced and in Sect. 5, descriptions of the distribution of these characteristics
across races are examined. Statistical analyses and conclusions are discussed in
section “Conclusion”.

2 Golden Ratio

The distance from the bottom of Mona Lisa’s right fingers to the top of her forehead
is 1.618 times the distance from the bottom of her right fingers to the base of her
neck. The right side of her face is then in golden proportion to the smaller of the
original golden rectangle, as shown in Fig. 1.

Other ratios that are considered part of the Golden Ratio are: the distance starting
from the base of the neck to the center of the pupil, and the base of the neck to the
top of the forehead; the distance from the right side of the face to the right side of
top of the nose, and the width of the face at that point; the distance from the bottom
of the chin to the bottom of the lips, and the bottom of the chin to the bottom of
the nose.

Although the Golden Ratio and Phenomenon of � were invented in the eighteenth
century, some of its principles are commonly used today, especially in architecture.
The greatest example of Phi is the Parthenon as it uses the Golden Ratio measure-
ments to obtain beauty and equilibrium to its design. Moreover, Notre Dame in
Paris contains various Golden Ratio measurements despite its asymmetrical design.
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Fig. 1 Mona Lisa

In Asia, the Golden Ratio proportions were employed in the building of the Taj
Mahal, one of the Seven Wonders of the World. In Canada, the CN tower is a major
example of the Golden Ratio in architecture as the ratio between the observation
deck and its total height is exactly 1.618 [6]. Some argue that the phenomenon of
Phi in nature is an accident while others sternly believe that it is apparently to add
aesthetic appeal.

The phenomenon of � also exists in art. As represented by the “Mona Lisa” by
Leonardo Da Vinci, the phenomenon of � is present in other works as well. Many
of Da Vinci’s famous paintings, including “The Last Supper,” contain the Golden
Ratio, as in the Renaissance period, Phi was known as the Divine Proportion. Other
works such as “The Creation of Adam” by Michelangelo, “The Birth of Venus” by
Botticelli, and “The Sacrament of Last Supper” by Salvador Dali accurately reflect
the Golden Ratio.

3 Sample

Twenty-eight students from the Visual and Image Processing and the Climate
Science classes of the Summer Ventures in Science and Math Program participated
in the experiment. Due to the fact that this study was conducted at a high school level
summer camp, the available resources were limited, especially with the number and
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Fig. 2 (a) Face shot, (b) full body shot

demographics of the subjects. Nevertheless, 14 girls and 14 boys volunteered to
participate in the study.

A full-face picture with the hair pulled back and behind the ears and a full-body
picture with arms out and feet together was taken for each student. As demonstrated
by Fig. 2a, blue tape was used to measure out 10 cm in the face shot. In Fig. 2b,
the full body shot, the blue tape represents 1 m. This was done so a scale could
be set on ImageJ to determine measurements from photos. ImageJ is a Java-based
image-processing program developed at the National Institute of Health (http://
imagej.nih.gov/ij/docs/intro.html). With ImageJ’s user-written plugin accessibility,
it is possible to solve many image processing and analysis problems via different
toolboxes. The students’ arm span, height, head height, head width, forehead
height, and lower face lengths were measured using ImageJ. For the purpose of
our experiment, forehead was defined as the area between the hairline and the eye
level, the lower face was defined as the distance between the eye level and chin, and
head width was measured from the widest point on the face.

People from four different racial backgrounds were present in the sample,
but South Asians and Caucasians were dominant in the selected sample. The
subjects were separated by race because of different genetic backgrounds. Based
on information collected, ratios between different signature measurements can be
discovered and used to find defining characteristics of gender and race.

4 Body Characteristics

4.1 Arm Span vs. Height

Figure 3 shows the correlation between arm span and height. Each point represents
one subject from the study. The trend line has a slope of 0.7546 and an R2-value
of 0.7799. Since the R2-value is close to one, it can be concluded that there is a

http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/docs/intro.html
http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/docs/intro.html
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Fig. 3 Arm span vs. height

significant correlation between arm span and height. As seen by our trend line and
scatter plot, very little variation is seen around the line of best fit, meaning that the
line of best fit matches the data points fairly well. Additionally, a slope p-value of
0.000 indicates that the results are statistically significant. It may be noted that the
typical p-value level for statistical significance is 0.05 or less. Thus, arm span and
height indeed do have a significant correlation.

4.2 Head Width vs. Head Height

Figure 4 shows the correlation between head width and head height using data
from all participants. The slope of the line of best fit is close to one; however, the
R2-value looks small. In this case also, the slope p-value is 0.000, indicating that this
correlation is statistically significant as well. The low R2-value may be due to some
outliers towards the lower far right. It is also imperative to keep into consideration
that the sample of 28 students for this study was small therefore not providing
sufficient reliability.

4.3 Gender Averages

In Fig. 5, the graph compares the male, female, and overall average of arm span,
height, head width, head height, forehead height, and lower face measurements.
The averages for facial measurements do not differ greatly between the two genders.
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Fig. 4 Head width vs. head height

Fig. 5 Gender averages of body measurements

However, the largest difference among male and female averages is arm span and
height. The purpose of adding arm span average and height average is to determine
whether a correlation between the two exists as hypothesized. For this same reason,
the other four averages are added. In essence, the comparison is being made between
three pairs, not all six of the measurements. According to the data collected in this
experiment, female subjects have a lower average arm span and height than those of
the male subjects.
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Fig. 6 Race distribution

5 Race Distribution

Figure 6 shows the distribution of participants in the experiment by race. A large
majority of the students who were sampled were Caucasian and South Asian.
Because this study was conducted at a summer math and science program, the
number of South Asians in the study is on expected lines, as historically, South
Asians are more interested in math and science as opposed to other subjects [4].
There were fewer Orientals and African Americans among the subjects who
participated in this experiment. The term Orientals refers to people from East Asia.
This is important to keep in mind when analyzing the data on this experiment
because a larger sample size of Orientals and African Americans could have
improved the experiment and produced more generalized conclusions.

5.1 Arm Span vs. Height

Figure 7 illustrates the comparison of arm span and height, separated by the four
different races present in this study. The data collected in this experiment indicates
that African Americans often have larger heights and arm spans. Caucasians had
the shortest arm spans and heights, while South Asians had arm spans and heights
that were most similar in length. However, as it is evident, the data are heavily
skewed because the number of African Americans included in the study was not
proportional to the number of Caucasians, Orientals, and South Asians in the study.
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Fig. 7 Arm span vs. height

Fig. 8 Head width vs. head height

5.2 Head Width vs. Head Height

Figure 8 compares head width with head height separated by race. A consistent
trend of larger head heights than head widths was observed in all four racial groups.
However, the data in this study shows that African Americans in our study on
average had bigger head heights than the other races present in the study. However,
not much significance can be attached to this observation since the number of
African American participants in the study was very small. It was also observed
that the Caucasians in the experiment had a slightly smaller head height. The head
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Fig. 9 Forehead height vs. lower face

heights vary from 22 to 25 cm and the head widths vary from 15 to 18 cm. Again,
the data are heavily skewed; hence, a general conclusion is difficult to make.

5.3 Forehead Height vs. Lower Face

Figure 9 demonstrates the comparison between forehead height and lower face
length, separated by the four races. Using the data collected in this experiment,
it can be concluded that African Americans tend to have larger lower faces, while
Orientals tend to have larger foreheads.

When analyzing the data, an interesting peculiarity became evident. In Figure H,
arm span vs. height, African Americans on average had a greater arm span than
height. However, the other races had a greater height than arm span. In the other
two graphs, the head height and lower face length were dominant over head width
and forehead height for all races. Also, the African Americans stood out in the arm
span vs. height graph, as their ratio did not correlate with the ratios of the rest of
the races. This was interesting for more extensive study; however, because only two
African Americans were involved in this study, it was highly skewed. If each race
were represented equally, with a larger sample, the results and ratios would be more
reliable.

5.4 Ratios Between Body Measurements

Figure 10 portrays the three different ratios comparing arm span with height, head
width with head height, and forehead height with lower face length. In general,
the ratio between arm span and height is very close to one in all racial groups.
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Fig. 10 Ratios between body measurements

However, the ratio between head width and head height and the ratio between
forehead height and lower face length is closer to 0.7. Orientals have shorter arm
spans in comparison with their height. South Asians have almost the same ratio
for head width and head height as forehead height and lower face. It is important
to stress that the ratio for African Americans is larger than one but this cannot be
statistically proven, as there were only two African American subjects in the study.

Conclusion
The female average of the ratio between the forehead height and the lower
face is 0.7897. On the other hand, the average male ratio for the same criteria
is 0.6739. A t-test shows that females have a higher average ratio than males
(one-sided p-value 0.000). As mentioned above, a p-value of 0.05 or less
indicates that the results are statistically significant. The initial goal of this
experiment was to test whether it was possible to have someone with the
Golden Ratio, i.e., aesthetically as pleasing as Mona Lisa. Unfortunately, there
was a large discrepancy between the data set and the Golden Ratio. In this
experiment’s data set, the closest ratio to the Golden Ratio was 0.8774, which
is still only about half of the Golden Ratio. A 95 % confidence interval for the
mean ratio in the sample, with all subjects included, turns out to be (0.6975,
0.7661), indicating how unrealistic Mona Lisa’s ratio is.

Similar results were also observed from the conclusions of the study
done by Ricketts [10], supporting that the Golden Ratio is not common in
humans and is therefore only an artistic and architectural concept. Moreover,

(continued)
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in another study conducted by Mos et al. [9], similar conclusions were reached
as they found that even professional models did not resemble the Golden
Ratio. Encompassing participants from different ethnical backgrounds, this
study further acknowledges the fact that the Golden Ratio is indeed an ideal
proportion for beauty.

In summary, it was concluded that nobody in the data set used in this
experiment illustrated a close correlation to the Golden Ratio. However, when
women are compared to men, it is obvious that they are more aesthetically
pleasing as they have an overall average ratio that is closer to the Golden
Ratio than men do.
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The Coupon Collector Problem: The Case
of Two Collections

Anda Gadidov and Michael Thomas

1 Introduction

Suppose there arem different cards to complete a certain collection, such as baseball
cards or McDonald’s Monopoly game pieces. Card of type i occurs independently
of the other ones with probability pi � 0;

Pm
iD1 pi D 1. The original question of

finding the average number of cards one needs to purchase in order to get a full
collection dates back to the early eighteenth century. Assuming equal probabilities
the problem was first mentioned in 1709 by DeMoivre in his collection of 26
problems related to games of chance titled De Mensura Sortis, deu, de Probabilitate
Eventuum in Ludis a Casu Fortuito Pendentibus. In 1938 Kendall and Smith [4]
mentioned the problem in relation to checking the randomness of their sampling
numbers, Feller [1] presented the question as a type of urn problem, Flajolet et al.
[2] used symbolic methods in combinatorial analysis to analyze several related
allocation problems. The coupon collector problem is often mentioned in occupancy
problems in which balls are thrown independently at a finite or infinite series of
boxes. In this context the problem found numerous applications in species sampling
problems in ecology, and also in database query optimization.

In 1960 Newman and Schepp [6] generalized the coupon collector’s problem to
compute the expected number of coupons needed to obtain an arbitrary number of
collections under the uniform distribution assumption. Recent generalizations of the
problem look into the expected number of coupons collected to complete more than
one collection. May [5] analyzes the case when coupons come with different quotas,
such as in collecting letters to spell a certain word, using the probability generating
function approach. In particular he obtains an expression for the expected value
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of the number of coupons needed for n complete collections under the uniform
distribution of the coupons (Eq. (7) in [5]).

hTm;ni D m2

.n � 1/Š
Z 1

0

e�xxn.1 � e�xTn.x//m�1dx (1)

where Tn.x/ D 1 C x C � � � C xn�1

.n�1/Š is the n-th order Taylor polynomial of the
exponential function.

Using the approach in Gadidov and Thomas [3] based on the inclusion–exclusion
principle, we obtain the expressions for the probability distribution and the expected
value of the number of coupons needed to complete two collections when the
coupons have a non-uniform distribution. We also analyze whether the expected
value of the number of coupons to complete two collections depends linearly on
the number of coupons in the collection using simulations done in R. The paper is
organized as follows: the main results are in Theorems 1 and 2 in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3
we build a regression model for the expected number of coupons needed to complete
two collections under the uniform distribution of the coupons. The model is based
on simulations done in R.

2 Results

The main results are in Theorems 1 and 2. Theorem 1 gives the probability
distribution of the random variable X , the number of cards needed to complete two
collections, and Theorem 2 gives the expected value of X . If n cards are needed to
complete two collections, it means that by the n-th card was drawn a single card was
needed to have each type of card at least twice. Define Ai;n the event that card of
type i was last added when n cards were needed to complete two collections. Then

P.X D n/ D
mX

iD1
P.Ai;n/ (2)

Define Xj the number of cards of type 1 � j � m in X cards so X D Pm
jD1 Xj .

For a subset of indices J � f1; : : : ; mg, denote by PJ WD P
i2J pi . Also, for

1 � i � m; Ji ; Ji;0 and Ji;1 will denote subsets of f1; : : : ; mg n fig and J 0i ; J 0i;0; J 0i;1
their corresponding complements with respect to f1; : : : ; mg n fig.

Theorem 1. For m � 4 and n � 2m we have

P.X D n/ D
mX

iD1
.n�1/p2i .1�pi/n�2C

mX

iD1

m�2X

jJi jD1
.�1/jJi j.n�1/p2i P n�2

J 0

i
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C
mX

iD1

m�2X

jJi jD1
.�1/jJi j.n � 1/ � � � .n � 1� jJi j/p2i

Y

l2Ji
plP

n�2�jJi j
J 0

i

C
mX

iD1

m�2X

kD2

k�1X

hD1

X
� � �
X

jJi;1jDh
jJi;0jDk�h

.�1/k.n � 1/ � � � .n� 1 � h/p2i
Y

l2Ji;1
plP

n�2�h
J 0

i;0\J 0

i;1
:

(3)

The proof of Theorem 1 uses the following generalization of the inclusion–exclusion
principle:

Proposition 1. LetC1; C2; : : : Cn andD1;D2; : : : Dn be sets such thatCj \Dj D ;
for all 1 � j � n. For 1 < l � n and 1 � j1 < j2 < � � � < jl � n, denote by
Pl D fJ � fj1; : : : ; jlgg the power set of the set fj1; : : : ; jlg. For J 2 Pl , denote
by J 0 the complement of J in Pl . Then the following holds:

P.

n[

jD1
Cj [Dj / D

nX

jD1
P.Cj /C

nX

jD1
P.Dj /

C
nX

lD2
.�1/lC1

X

j1<j2<���<jl

lX

kD0

X

J2Pl ;jJ jDk
P.
\

j2J
Cj \

\

i2J 0

Di/ :

(4)

Proof. Let Bj D Cj [Dj . We know from the inclusion–exclusion principle that

P.

n[

jD1
Bj / D

nX

jD1
P.Bj / �

X

j<k

P.Bj \ Bk/C � � � C .�1/lC1

�
X

j1<j2<���<jl
P.Bj1 \ Bj2 \ � � � \ Bjl /C � � � C .�1/nP.

n\

jD1
Bj / :

But for every 1 < l � n

Bj1 \ Bj2 \ � � � \ Bjl D
l[

kD0

[

J2PljJ jDk

\

j2J
Cj \

\

i2J 0

Di

In particular, for l D 2we have .Cj [Dj /\.Ci [Di/ D Cj \Ci [Cj \Di [Dj \
Ci [Dj \Di . The result then follows from the fact that Cj \Dj D ; for all j . ut
We are now ready to give the proof of Theorem 1.
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Proof. Let i 2 f1; 2 : : : ; mg. For n � 2m we have

P.Ai:n/ D piP.Xi D 1;Xj � 2; for all j ¤ i; X D n � 1/
DpiP.XiD1;XDn�1/� piP.XiD1;Xj�1; for some j ¤ i; X D n � 1/ :

(5)

Using the multinomial distribution we get

P.Xi D 1;X D n � 1/ D pi
X

� � �
X

lj�0;j¤iP
ljDn�2

.n � 1/Š
Y

j¤i
lj Š

Y

j¤i
p
lj
j D pi .n � 1/�

X

j¤i
pj
�n�2

D .n � 1/pi .1� pi /
n�2 : (6)

To evaluate the second probability in (5) we use the inclusion–exclusion formula
as in Proposition 1. For j ¤ i , let Cj D fXi D 1;Xj D 0;X D n � 1g and
Dj D fXi D 1;Xj D 1;X D n � 1g. Notice that Cj \Dj D ; and

P.Xi D 1;Xj � 1; for some j ¤ i; X D n � 1/ D P.
[

j¤i
Cj [Dj /: (7)

Fix 1 � i � m and Ji � f1; : : : ; mg n fig; jJi j D k. In the following J 0i will denote
the complement of Ji in f1; : : : ; mg n fig. We have

P.
\

j2Ji

Cj / D P.Xj D 0; j 2 Ji ;Xi D 1;X D n� 1/ D
X
� � �
X

il�0;l2J 0

iP
l2J 0

i
ilDn�2

pi
.n� 1/Š
Q
l2J 0

i
il Š

Y

l2J 0

i

p
il
l

D .n� 1/pi
�X

l2J 0

i

pl
�n�2 D .n� 1/piP n�2

J 0

i
(8)

P.
\

j2Ji
Dj / D P.Xj D 1; j 2 J;Xi D 1;X D n� 1/

D
X

� � �
X

il�0;l2J 0

P
l2J 0

i
ilDn�2�k1

pi
.n � 1/Š
Q
l2J 0

i
il Š

Y

j2Ji
pj

Y

l2J 0

i

p
il
l

D .n� 1/ � � � � � .n� 1 � k/pi
Y

j2Ji
pj
�X

l2J 0

i

pl
�n�2�k

D .n� 1/ � � � � � .n� 1 � k/pi
Y

j2Ji
pjP

n�2�k
J 0

i
: (9)

Equation (8) gives the probability of having one card of type i and no card of types
in Ji in the first n � 1 cards collected. Equation (9) gives the probability of having
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one card of type i and of each of the types in Ji in the first n�1 cards. Next we will
compute the probability of having no card of a given set of types, Ji;0 and one card
of type i and each of the types in Ji;1, where Ji;0; Ji;1 � f1; : : : ; mg n fig; jJi;0j D
k0 � 1; jJi;1j D k1 � 1; k0 C k1 � m � 2.

P.
\

h2Ji;0

Ch \
\

j2Ji;1

Dj / D P.Xh D 0; h 2 Ji;0; Xj D 1; j 2 Ji;1; Xi D 1;X D n� 1/

D X � � �X
il�0;l2J 0

i;0\J
0

i;1P
l2J 0

i;0\J 0

i;1
ilDn�2�k1

pi
.n� 1/Š

Q
l2J 0

i;0\J
0

i;1
il Š

Y

j2Ji;1

pj
Y

l2J 0

i;0\J
0

i;1

p
il
l

D .n� 1/ � � � � � .n� 1� k1/pi
Y

j2Ji;1

pj
� X

l2J 0

i;0\J
0

i;1

p
il
l

�n�2�k1

D .n� 1/ � � � � � .n� 1� k1/pi
Y

j2Ji;1

pjP
n�2�k1
J 0

i;0\J 0

i;1
: (10)

Notice that for jJi;0jDm � 1 or jJi;1jDm � 1, P.
T
h2Ji;0 Ch/DP.

T
j2Ji;1 Dj / D 0.

The result then follows from (3) and (5)–(10). ut
The next result gives a formula to compute the expected value of the

number of cards needed in order to complete two full collections. Let

f .x/ D x2m

1 � x
; 0 < x < 1, and denote by f .k/.x/ the derivative of order k of f .x/.

Theorem 2. The expected value of X is given by

E.X/ D
mX

iD1
p2i f

.2/.1 � pi /C
mX

iD1

m�2X

jJi jD1
.�1/jJi jp2i f .2/.PJ 0

i
/

C
mX

iD1

m�2X

jJi jD1
.�1/jJi jp2i

Y

l2Ji
plf

.jJi jC2/.PJ 0

i
/

C
mX

iD1

m�2X

kD2

k�1X

hD1

X
� � �
X

jJi;1jDh
jJi;0jDk�h

.�1/kp2i
Y

l2Ji;1
plf

.hC2/.PJ 0

i;0\J 0

i;1
/ : (11)

Proof. We have

E.X/ D
1X

nD2m
nP.X D n/ :

The result follows from (3) and the fact that for 0 < x < 1 and positive integer k
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1X

nD2m
n.n � 1/ : : : .n � k/xn�k�1 D dkC1

dxkC1

 

x2m
1X

nD0
xn

!

D f .kC1/.x/ :

ut
In particular, when the cards in the collection are equally likely, pi D 1=m for

all i and Theorems 1 and 2 become

Corollary 1. For m � 4 and n � 2m we have

P.X D n/ D n� 1
m

�
m� 1
m

�n�2

C n� 1
m

m�2X

kD1

.�1/k
 
m� 1
k

!�
m� 1� k

m

�n�2

C
m�2X

kD1

.�1/k .n� 1/Š
.n� 2� k/Š

 
m� 1
k

!�
1

m

�kC1�
m� 1� k

m

�n�2�k

C
m�2X

kD2

k�1X

hD1

.�1/k .n� 1/Š
.n� 2� h/Š �

.m� 1/Š
hŠ.k � h/Š.m� 1� k/Š

�
1

m

�hC1�
m� 1� k

m

�n�2�h

:

(12)

E.X/ D 1

m
f .2/

�
m� 1
m

�

C 1

m

m�2X

kD1

.�1/k
 
m� 1
k

!

f .2/

�
m� 1� k

m

�

C
m�2X

kD1

.�1/k
 
m� 1
k

!�
1

m

�kC1

f .kC2/

�
m� 1� k

m

�

C
m�2X

kD2

k�1X

hD1

.�1/k .n� 1/Š
.n� 2� h/Š �

.m� 1/Š
hŠ.k � h/Š.m� 1� k/Š

�
1

m

�hC1

f .hC2/

�
m� 1� k

m

�

:

(13)

Proof. We only need to notice that when cards are equally likely, there are

 
m � 1

k

!

subsets Ji � f1; : : : ; mg n fig, such that jJi j D k, and for 2 � k � m � 2; 1 �
h � k� 1, there are

.m � 1/Š

hŠ.k � h/Š.m � 1 � k/Š subsets Ji;1; Ji;0 and such that jJi;1j D
h; jJi;0j D k � h.
The expected value in (13) follows directly from (12) and (11). ut
The next theorem gives the probability distribution and the expected value for the
cases of collections having two or three cards. We skip its proof as it is based on
same methods as the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2.

Theorem 3. Let m D 2 and 0 < p < 1 be the probability of drawing card of type
1. Then the probability distribution and the expected value of the number of cards
needed to complete two collections are given by:
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P.X D n/ D .n � 1/p2.1 � p/n�2 C .n � 1/.1 � p/2pn�2; n � 4

E.X/ D 2.1� p C 2p3 � p4/

p.1 � p/ :

Let m D 3 and p1; p2; p3 the probabilities of the three cards in the collection and

let g.x/ D x6

1 � x
. Then for n � 6

P.X D n/ D .n� 1/

3X

iD1
p2i .1 � pi/

n�2 � .n � 1/

3X

iD1
j;k¤i;j<k

pn�2i .p2j C p2k/

� .n � 1/.n� 2/
3X

iD1
j;k¤i;j<k

pn�3i .1 � pi /pjpk

E.X/ D
3X

iD1
p2i g

.2/.1 � pi/ �
3X

iD1
j;k¤i;j<k

.p2j C p2k/g
.2/.pi /

�
3X

iD1
j;k¤i;j<k

.1 � pi /pj pkg.3/.pi / :

3 Regression Model

In this section we investigate through simulations the dependence of the expected
number of coupons needed to obtain two complete collections on the size of the
collection, when coupons are uniformly distributed. It is known that the expected
number of coupons needed to complete one collection of size m is

E.X/ D m
�
1C 1

2
C 1

3
C � � � C 1

m

� 	 m lnm (14)

We used R software to perform our simulations. The algorithm can be used for any
choice of probabilities p1; p2; : : : ; pm.

1. For arbitrary probabilities p1; p2; : : : ; pm;
Pm

jD1 pj D 1, partition the interval
Œ0; 1� according to 0 D p0; p1; p1 C p2; : : : ; p1 C p2 C � � � C pk; : : : ; p1C
p2 C � � � C pm D 1.

2. Generate U a uniform random number in Œ0; 1�.
3. If p0 C � � � C pk�1 � U < p0 C � � � C pk for some k D 0; : : : ; m, then coupon

of type k has been pulled.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until each coupon has been obtained twice.
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Fig. 1 Linear regression
model 1 W OE.X/ D 6:104m
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Fig. 2 Residuals model 1
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Fig. 3 Linear regression
model 2: OE.X/ D
.1:5876mC 4:2203/ lnm
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We ran 500 simulations for each value ofm from 1 to 30 and computed the average
number of coupons pulled. We built a linear regression model for the expected value
of the number of coupons. The first model we built (Fig. 1) returned the equation
OE.X/ D 6:104m � 12:255 with a value of R2 D 0:997. However, the residual

plot displayed a curved pattern (Fig. 2). Based on Eq. (14), E.X/ 	 m lnm for
one collection, so we tried a second model after dividing the averages by lnm.
The second model returned the equation OE.X/ D .1:5876mC 4:2203/ lnm, with
an R2 D 0:9992. The model and the residuals are displayed in Figs. 3 and 4,
respectively. Based on the residual plot we conclude that the second model is more
appropriate.
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Fig. 4 Residuals model 2
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Table 1 Exact, empirical, and predicted expected values

Collection size Exact mean Empirical mean Predicted mean

m D 2 5.5 5.52 5.126

m D 3 9.64 9.66 9.869

m D 4 14.189 14.22 14.654

m D 5 19.041 18.91 19.568

m D 6 24.134 23.672 24.629

Table 1 gives the exact, empirical, and predicted values (based on the second
model) for the expected number of coupons for two collections under the uniform
distribution of coupons. The exact values we obtain match the values given by
Eq. (1).
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Absolute Resolvents and Masses of Irreducible
Quintic Polynomials

Chad Awtrey and Christopher R. Shill

1 Introduction

Galois theory stands at the intersection of group theory and field theory. In
particular, we can consider field extensions obtained by adjoining to a given base
field the roots of monic irreducible polynomials. We are often interested in the
arithmetic structure of these field extensions, since this information is related to
how the roots of these polynomials interact via the algebraic operations of the base
field. Galois theory is important because it associates with each polynomial a group
(called its Galois group) that encodes this arithmetic structure. For example, one
of the most celebrated results of Galois theory states that an irreducible quintic
polynomial is solvable by radicals if and only if its Galois group is a subgroup of
the metacyclic group F20 ' C5 Ì C4.

Therefore, an important problem in computational algebra is to determine the
Galois group of an irreducible polynomial defined over a field. Algorithms for
accomplishing this task have been in existence for more than a century. Indeed,
the original definition of the Galois group implicitly contained a technique for its
determination. For an explicit description of this method, see [18, p. 189].

For this paper, we focus on quintic polynomials. Most modern treatments employ
a degree 6 resolvent polynomial to determine the Galois group [9, 10]. When this
resolvent is factored over the base field, two scenarios can occur. In one case, the
resolvent remains irreducible, which indicates the Galois group is either A5 or S5,
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and therefore the original quintic polynomial is not solvable by radicals. In the other
case, the degree 6 resolvent factors as a linear times an irreducible quintic, which
indicates the Galois group is either cyclic, dihedral, or the previously mentioned
metacyclic group of order 20. To identify the Galois group of the original quintic
as a transitive subgroup of S5, more information is needed. To remedy this, Cohen
suggests using two additional resolvent polynomials in [9]; this approach is based
on Stauduhar’s method of relative resolvents [15].

This paper offers two additional methods for computing Galois groups of quintic
polynomials. The first is an improvement of the degree 6 resolvent method. The
second incorporates what we call the mass of a polynomial, and it is especially
useful over finite extensions of the p-adic numbers.

While our results can be applied to any field of characteristic different from 2, we
are mostly interested in applications to number fields and p-adic fields. In Sect. 2,
we improve upon the results found in [9, 10] by situating the degree 6 resolvent
method in the larger framework of what has become known as the absolute resolvent
method. In this context, we determine all possible absolute resolvent polynomials
as well as their factorizations (which depend on the Galois group of the original
quintic). In particular, we show that there is a unique absolute resolvent polynomial
of degree 24 the degrees of whose irreducible factors completely determine the
Galois group of the original quintic polynomial (i.e., no lower degree resolvent
polynomial can accomplish this). Lastly, Sect. 3 introduces a new technique for
computing quintic Galois groups based on the notion of the mass of the polynomial.
For more examples of the connection between a polynomial’s mass and its Galois
group see [2–7]. To provide an example of the versatility of our method, we end the
paper by examining Galois groups of totally ramified quintic extensions of p-adic
fields for primes p ¤ 2; 5.

2 Absolute Resolvents

Let F be a finite extension of either Q or Qp, and let K=F be a quintic extension,
defined by the monic irreducible polynomial f .x/. Let ˛1; : : : ; ˛5 be the roots of
f in some fixed algebraic closure, and let G denote the Galois group of f ; i.e., the
Galois group of the splitting field of f , or equivalently of the Galois closure of K .
Since the elements of G act as permutations on the roots ˛i of f , once we fix an
ordering of the roots,G can be viewed as a subgroup of S5 (the symmetric group on
5 letters). Changing the ordering of the roots corresponds to conjugating G in S5.
Since the polynomial f is irreducible,G is a transitive subgroup of S5; i.e., there is
a single orbit for the action of G on the roots ˛i of f (each orbit corresponds to an
irreducible factor of f ).

Therefore, in order to determine the group structure of G, we first identify the
conjugacy classes of transitive subgroups of S5. This information is well known, see
[8, 16].
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Table 1 Conjugacy classes
of nontrivial subgroups of S5

Name Transitive? Size Generators

C2 No 2 .12/

C�

2 No 2 .12/.34/

C3 No 3 .123/

V4 No 4 .12/.34/; .13/.24/

C4 No 4 .12/.34/; .1324/

V �

4 No 4 .12/; .34/

C5 Yes 5 .12345/

S3 No 6 .123/; .12/

S�

3 No 6 .123/; .12/.45/

C3C2 No 6 .123/; .45/

D4 No 8 .12/; .34/; .13/.24/

D5 Yes 10 .12345/; .25/.34/

A4 No 12 .12/.34/; .13/.24/; .234/

S3C2 No 12 .123/; .23/; .45/

F20 Yes 20 .12345/; .25/.34/; .2354/

S4 No 24 .12/.34/; .13/.24/; .234/; .34/

A5 Yes 60 .12345/; .345/

S5 Yes 120 .12345/; .12/

Since we will make use of all conjugacy classes of subgroups of S5 (not just the
transitive subgroups), we include Table 1 for convenience, which gives information
on representatives of the 18 conjugacy classes of nontrivial subgroups of S5. This
information can easily be computed with [16].

Most of the group names in the table are standard. For example,Cn represents the
cyclic group of order n,Dn the dihedral group of order 2n, An the alternating group
on n letters, and V4 the Klein 4-group (i.e., C2

2 ). There are two different conjugacy
classes of C2, V4, and S3 in S5. In each case, we label one group with an asterisk so
as to distinguish the conjugacy classes. Note that the only two groups in this table
that are not solvable are A5 and S5.

2.1 Definition of Resolvents

The usual technique for computing Galois groups involves the notion of absolute
resolvent polynomial, which we now define.

Definition 1. Let T .x1; : : : ; x5/ be a polynomial with integer coefficients. Let H
be the stabilizer of T in S5. That is,

H D ˚
� 2 S5WT .x�.1/; : : : ; x�.5// D T .x1; : : : ; x5/

�
:

We define the resolvent polynomial Rf;T .x/ of the polynomial f .x/ 2 ZŒx� by
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Rf;T .x/ D
Y

�2S5=H

�
x � T .˛�.1/; : : : ; ˛�.5//

�
;

where S5=H is a complete set of right coset representatives of S5 modulo H and
where ˛1; : : : ; ˛5 are the roots of f .x/. By Galois theory, Rf;T .x/ also has integer
coefficients.

2.2 Main Theorem on Resolvents

The main theorem concerning resolvent polynomials is the following. A proof can
be found in [14].

Theorem 1. With the notation of the preceding definition, set m D ŒS5WH� D
deg.Rf;T /. If Rf;T is squarefree, its Galois group (as a subgroup of Sm) is equal
to �.G/, where � is the natural group homomorphism from S5 to Sm given by the
natural right action of S5 on S5=H .

Note that we can always ensure Rf;T is squarefree by taking a suitable Tschirn-
haus transformation of f [9, p. 324].

As a consequence, this theorem implies that the list of degrees of irreducible
factors of Rf;T is the same as the length of the orbits of the action of �.G/ on the
set Œ1; : : : ; m�. In particular,Rf;T has a root in F if and only if G is conjugate under
S5 to a subgroup of H .

2.3 Example: Discriminant

Perhaps the most well-known example of a resolvent polynomial is the discriminant.
Recall that the discriminant of a quintic polynomial f .x/ is given by

disc.f / D
Y

1�i<j�5
.˛i � ˛j /2;

where ˛i are the roots of f . In particular, let

T D
Y

1�i<j�5
.xi � xj /:

It is well known that T is stabilized by A5 [11, p. 610]. Notice that a complete set
of right coset representatives of S5=A5 is f.1/; .12/g. Also notice that applying the
permutation .12/ to the subscripts of T results in �T . In this case, we can form the
resolvent polynomial as follows:
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Rf;T .x/ D
Y

�2S5=A5
.x � �.T // D x2 � T 2 D x2 � disc.f /:

For example, the discriminant of f .x/ D x5 C a is 55a4.

2.4 Example: Degree 6 Resolvent

As another example, consider the standard degree 6 resolvent for quintic
polynomials [10]. In this case, we let

T Dx21x2x5 C x21x3x4 C x22x1x3 C x22x4x5 C x23x1x5

C x23x2x4 C x24x1x2 C x24x3x5 C x25x1x4 C x25x2x3:

As proven in [10], the stabilizer of T in S5 is the group F20 of order 20, with
generators listed in Table 1. A complete set of right coset representatives for S5=F20
is given by f.1/; .12/; .13/; .14/; .15/; .25/g. We can form the degree 6 resolvent for
f .x/ by computing Rf;T . For example, if f .x/ D x5 C 2x C 2, then the degree 6
resolvent of f is x6C16x5C160x4C1280x3C6400x2�33616x�283616which
we computed using [17] to approximate the roots, then rounding the coefficients of
the resolvent.

2.5 Determining the Galois Group of a Quintic Polynomial

As stated in Theorem 1, we can use information on how resolvent polynomials factor
to determine the Galois group of f .x/. Given a transitive subgroupG of S5, the first
step is to determine the factorizations of all possible resolvents arising from a quintic
polynomial whose Galois group is G. Theorem 1 shows that this is a purely group-
theoretic problem. In particular, the function resfactors below will perform
such a task. Written for the program GAP [16], the function resfactors takes
as input a subgroup H of S5 and a transitive subgroup G of S5. It computes the
permutation representation of G acting on the cosets G=H , and then it outputs the
lengths of the orbits of this permutation representation acting on the set f1; : : : ; ŒG W
H�g. By Theorem 1, the output of the function resfactors is precisely the list
of degrees of the irreducible factors of Rf;T where T is stabilized by H and G is
the Galois group of f .

resfactors := function(h, g)
local s5, cosets, index, permrep;

s5 := SymmetricGroup(5);
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Table 2 The top row contains the transitive subgroups G of S5

H=G C5 D5 F20 A5 S5

C2 5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5 10,10,10,10,10,10 20,20,20 60 60

C�

2 5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5 5,5,5,5,10,10,10,10 10,10,20,20 30,30 60

C3 5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5 10,10,10,10 20,20 20,20 40

V4 5,5,5,5,5,5 5,5,5,5,5,5 10,10,10 15,15 30

C4 5,5,5,5,5,5 5,5,10,10 5,5,20 30 30

V �

4 5,5,5,5,5,5 5,5,10,10 10,20 30 30

C5 1,1,1,1,5,5,5,5 2,2,10,10 4,20 12,12 24

S3 5,5,5,5 10,10 20 20 20

S�

3 5,5,5,5 5,5,5,5 10,10 10,10 20

C3C2 5,5,5,5 10,10 20 20 20

D4 5,5,5 5,5,5 5,10 15 15

D5 1,1,5,5 1,1,5,5 2,10 6,6 12

A4 5,5 5,5 10 5,5 10

S3C2 5,5 5,5 10 10 10

F20 1,5 1,5 1,5 6 6

S4 5 5 5 5 5

A5 1,1 1,1 2 1,1 2

The left column contains representatives H of conjugacy classes of subgroups of S5,
as in Table 1. For a particular pair (H;G), the entry in the table gives the output of
the function resfactors(H,G). In particular, this list is equivalent to the list of
degrees of the irreducible factors of the resolvent polynomial R.T; f / where T is
stabilized by H and G is the Galois group of the irreducible quintic polynomial f

cosets := RightCosets(s5,h);
index := Size(cosets);
permrep := Group(List(GeneratorsOfGroup(g),

j->Permutation(j, cosets, OnRight)));
return(List(Orbits(permrep, [1..index]), Size));

end;

Table 2 shows for each conjugacy class of subgroups of S5 the degrees of the
irreducible factors of the corresponding resolvent polynomial according to the
Galois group of f .

We can use the information in Table 2 to develop algorithms for computing
Galois groups of irreducible quintic polynomials. For example, let f be an
irreducible quintic polynomial, G the Galois group of f , and g the resolvent for
F20. This resolvent is the well-known degree 6 resolvent. We see that:

1. if g factors as a linear times a quintic, then either G D C5, D5, or F20.
2. if g remains irreducible, then G D A5 or S5.

The standard procedure for remedying the situation in item (2) is to use the
discriminant of f (i.e., the resolvent corresponding to A5). The discriminant also
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determines when G D F20. To distinguish between C5 and D5, we can use
the resolvent corresponding to the group C3C2, and this is the smallest absolute
resolvent that accomplishes that purpose. We point out that Cohen makes use of a
different method to distinguish between C5 and D5, which is based on Stauduhar’s
relative resolvent method [15]. See [9] for the details.

As another example, we could use the resolvent corresponding to the group C �2 ,
which is a degree 60 polynomial. In this case, all Galois groups are distinguished
with this one resolvent. Again letting f denote the quintic polynomial,G its Galois
group, and g the degree 60 resolvent corresponding to C �2 , we have:

1. if g factors as twelve quintics, then G D C5.
2. if g factors as four quintics times four decics, then G D D5.
3. if g factors as two decics times two degree 20 polynomials, then G D F20.
4. if g factors as two degree 30 polynomials, then G D A5.
5. if g remains irreducible, then G D S5.

The C �2 resolvent method mentioned above can be considered an improvement
over the degree 6 resolvent method, since it completely determines the Galois group
of the polynomial using only one resolvent (and nothing else). However, this method
can be improved. If we use the resolvent corresponding to the group C5, then
all Galois groups can still be distinguished with this one resolvent polynomial.
However, this only requires factoring a degree 24 resolvent; not a degree 60
polynomial like before. Here is a method to construct this degree 24 resolvent.

A complete set of right coset representatives for S5=C5 is:

(1), (45), (34), (132), (125), (35), (23), (135), (152), (12), (1243), (143), (145), (1254), (24),
(153), (123), (13), (15), (124), (134), (25), (14), (14)(23).

A form which is stabilized by C5 is

T .x1; x2; x3; x4; x5/ D x1x
2
2 C x2x

2
3 C x3x

2
4 C x4x

2
5 C x5x

2
1:

An algorithm for determining quintic Galois groups based on the degree 24
resolvent proceeds as follows. Letting f denote the quintic polynomial,G its Galois
group, and g the degree 24 resolvent corresponding to C5, we have:

1. if g factors as four linears times four quintics, then G D C5.
2. if g factors as two quadratics times two decics, then G D D5.
3. if g factors as one quartic times one degree 20 polynomial, then G D F20.
4. if g factors as two dodecics, then G D A5.
5. if g remains irreducible, then G D S5.

For example, consider the Eisenstein polynomial f .x/ D x5 C 5xC 5. Forming
the degree 24 resolvent polynomial corresponding to the group C5, we obtain

g D x24 C 1250x21 � 3250x20 C � � � C 2098560333251953125:
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The resolvent g remains irreducible over Q, indicating the Galois group of f is S5
in this case. However, g factors as a quartic times a degree 20 polynomial over Q5

(using [17] for example). Thus the Galois group of f over Q5 is F20.

3 The Mass of a Polynomial

In the previous section, we situated the standard approach for computing Galois
groups of quintic polynomials (the degree 6 resolvent method) into the larger
framework of the absolute resolvent method. We completely determined all possible
resolvent polynomials along with their factorizations. We then used this information
to develop an algorithm to compute Galois groups of quintic polynomials that only
relied on factoring a single degree 24 resolvent polynomial.

In this section, we offer a different approach to computing Galois groups of
quintic polynomials over p-adic fields. In particular, the aim of this section is to
prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let p ¤ 2; 5 be a prime number and F=Qp a finite extension and let
f be its residue degree.

1. There are five nonisomorphic totally ramified quintic extensions of F with cyclic
Galois group if one of the following conditions holds:

a. p 
 1 .mod 5/;
b. p 
 �1 .mod 5/ and f is even;
c. p 
 ˙2 .mod 5/ and f 
 0 .mod 4/.

2. There is a unique totally ramified quintic extension of F whose normal closure
has Galois groupD5 if one of the following conditions holds:

a. p 
 �1 .mod 5/ and f is odd;
b. p 
 ˙2 .mod 5/ and f 6
 0 .mod 4/ and Qp.

p
5/ � F .

3. There is a unique totally ramified quintic extension of F whose normal clo-
sure has Galois group F20 if p 
 ˙2 .mod 5/ and f 6
 0 .mod 4/ and
Qp.

p
5/ 6� F .

Notice that this theorem proves the Galois group of an Eisenstein quintic
polynomial defined over the p-adic field F depends only on the prime p, the residue
degree of F , and whether or not

p
5 2 F . Our approach for proving this theorem is

to determine the Galois groups of all possible quintic polynomials of a p-adic field
simultaneously, rather than focusing on one polynomial at a time.

Toward that end, we fix a prime p ¤ 2; 5, an algebraic closure Qp of the p-adic
numbers, and a finite extension F=Qp . We let e be the ramification index of F and
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Table 3 Parity and
centralizer order for the
possible Galois groups of
quintic extensions of local
fields

G Parity jCS5 .G/j
C5 C 5

D5 C 1

F5 � 1

let f be its residue degree. Thus ef D ŒF W Qp�. For a finite extension K=F , we
let Kgal=F denote its Galois closure, G the Galois group of Kgal=F , and m.K=F /
the mass of K=F ; that is,

m.K=F / D ŒK W F �=jAut.K=F /j;
where Aut.K=F / denotes the automorphism group.

3.1 Two Lemmas

In this subsection, we formulate two technical lemmas and describe how they
fit together to yield a proof of Theorem 2. First, we focus on the invariants
that distinguish between the possible Galois groups for quintic polynomials. One
invariant is the discriminant of the polynomial, mentioned previously. If the Galois
group G of the polynomial is a subgroup of A5, then we say the parity of G is C.
As we saw in the previous section, this occurs precisely when the discriminant of
the polynomial is a square in F . Otherwise, we say the parity of G is �.

Another invariant we use is the centralizer of G in S5. This quantity is useful for
computing Galois groups since it is isomorphic to the automorphism group of the
stem field F Œx�=.f .x//. It turns out that the parity and centralizer order are enough
to distinguish between C5, D5, and F20 (Table 3). Since Galois groups over local
fields are solvable, these three Galois groups are the only cases we need to consider
[13, Corollary IV.2.5].

Our remaining lemmas describe how to compute the mass and centralizer order
on the field-theoretic side. The first is a standard result for p-adic fields [12, p. 54].

Lemma 1. Let F=Qp be a finite extension and let n be an integer with p − n. Let
g D gcd.pf � 1; n/ and let m D n=g.

(a) There are g nonisomorphic totally ramified extensions of F of degree n; each
with mass m.

(b) Let � be a primitive .pf � 1/-st root of unity and let � be a uniformizer for F .
Each totally and tamely ramified extension of F of degree n is isomorphic to
an extension that is generated by a root of the polynomial xn C �r� , for some
0 � r < g.
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Lemma 2. Let K=F be a totally ramified extension of degree n with p − n and let
g D gcd.pf �1; n/. LetG D Gal.Kgal=F /, whereKgal is the normal closure of F .
Then

g D jCSn.G/j:

Proof. From Galois theory, we know the automorphism group of K=F is isomor-
phic to the centralizer of G in Sn. Thus the size of Aut.K=F / is equal to the order
of CSn.G/. Using this fact and the definition of the mass ofK=F , we have

ŒK W F � D m.K=F/ � jAut.K=F /j D m.K=F / � jCSn.G/j:

By Lemma 1, we also have

ŒK W F � D m.K=F/ � g:

These two equations combine to prove the lemma. ut

3.2 Proof of Theorem 2

Proof. We know G must be either C5, D5, or F20. Let g D gcd.pf � 1; 5/. Thus g
is either 1 or 5. Furthermore, g D 5 if and only if pf 
 1 .mod 5/, which occurs
if either (a) p 
 1 .mod 5/, (b) p 
 �1 .mod 5/ and f is even, or (c) p 
 ˙2
.mod 5/ and f 
 0 .mod 4/. Since g D jCS5.G/j, we see thatG D C5 if and only
if one of the conditions (a), (b), or (c) occurs; proving part (1). If g D 1, then G is
either D5 or F20, depending on whether disc.K=F / is a square or not, respectively.

Suppose now g D 1 and that none of (a), (b), and (c) hold. By Lemma 1,
the unique totally ramified quintic extension K=F is generated by a root of the
polynomial x5 � � where � is a uniformizer for F . Since K=F is totally ramified,
we have

disc.K=F / D disc.x5 � �/ D 55�4;

which is a square in F if and only if 5 is. Certainly 5 is a square in F if Qp.
p
5/�F .

Suppose Qp.
p
5/ 6� F , and consider the polynomial f .x/ D x2 � 5. Since

p ¤ 2; 5, Hensel’s lemma and quadratic reciprocity show that f has a root in F if
and only if p 
 ˙1 .mod 5/. Since we are supposing that (a) and (b) do not hold,
it follows that 5 is a square in F if and only if p 
 �1 .mod 5/ and f is odd or
Qp.

p
5/ � K . This proves parts (2) and (3). ut

We note that with a slight modification to the proof of Theorem 2, the case p D 2

can be similarly analyzed. When p D 5, the situation is more complicated, but the
details can be extracted from [1].
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A Linear Resolvent for Degree 14 Polynomials

Chad Awtrey and Erin Strosnider

1 Introduction

Let p be a prime number. An important problem in computational number theory
is to determine the Galois group of an irreducible polynomial f defined over the
field of p-adic numbers Qp . If the degree of f is either equal to p or is not a
multiple of p, then it is straightforward to compute the Galois group of f (see, for
example, [1, 10]). Otherwise, the situation is more complicated, with no practical
general algorithm currently available. However, several researchers have developed
ad hoc techniques that depend on both the degree of f and the prime p [2–7,9–11].

In this paper, we focus on determining the Galois group G when the degree of
f is 14 and p D 7 (lower degrees have already been treated). Since the elements
of G act as permutations on the roots of f , once we fix an ordering on the roots,
G can be considered as a subgroup of S14, well defined up to conjugation (different
orderings correspond to conjugates of G). Since f is irreducible, G is a transitive
subgroup of S14; i.e., there is a single orbit for the action ofG on the roots of f (each
orbit corresponds to an irreducible factor of f ). Therefore our aim is to identify G
among the 63 transitive subgroups of S14, following the naming convention that is
implemented in [18].

All permutation group computations described in this paper were performed
with [18], making extensive use of its transitive group data library. In particular,
GAP contains all relevant data concerning transitive groups of S14 needed for our
work. The reliability of GAP in this context is supported by the fact that its transitive
group data library was authored by Alexander Hulpke, a leading researcher in
computational group theory.
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the
basic properties of ramification groups to give structural information on possible
Galois groups over Qp. As a consequence of this section, we will show that only
14 of the 63 transitive subgroups of S14 are candidates for Galois groups of degree
14 polynomials over Q7. The goal then becomes to compute enough invariants to
uniquely identify the Galois group from among these 14 possibilities. In Sect. 3,
we introduce three invariants associated with a polynomial’s stem field; namely,
the size of its automorphism group, its discriminant, and the Galois groups of its
proper, nontrivial subfields. These invariants are enough to distinguish 5 of the
14 possible cases. In the final section, we introduce a linear resolvent polynomial
that is able to distinguish the remaining 9 cases. Since the number of isomorphism
classes of degree 14 extensions of Q7 is finite [12, p. 54], it is possible to compute a
defining polynomial for each extension and implement our algorithm to compute the
polynomial’s Galois group. We have carried out this computation, and our results
are summarized in Table 1; the final column lists the number of extensions by Galois
group.

2 Ramification Groups

The aim of this section is to introduce the basic properties of ramification groups
(over general p-adic fields) and use those to deduce structural information about
degree 14 extensions of Q7. A more detailed exposition can be found in [16].

Definition 1. Let L=Qp be a Galois extension with Galois group G. Let v be the
discrete valuation on L and let ZL denote the corresponding discrete valuation
ring. For an integer i � �1, we define the i-th ramification group of G to be the
following set

Gi D f� 2 G W v.�.x/ � x/ � i C 1 for all x 2 ZLg:

The ramification groups define a sequence of decreasing normal subgroups which
are eventually trivial and which give structural information about the Galois group
of a p-adic field.

Lemma 1. LetL=Qp be a Galois extension with Galois groupG, and letGi denote
the i -th ramification group. Let p denote the unique maximal ideal of ZL and U0 the
units in L. For i � 1, let Ui D 1C pi .

(a) For i � 0, Gi=GiC1 is isomorphic to a subgroup of Ui=UiC1.
(b) The group G0=G1 is cyclic and isomorphic to a subgroup of the group of roots

of unity in the residue field of L. Its order is prime to p.
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(c) The quotientsGi=GiC1 for i � 1 are abelian groups and are direct products of
cyclic groups of order p. The group G1 is a p-group.

(d) The group G0 is the semi-direct product of a cyclic group of order prime to p
with a normal subgroup whose order is a power of p.

(e) The groups G0 and G are both solvable.

A proof can be found in [16, Sect. IV].
Specializing to the case where L is the splitting field of an irreducible degree

14 polynomial defined over Q7, we see that G is a solvable transitive subgroup of
S14; of which there are 36. Furthermore, G contains a solvable normal subgroup
G0 such that G=G0 is cyclic. The group G0 contains a normal subgroup G1 such
that G1 is a 7-group (possibly trivial). Moreover,G0=G1 is cyclic of order dividing
7ŒGWG0��1. Direct computation on the 36 candidates shows that only 20 are possible
Galois groups.

For each of these 20 groups, consider all index 3 subgroups (if there are any); the
index 3 subgroups correspond to cubic subfields of L. Now for each such subgroup
H , consider the permutation representation of G acting on the cosets of H in G,
which is isomorphic to the Galois group of the corresponding cubic subfield. Since
all cubic extensions of Q7 are cyclic (cf. [10]), we can rule out those groups from
among the 20 that exhibit an S3 permutation representation; there are 6 such groups.

Thus, there are 14 possible Galois groups of degree 14 polynomials over Q7.
We identify these groups in the table below using the transitive numbering system
in [18]. The second column gives an alternate naming scheme, which is also
implemented in GAP. Later in the paper, we will reference these groups using only
their first column identification.

14T1 C14

14T2 D7

14T3 D7C2

14T4 2Œ1=2�F42.7/

14T5 F21C2

14T7 F42C2

14T8 C7 o C2
14T12 1=2ŒD.7/2�2

14T13 Œ1=2:D.7/2�2

14T14 Œ72 W 3�2
14T20 D7 o C2
14T23 Œ1=6

C

:F 2
42�22

14T24 Œ72 W 6�2
14T32 ŒD.7/2 W 3�2
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3 Stem Field Invariants

As before, let f be a degree 14 polynomial defined over Q7, and let G be its Galois
group. Our aim in this section is to introduce three field-theoretic invariants, related
to the stem field of f , that will aid in our computation of G.

First, we consider the stem field of f and its corresponding subgroupH (under
the Galois correspondence). Thus H is isomorphic to G \ S13, the point stabilizer
of 1 in G. By Galois theory, the automorphism group of the stem field is therefore
isomorphic toN.H/=H (whereN.H/ represents the normalizer ofH inG), which
is in turn isomorphic to the centralizer of G in S14. In our work, we make use of the
size of the automorphism group of the stem field of f , which is equal to the order
of the centralizer in S14 of G.

Another invariant we employ is related to the discriminant of f . We say the parity
of the polynomial f is C1 if the discriminant of f is a square in Q7; otherwise, the
parity is �1. On the group theory side, the parity of a polynomial’s Galois group is
C1 if G � A14 and �1 otherwise.

The third invariant we consider is related to the list of the Galois groups of the
Galois closures of the proper nontrivial subfields (up to isomorphism) of the stem
field of f . We call this the subfield Galois group content of f , and we denote it by
sgg.f /.

Example 1. For example, consider the polynomial x14C2x2�2xC3, which defines
the unique unramified degree 14 extension of Q7. Thus the Galois group G of this
polynomial is cyclic of order 14. Since the transitive group notation in [18] lists
cyclic groups first, the T -number of G is 14T1. By the fundamental theorem of
Galois theory, since G has a unique cyclic subgroup for every divisor of its order,
the stem field of f has unique subfields of degrees 2 and 7. These subfields define
the unique unramified extensions of Q7 of their respective degrees, and therefore
their Galois groups are also cyclic. Thus the sgg content of f is f2T1, 7T1g.

In general, to compute the sgg content of a polynomial f , we can make
use of the complete lists of quadratic and septic 7-adic fields determined in [10]
(these lists include defining polynomials along with their Galois groups). For each
polynomial in these lists, we can use Panayi’s p-adic root-finding algorithm [13,15]
to test if the polynomial has a root in the field defined by f . If it does, then this
polynomial defines a subfield of the field defined by f . Continuing in this way, it is
straightforward to compute the sgg content of f .

The process of employing the sgg content of a polynomial to identify its Galois
group is justified by the following result.

Proposition 1. The sgg content of a polynomial is an invariant of its Galois group
(thus it makes sense to speak of the sgg content of a transitive group).

Proof. Suppose the polynomial f defines an extension L=K of fields, and let G
denote the Galois group of f . Let E be the subgroup fixing L=K , arising from
the Galois correspondence. The nonisomorphic subfields of L=K correspond to the
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Table 1 Invariant data for transitive subgroups of S14 that can occur
as the Galois group of a degree 14 polynomial defined over Q7

G CentOrd Parity SGG F91 Septics #

14T1 14 �1 2T1,7T1 7; 146 24

14T2 14 �1 2T1,7T2 77; 143 3

14T8 7 �1 2T1 143; 49 7T1,7T2 72

14T3 2 �1 2T1,7T2 7; 146 6

14T5 2 �1 2T1,7T3 7; 422 24

14T4 2 �1 2T1,7T4 7; 212; 42 31

14T7 2 �1 2T1,7T4 7; 422 62

14T12 1 C1 2T1 143; 49 None 8

14T23 1 C1 2T1 42; 49 None 64

14T13 1 �1 2T1 143; 49 7T2,7T2 9

14T20 1 �1 2T1 143; 49 None 16

14T14 1 �1 2T1 42,49 7T3,7T4 93

14T24 1 �1 2T1 42,49 7T4,7T4 114

14T32 1 �1 2T1 42,49 None 128

The column CentOrd gives the order of the group’s centralizer in S14,
Parity indicates whether the group is even (C1) or not (�1), and SGG
gives the sgg content of the group. The column F91 gives the degrees
of the irreducible factors of the linear resolvent F91. When F91 has a
unique factor of degree 49, Septics gives the Galois groups of all septic
subfields of the stem field of this degree 49 factor. The final column
gives the number of isomorphism classes of degree 14 extensions of Q7

whose normal closures have the corresponding Galois group

intermediate subgroups F , up to conjugation, such that E � F � G. Furthermore,
if K 0 is a subfield and F is its corresponding intermediate group, then the Galois
group of the normal closure of K 0 is equal to the permutation representation of G
acting on the cosets of F in G. Consequently, every polynomial with Galois group
G must have the same subfield content, and this quantity can be determined by a
purely group-theoretic computation. ut

For each of the 14 possible Galois groups of degree 14 extensions of Q7,
Table 1 shows their respective data for centralizer order, parity, and sgg content,
with the groups sorted based on their corresponding characteristics. Notice that
these three invariants are enough to uniquely identify the five Galois groups 14T1,
14T2, 14T3, 14T5, and 14T8. The final column in the table shows the number of
isomorphism classes of degree 14 extensions of Q7 that have the corresponding
group as the Galois group of their normal closure. Note, defining polynomials for
these extensions can be computed with a built-in command in [14] (there are a total
of 654 such extensions).

To distinguish between the remaining 9 Galois groups, we make use of a linear
resolvent (in the sense of [17]).
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4 A Linear Resolvent

We begin with a definition of a general resolvent polynomial.

Definition 2. Let T .x1; : : : ; x14/ be a polynomial with integer coefficients. Let H
be the stabilizer of T in S14. That is,

H D ˚
� 2 S14WT .x�.1/; : : : ; x�.14// D T .x1; : : : ; x14/

�
:

We define the resolvent polynomial Rf;T .x/ of the polynomial f .x/ 2 ZŒx� by

Rf;T .x/ D
Y

�2S14=H

�
x � T .r�.1/; : : : ; r�.14//

�
;

where S14=H is a complete set of right coset representatives of S14 modulo H and
where r1; : : : ; r14 are the roots of f .x/. By Galois theory, Rf;T .x/ also has integer
coefficients.

The main theorem concerning resolvent polynomials is the following. A proof
can be found in [17].

Theorem 1. With the notation of the preceding definition, set m D ŒS14WH� D
deg.Rf;T /. If Rf;T is squarefree, its Galois group (as a subgroup of Sm) is equal
to �.G/, where � is the natural group homomorphism from S14 to Sm given by
the natural right action of S14 on S14=H . Note that we can always ensure R is
squarefree by taking a suitable Tschirnhaus transformation of f [8, p. 318].

As a consequence, this theorem implies that the list of degrees of irreducible
factors of Rf;T is the same as the length of the orbits of the action of �.G/ on the
set Œ1; : : : ; m�. In particular, the Galois group of an irreducible factor ofRf;T can be
determined by a purely group-theoretic computation.

Our linear resolvent is constructed as follows. Let T .x1; : : : ; x14/ D x1 C x2,
which is stabilized by the subgroup H ' S2 � S12 and which is generated by the
following three permutations,

.1; 2/; .3; 4/; .3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12; 13; 14/:

Since ŒS14 W H� D 91, the corresponding resolvent polynomial, which we denote by
F91, has degree 91, and it can be computed by

F91.x/ D
13Y

iD1

14Y

jD2
.x � ri � rj /;
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where ri are the roots of the degree 14 polynomial f . However, since T is linear, it
can also be computed as a resultant (as in [17]). In particular, let

g.x/ D Resultanty.f .y/; f .x C y//=x14:

Then F91.x/ D g.
p
x/.

The list of the irreducible factors of F91 is enough to distinguish 4 of the 9
remaining Galois groups (14T4, 14T7, 14T12, and 14T23), as seen in Table 1. For
the remaining 5 cases, we note that F91 has a unique irreducible factor of degree 49.
It turns out that if we consider Galois groups of septic subfields of the stem field
of this degree 49 factor, then this information is enough to distinguish between the
remaining Galois groups.
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Zeros of Partial Sums of the Square
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1 Introduction and Statement of Results

The Riemann zeta-function is the analytic function of the complex variable
s D � C i t that is defined by the absolutely convergent Dirichlet series

�.s/ D
1X

nD1

1

ns
;
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valid for � > 1. The zeta-function can be continued analytically to a meromorphic
function in the s plane with solely a simple pole situated at the point s D 1

with residue 1. (See the wonderful expositions of the classical computations by
Davenport [4], Ingham [9], and Titchmarsh [18].) Away from the vicinity of the
pole, �.s/ is unconditionally approximated quite well by arbitrarily short truncations
of its Dirichlet series for � > 1. This would continue to hold for � > 1=2, if the
Lindelöf Hypothesis were true. (See Theorem 2.1 in Gonek [5] and Chap. XIII,
pp. 328–335, in Titchmarsh [18].)

A great deal is known and conjectured about the distribution of zeros of �.s/.
However, little is known about the zeros of its partial sums

�X.s/ D
XX

nD1

1

ns
;

where the length of truncation X is a real number greater than or equal to 2.
Exceptions are the works of Montgomery [11], Turán [19–22], and Voronin [24],
with numerical studies carried out by Spira [16,17] and, more recently, by Borwein
et al. [3].

From the absolute convergence of the Dirichlet series defining �.s/, a quick
calculation confirms that, even for X not very large, �X.s/ provides a rather good
approximation to �.s/ with a remainder which is o.1/ as X ! 1. Motivated in
part by the approximate functional equation for �.s/ due to Hardy and Littlewood
[7, 8], Gonek and one of the authors [6] studied the distribution of zeros of �X.s/.
Theorem 1 in [6] sums up a number of known results in the literature on the zeros
of �X.s/. We summarize the theorem here for convenience.

Theorem 1. The following results on the distribution of zeros of �X.s/ are
known.

(a) (Borwein et al. [3].) Let X be a real number greater than or equal to 2. Then
the zeros of �X.s/ all lie in the strip ˛ < � < ˇ, where the real numbers ˛ and
ˇ are the unique solutions of

1C 2�� C � � � C .X � 1/�� D X��

and

2�� C 3�� C � � � CX�� D 1;

respectively. In particular, ˛ > �X and ˇ < 1:72865.
(b) (Montgomery and Vaughan [12].) There exists a real numberX0 such that, when

X � X0, �X.s/ has no zeros for

� � 1C
�
4

�
� 1

�
log logX

logX
:
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(c) (Montgomery [11].) For any constant C satisfying the inequalities 0 < C <

4=� � 1, there exists a real number X0 depending on C only such that, when
X � X0, �X.s/ has zeros for

� > 1C C log logX

logX
:

In [6], Gonek and one of the authors extended the above investigations. We can
summarize, in particular, Theorem 2 in [6] as follows.

Theorem 2 (Gonek and Ledoan [6]). Let X and T be real numbers greater than
or equal to 2. Denote by N�X .T / the number of zeros of �X.s/ with ordinates in the
interval Œ0; T �, with

N�X .T / D lim
�!0C

N�X .T C �/

when T coincides with the ordinate of a zero. Then

ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇN�X .T / � T

2�
logŒX�

ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ <

X

2
;

where ŒX� denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to X .

In relation to these works and motivated in part by the approximate functional
equation for �2.s/ due to Hardy and Littlewood [8], our object in this paper is to
investigate the distribution of zeros of the partial sums

�2X.s/ D
XX

nD1

d.n/

ns
; (1)

where d.n/ denotes the number of divisors of n. The partial sums �2X.s/ are
intimately connected with �2.s/. Since �2.s/ does not converge for � � 1, it is
difficult to determine what possible relationship might exist between the zeros of
�2.s/ and �2X.s/ for � � 1.

In this paper, we first derive the zero-free regions of �2X.s/. We are ready to state
our first two main results.

Theorem 3. There exists a real number ˇ which depends onX only such that �2X.s/
has no zeros for � � ˇ. In particular,

ˇ D 1

log 2

�

1 �
�
�2

6
� 5

4

�

X.2=.log 3�1//.logXC1/
�

C 1:

Theorem 4. There exists a real number ˛ which depends onX only such that �2X.s/
has no zeros for � � ˛. In particular,
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˛ D �2.logX C 1/

log 3 � 1
X logX:

We then use Theorems 3 and 4 to establish an approximate formula for the
number of zeros up to a given height T . Our third main result may be stated as
follows.

Theorem 5. Let X and T be real numbers greater than or equal to 2. Denote by
N�2X

.T / the number of zeros of �2X.s/ with ordinates in the interval Œ0; T �, with

N�2X
.T / D lim

�!0C

N�2X
.T C �/

when T coincides with the ordinate of a zero. Then

N�2X
.T / D T

2�
logX CO.X/:

2 Proof of Theorem 3

In this section, we show that the magnitude of �2X.s/ is greater than zero for � � ˇ.
Toward this end, we extract the first term from the sum in (1), take absolute values,
and apply the triangle inequality twice to obtain

j�2X.s/j � 1 �
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ

XX

nD2

d.n/

ns

ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ

� 1 �
XX

nD2

d.n/

n�
: (2)

In order to determine a real number ˇ such that the quantity on the far right-hand
side of (2) is strictly greater than zero for � � ˇ, we will need to make use of an
upper bound for d.n/. The papers by Nicolas and Robin [13] and Usol’cev [23]
contain more general bounds for d.n/ from which it follows that, for all integers
n � 1,

logd.n/ <
2 logn

log logn
: (3)

(See, also, the handbook by Sándor et al. [15], Chapter II, Section II.3, p. 41.)
We recall that, for all real numbers x � 1,

logx � x � 1

x C 1
;

with equality only when x D 1. Hence, for all real numbers x � e,
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log logx � logx � 1

logx C 1
:

It follows that, for all integers n in the range 3 � n � X ,

d.n/ < e.2 log n/.lognC1/=.logn�1/

� e.2 logX/.logXC1/=.log3�1/

� X.2=.log 3�1//.logXC1/:

(4)

Hence, the quantity on the far right-hand side of (2) must satisfy

1 �
XX

nD2

d.n/

n�
> 1 � 1

2��1
� X.2=.log 3�1//.logXC1/

XX

nD3

1

n�

> 1 � 1

2��1
� X.2=.log 3�1//.logXC1/

1X

nD3

1

n�
:

(5)

In view of the quantities on the far right-hand sides of (2) and (5), it will be sufficient
to show that

1

2��1
CX.2=.log 3�1//.logXC1/

1X

nD3

1

n�
< 1: (6)

Since � � ˇ and n � 3,

n� � nˇ D nˇ�2n2 � 3ˇ�2n2:

From this and the discovery due to Euler that

1X

nD1

1

n2
D �2

6
;

we see that the sum in (6) satisfies

1X

nD3

1

n�
�
1X

nD3

1

nˇ
� 1

3ˇ�2
1X

nD3

1

n2
D 1

3ˇ�2

�
�2

6
� 5

4

�

; (7)

which is substantially the best possible. Furthermore, since � � ˇ,
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1 �
XX

nD2

d.n/

n�
> 1 � 1

2ˇ�1
� 1

3ˇ�2

�
�2

6
� 5

4

�

X.2=.log 3�1//.logXC1/

> 1 � 1

2ˇ�1

�

1C
�
�2

6
� 5

4

�

X.2=.log 3�1//.logXC1/
�

:

In order for (6) to hold true, we must have that

1

2ˇ�1

�

1C
�
�2

6
� 5

4

�

X.2=.log 3�1//.logXC1/
�

< 1:

Solving for ˇ in the last inequality above, we find that ˇ is a real number that must
satisfy

ˇ >
1

log 2

�

1C
�
�2

6
� 5

4

�

X.2=.log 3�1//.logXC1/
�

C 1; (8)

from which we obtain an admissible value for ˇ.
By virtue of estimates (2) through (8), we deduce that

1X

nD2

d.n/

nˇ
� 1

2ˇ�1

�

1C
�
�2

6
� 5

4

�

X.2=.log 3�1//.logXC1/
�

:

Hence, for � � ˇ,

ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ

XX

nD2

d.n/

ns

ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ

�
XX

nD2

d.n/

nˇ
< 1; (9)

and it follows that

j�2X.s/j � 1 �
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ

XX

nD2

d.n/

ns

ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
> 0:

Consequently, j�2X.s/j > 0 for � � ˇ. Hence, �2X.s/ has no zeros for � � ˇ. This
completes the proof of Theorem 3.

3 Proof of Theorem 4

In this section, we show that the magnitude of �2X.s/ is greater than zero for � � ˛.
Proceeding to the proof of the theorem, we extract the last term from the sum in (1),
take absolute values, and apply the triangle inequality twice to obtain
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j�2X.s/j � d.X/

X�
�
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ

X�1X

nD1

d.n/

ns

ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ

� d.X/

X�
�
X�1X

nD1

d.n/

n�
:

It will be sufficient to obtain a real number ˛ such that, for � � ˛,

2

X�
>

X�1X

nD1

d.n/

n�
: (10)

By (3), for any real number � � ˛,

1

X�
>

1

X��˛

 

1C 1

2˛�1
C

X�1X

nD3

1

n˛
e2 log n= log log n

!

D 1

X��˛ C 1

X��˛2˛�1
C

X�1X

nD3

1

X��˛n˛
e2 log n= log log n:

Since n < X ,

1

X�
> 1C 1

2˛�1
C

X�1X

nD3

1

n��˛n˛
e2 log n= log log n

D 1C 1

2˛�1
C

X�1X

nD3

1

n�
e2 log n= log log n

> 1C
X�1X

nD3

1

n�
e2 log n= log log n:

It suffices to obtain a real number ˛ such that

1

X˛
> 1C

X�1X

nD3

1

X�
e2 log n= log log n: (11)

Since 3 � n � X � 1 < X , we have n˛ > X˛ . It follows that

1

X˛

X�1X

nD3
e2 log n= log log n >

X�1X

nD3

1

n˛
e2 log n= log log n:

It should be observed, however, that it suffices to have
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1

X˛
> 1C 1

X˛

X�1X

nD3
e2 log n= log log n;

which holds for any fixed negative real number ˛ and for all X sufficiently large in
terms of ˛. We may take any fixed negative real number ˛ depending on X only for
which (11) holds. By (4),

X�1X

nD3

1

n˛
e2 log n= log log n < X.2=.log 3�1//.logXC1/

X�1X

nD3

1

n˛
: (12)

It remains to treat the sum on the right-hand side of (12).
When ˛ < 0, Cauchy’s integral test yields

X�1X

nD3

1

n˛
� 1

.X � 1/˛ C
Z X�1

3

1

y˛
dy <

X � ˛

.1 � ˛/.X � 1/˛ :

From this and (12), we see that (11) follows directly from

1

X˛
> X.2=.log 3�1//.logXC1/ X � ˛

.1 � ˛/.X � 1/˛
:

Solving for ˛ in the last inequality, we obtain an admissible value for ˛. In particular,

˛ D �2.logX C 1/

log 3 � 1
X logX:

Hence, we conclude that j�2X.s/j > 0 for � � ˛. Therefore, �2X.s/ has no zeros
for � � ˛. This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.

4 Proof of Theorem 5

We now take up the proof of the approximate formula forN�2X .T /. It will be simpler,
from purely a mathematical standpoint, to assume that T , which we suppose to be
large, does not coincide with the ordinate of a zero of �2X.s/.

By the principle of the argument (see Ahlfors [1], Theorem 18, p. 152) and
Theorems 3 and 4,

2�N�2X
.T / D 4R arg �2X.s/;
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whereR denotes the rectangle in the s plane with vertices ˛, ˇ, ˇC iT , and ˛C iT ,
described in the positive sense and 4R denotes the change in the argument of �2X.s/
as s traverses R in the positive sense.

Here, we note that the change in the argument of �2X.s/ as s describes the top edge
of R is �4Œ˛;ˇ� arg �2X.� C iT /, the minus sign coming from the fact that along R
this side is traced in the negative sense. In the same way, the change in the argument
of �2X.s/ as s describes the left edge of R is �4Œ0;T � arg �2X.˛ C i t/.

Hence,

2�N�2X
.T / D 4Œ˛;ˇ� arg �2X.�/C 4Œ0;T � arg �2X.ˇ C i t/

� 4Œ˛;ˇ� arg �2X.� C iT / � 4Œ0;T � arg �2X.˛ C i t/;
(13)

and we distinguish four cases.
As s describes the base of R, there is no change in arg �2X.s/. Since �2X.s/ is real

and nowhere zero on Œ˛; ˇ�, we have

4Œ˛;ˇ� arg �2X.�/ D 0: (14)

As s describes the right edge of R, it follows from (9) that

j�2X.s/ � 1j < 1:

Hence, for 0 � t � T , we have arg �2X.ˇ/ D 0 and <.�2X.ˇ C i t// > 0, so that

4Œ0;T � arg �2X.ˇ C i t/ D O.1/: (15)

Along the top edge of R, we estimate the change in arg �2X.� C iT / by first
decomposing �2X.� C iT / into the sum of its real and imaginary parts. These are
denoted by <.�2X.� C iT // and =.�2X.� C iT //, respectively. Hence,

�2X.� C iT / D
XX

nD1
d.n/e�.�CiT / log n

D
XX

nD1

d.n/

n�
Œcos.T logn/ � i sin.T logn/�

D <.�2X.� C iT //C i=.�2X.� C iT //;

where

<.�2X.� C iT // D
XX

nD1

d.n/

n�
cos.T logn/
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and

=.�2X.� C iT // D �
XX

nD1

d.n/

n�
sin.T logn/:

By a generalization of Descartes’ Rule of Signs (see Pólya and Szegö [14],
Volume II, Part V, Chapter 1, No. 77), the number of real zeros of =.�2X.� C iT //

in the interval Œ˛; ˇ� is less than or equal to the number of nonzero coefficients
d.n/ sin.T logn/. Hence, the number of zeros of =.�2X.� C iT // is at most X � 1.

Since by assumption the line t D T does not coincide with any zero of �2X.s/,
the zeros of =.�2X.s// situated along the top edge of R must be real. Furthermore,
since the change in argument between two consecutive zeros is at most � , it follows
that

j4Œ˛;ˇ� arg �2X.� C iT /j � �.X � 1/:

Hence,

4Œ˛;ˇ� arg �2X.� C iT / D O.X/: (16)

Finally, along the left edge of R,

�2X.˛ C i t/ D

0

B
B
B
B
B
@

1C
1C

X�1X

nD2

d.n/

n˛Ci t

d.X/

X˛Ci t

1

C
C
C
C
C
A

d.X/

X˛Ci t ;

from which it follows that

4Œ0;T � arg �2X.˛ C i t/ D 4Œ0;T � arg

0

B
B
B
B
B
@

1C
1C

X�1X

nD2

d.n/

n˛Ci t

d.X/

X˛Ci t

1

C
C
C
C
C
A

C 4Œ0;T � arg
d.X/

X˛Ci t :

(17)

In virtue of
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4Œ0;T � arg
d.X/

X˛Ci t D 4Œ0;T � arg
d.X/

X˛
e�i t logX

D 4Œ0;T � arg e�i t logX

D �T logX;

(18)

it remains for us to examine the first term on the right-hand side of (17), and this is
possible on the basis of

d.X/

X˛
>

X

1�n�X�1

d.n/

n˛

(in the proof of Theorem 4) that, for any real number t ,

ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ

1C
X�1X

nD2

d.n/

n˛Ci t

d.X/

X˛Ci t

ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ

< 1:

Hence,

4Œ0;T � arg

0

B
B
B
B
B
@

1C
1C

X�1X

nD2

d.n/

n˛Ci t

d.X/

X˛Ci t

1

C
C
C
C
C
A

D O.1/: (19)

Inserting estimates (18) and (19) into (17), we obtain

4Œ0;T � arg �2X.� C i t/ D �T logX CO.1/: (20)

Finally, inserting estimates (14)–(16), and (20) into (13), we obtain precisely the
statement of Theorem 5. Hence, the proof is finished.

5 Final Comments and Suggestions for Future Research

There are gaps in our investigation of the zeros of �2X.s/ thus far that need to be
filled and other directions that must be explored. Below, we identify several research
problems that arise naturally from our current investigation.
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Fig. 1 Contour plot of �2.s/
with�15 � � � 2 and
0 � t � 100

100

80

60

40

20

0
−15 −10 −5 0

Problem 1. The proof of Theorem 4 is constructed around the fact that for � far
enough to the left of the origin, one term of �2X.s/ dominates the rest, as shown in
(10). While this is a safe way to ensure the non-vanishing of �2X.s/, it is far from
being most efficient. It would be useful to obtain computational or heuristic evidence
that may lead to conjectures for further research that could give an indication of how
far from the best possible zero-free regions the bounds in Theorems 3 and 4 really
are.

Problem 2. The real and imaginary parts of �.s/ are each real-valued functions.
The zeros of �.s/ are points in the plane where both <.�.s// D 0 and =.�.s// D 0.
These are exactly points where the two level curves cross. This also applies to the
real and imaginary parts of �2X.s/.

Since the zeros of both �.s/ and �2X.s/ are symmetric with respect to the real
axis, the contour plots in Figs. 1 and 2 display only the behavior near the critical
line � D 1=2 and the precise definition of the zeros of �2.s/ and �2X.s/ in the
upper half-plane, respectively. The picture in Fig. 1 shows that the zeros of �2.s/ are
clustered near � D 1=2.

On the other hand, Fig. 2 shows a striking picture of the zeros of �2X.s/. Most
of the zeros of �2X.s/ are clustered near � D 1=2. What is remarkable is the short
strip of zeros near � D 1=2. One may inquire about the presence of the trails of
zeros of �2X.s/ in Fig. 2. How far to the left of � D 1=2 do these trails of zeros
extend? Furthermore, do they become periodic further up in the upper half-plane?
The picture in Fig. 2 is compelling. It suggests a phenomenon in need of explanation.

For completeness, it is also worthwhile to conduct a similar investigation of the
zeros of the tail of �2X.s/.
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Fig. 2 Contour plot of �220.s/
with�15 � � � 2 and
0 � t � 100
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−15 −10 −5 0

Problem 3. The clustering of the zeros of �.s/ near � D 1=2, first proved by Bohr
and Landau [2], is the strongest existing evidence of the Riemann Hypothesis. (See
also Titchmarsh [18], Chapter XI, pp. 292–311.) In 1975, Levinson [10] showed
that, for any complex a, the zeros of �.s/ � a cluster at � D 1=2. Specifically,
Levinson proved that the number of zeros in the rectangle j� � 1=2j � ı and 1 �
t � T of the equation �.s/ D a is .T=2�/ logT C Oı.T /, whereas the number
of zeros for which j� � 1=2j > ı and 1 � t � T is Oı.T / at most. The second
estimate can be strengthened if a D 0. Hence, the clustering of zeros to � D 1=2 is
more substantial than the clustering of a-values for a ¤ 0.

Proceeding in exactly the same way as in [6, 10] and using the machinery
developed therein, can one determine the locations where the zeros of �2X.s/ � a

are clustered at? Furthermore, is there anything special about the case a D 0?

Problem 4. The methods and ideas from [6] and the present paper extend naturally
to the smoothed partial sums

XX

nD1

	
1 � n

X


k d.n/

ns

for k � 1, which provides a better approximation to �2.s/ in the critical strip. What
can be said about the distribution of zeros these partial sums?
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Analysis of Resonance Frequencies
for the Problem of Induced Vibrations
Along the Human Arm

Irina Viktorova, Lauren Holden, and Sara Bailey Stocks

1 Background

The human body has a very intricate and complicated design. Because of this, it
is extremely challenging to model the movements, interactions, and reactions of
the human body, especially parts as complicated as the human arm. One challenge
that is faced is the fact that the bones of the human body have complicated shapes.
This leads to difficulties when it comes to formulating a model that fits the shapes
and corresponding interactions and reactions. Another serious problem is that the
exact specifications of human biomaterial (tissue) have not been fully discovered.
There is plenty of experimental data on bone structure, but it is hard to compare
and validate the results of these studies because of the differences in the testing
conditions, animal species, and other constraints.

One specific scenario that can be modeled mathematically is the interaction
between the human arm and mechanical vibrations. This problem is the topic of
[4], applying the method of finite element analysis to human hand arm vibrations.
According to [4], when high-energy mechanical vibrations propagate through
the human arm, pathological problems are often introduced. This issue is very
commonly seen and experienced by people who have an occupation in which they
are routinely exposed to machine vibrations. These vibrations and problems most
often come from tools such as jackhammers, hand-saws, and drills. Surprisingly,
these tools are used in a wide variety of occupations, ranging from construction
work to the procedures done by dentists and surgeons. Because of the wide range
of people affected by this problem, it is very important to be able to model this
interaction in order to better understand it. Long-term exposure to these machines
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and their vibrations can lead to Hand-Arm Vibration Syndrome (HAVS). This
is a serious condition that is diagnosed in as many as one in every ten people
who work with these tools on a regular basis. HAVS is classified by changes in
sense of touch of the affected nerves, which oftentimes leads to muscle pain and
weakness, irreversible numbness of fingers, and bouts of white finger (also known
as Raynaud’s phenomenon). If one notices the problem early enough and stops
using these tools, he/she may be able to recover from the symptoms; however, most
people are not able to catch the problem in time, and they are left with permanent
damage [3]. Because of the severity of this syndrome, it is extremely important to
be able to model the effect of these resonance frequencies on the human arm so that
the problem can be better understood and possibly even prevented.

2 Methodology

The human arm is modeled as a system of two homogeneous viscoelastic rods,
joined by the hinge. Viscoelastic material is a compound that has both elastic and
viscous properties. Modeling the human arm as a viscoelastic rod means it has both
elastic and viscous properties, and it also demonstrates a time-dependent strain. The
modeling of the muscle and bone tissue as the homogeneous and viscoelastic solid is
based on the experimental mechanical testing data of the bone structure. This model
shows that the bone tissue behaves as the linear viscoelastic material. The pressure
that surrounds the bone muscle tissue can cause an increase in viscoelasticity and is
accounted for by the parameters in the model equation.

The rods are considered homogeneous since the wavelengths (tens of meters), at
the frequencies considered, are overwhelmingly greater than the maximum cross-
sectional measurements for the human arm. This results in the propagation of
the plane (2D—front only), and thus non-homogeneity can be neglected. The
viscoelastic parameters can be obtained by running special experimental programs
on the bone specimens. The specimens are submerged into viscoelastic media,
which models the biologically soft tissue.

The problem of vibrations propagating along the human arm is divided into
two parts. The first part is related to the longitudinal oscillations propagating from
the hand to the elbow, where �e is the frequency of vibrations at the elbow. The
second problem is related to the propagation of the superposition of longitudinal
and bending vibrations (from the elbow to the shoulder) induced at the hand with
frequency �0, with the fraction ratio being defined by the angle of bending for the
elbow joint. Therefore, if the angle is zero (straight arm), there is no bending mode
involved. Alternatively, if the angle is 90ı, then it is only important to account for
the bending component.

For some arbitrary value beta between 0ı and 90ı (0ı < ˇ < 90ı), the
longitudinal vibrations will be defined by the force components (P.t/ cosˇ) and
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the bending components (P.t/ sinˇ). P(t) is defined as the value of the load at the
elbow, which is obtained from the solution of the longitudinal wave propagation
from the hand to the elbow. The displacement equations in this model are derived
with no bending mode involved, that is with ˇ D 0ı.

The combined propagation of longitudinal and bending vibrations along the
viscoelastic rod of finite length can be modeled by the combined theory of wave
propagation in viscoelastic solids [1, 3, 4].

The results for the displacements are given by the following formula, where t
is time, x is the location of the cross-section, 	 is the length of the rod, !1 is the
vibrational frequency, is the phase angle, and ˛ is the viscoelastic parameter.
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The amplitude of the bending vibrations is given by the following formula

W D !0

2

�
S1 sin.kx/ � S2 sinh.kx/

sin.k	/ cosh.k	/� cos.k	/ sinh.k	/
C cos.kx/C cosh.kx/

�
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where

S1 D 1 � cos.k	/ cosh.k	/ � sin.k	/ sinh.k	/

S2 D 1 � cos.k	/ cosh.k	/C sin.k	/ sinh.k	/

and k D r
2

for the cylinder of radius r.
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3 Results

Using these relations, we can calculate the dependence of the vibration’s amplitude
on time “t” for the arbitrary cross-section x. Setting x D 	1, we obtain:

u.	1; t/

u0
D
"

2

cosh.2	1
C
A/C cos.2	1

C
B/

# 1
2

� cos.!1t �  /: (3)

The above equation defines the displacement or amplitude of longitudinal
vibrations at the elbow, with the parameters of the induced vibrations located at
the hand. The same equation also defines one of the boundary conditions for the
problem of bending vibrations propagating from the elbow to the shoulder. The
second boundary condition for the part of the arm from the elbow to the shoulder
joint can be formulated based on the position of the arm. The analysis of the
problem can be simplified with the assumption of no constraint at the end of the
rod x D 	2. More accurate boundary conditions require more detailed experimental
data analysis.

It should be emphasized that the superposition of longitudinal and bending
vibrations along the second rod that models the part of the arm above the elbow
and below the shoulder is characterized by the amplitude, which depends on the
angle of the elbow. The amplitude of the bending vibrations at x D 	2 is defined by
the formula:

W j.x D 	/ D !0 �
�

sin.k	/ � sinh.k	/

sin.k	/ cosh.k	/ � cos.k	/ sinh.k	/

�

: (4)

Furthermore, the relationship between the amplification factor 
 for bending
vibrations and the corresponding frequencies ! is given by the equation:


 D .cosh.!/ � cos.!/ � sin.!/ sinh.!//
1
2p

2.sinh.!/� sin.!//
: (5)

According to the above equations, the ratio of the amplitudes is proportional to
the squares of the ratios of the frequencies. This fact will be used later in the analysis
of the resonance frequencies.

Analysis of Eq. (5) allows one to model and predict the resonance frequencies of
the described phenomenon. The first step is in taking the first derivative of 
.!) and
setting it equal to zero. This gives an equation that can be solved for values of !,
which correspond to the frequencies that yield the maximum/minimum amplitudes.
The first derivative is given by:

d


d!
D Œsinh.!/� sin.!/� � Œsinh.!/C sin.!/� cos.!/ sinh.!/� sin.!/ cosh.!/�

2
p

cosh.!/� cos.!/� sin.!/ sinh.!/
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� Œcosh.!/� cos.!/� �pcosh.!/� cos.!/� sin.!/ sinh.!/

Œsinh.!/� sin.!/�2
: (6)

Setting Eq. (6) equal to zero and solving verifies that the first extremum is
! D 3� . Using this value of ! to simplify Eq. (6), we get:

d


d!
D sinh2.!/ � Œsin.!/ � cos.!/ � 1� D 0: (7)

The solution demonstrates that the maximum/minimum amplitude occurs at
frequencies given by:

! D �

2
C n�; n 2 N

and

! D � C n�; n 2 N (8)

The second derivative test determines whether the amplitude corresponding to
the first extremum frequency of ! D 3� is a maximum or minimum. The second
derivative is given by:

d2


d!2
D sinh.!/ � Œ2 sin.!/� 2 cos.!/� 2C sinh.!/Œcos.!/C sin.!/��: (9)

Plugging in ! D 3� gives a value of �38,388,000, which is negative. Thus,
this frequency corresponds to a maximum amplitude. Plugging ! D 3� into Eq. (5)
gives a value of 
 D 0:008984 for the maximum amplitude. Furthermore, as the
value of sinh.!/ gets large the sign (positive or negative) of the second derivative
depends on the expression Œcos.!/C sin.!/�. Thus, the maximum amplitudes occur
at ! D 3�; 5�; 7�; 9�; : : : because Œcos.!/ C sin.!/� is negative at these values.
Then, the fact that the ratio of the amplitudes is proportional to the ratio of the
squares of the frequencies, as follows from Eq. (5), allows to conclude that the first
ratio of the maximum amplitudes is 9�2

25�2
D 9

25
.

Verification of the obtained numerical results is implemented by comparative
analysis with the experimental data, under the assumption that parameter ˛ is very
close to 1. (The analysis of the experimental data with the bone tissue samples
tested at various loading rates confirmed by the value of ˛ D 0:98.) Figure 1
demonstrates the dependence of amplitude on frequency for the propagation of
bending vibrations at the elbow of the human operator, where �e denotes the
frequency of vibrations at the elbow, and �0 denotes the applied frequency of the
inducer. The graph shows that the ratio of the frequencies for the two distinct
maximums is very close to 9

25
, which verifies the results of the model analysis.

The local minimum occurring at approximately 5� requires further investigation.
It should be noted that Fig. 1 was constructed using data from an experimental
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Fig. 1 This figure shows the dependence of bending amplitude on the frequency of induced
mechanical vibrations along the human arm

study [2] that was carried out independently from the model approach discussed
in this paper, which is significant for the verification of the mathematically modeled
results for the resonance frequencies.

Conclusion
The analysis discussed in this paper led to a model of the effect of resonance
frequencies on the human arm. The results of this analysis are verified by
experimental data, which was collected independently. From the experimental
data, Fig. 1 was created, which verified the results of the model approach.

It should be emphasized that the model approach examined in this study
allows for the determination of the viscoelastic material parameters, as well
as the value of the stress propagation rate. These parameters cannot be
obtained from the samples of the human bone tissue due to the specifics of
manufacturing and size limitations.

Experimental data is difficult to obtain from human subjects because of
the possible harm to humans undergoing the experiment. The results obtained
on the postmortem bone and soft tissue specimens do not present accurate
parameters and are often useless. Therefore, the theoretical analysis for the
propagation of the mechanical vibrations along the human arm establishes
in particular the values of the resonance frequencies. This is of upmost
importance because it provides valuable information on safety and overall
advanced operations development. As stated earlier, this problem affects

(continued)
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people in a wide range of occupations, and it is a very common and
serious problem. Long-term exposure to this problem can lead to Hand-
Arm Vibration Syndrome, which oftentimes leaves people with irreversible
damage. Thus, this model and the corresponding analysis are extremely
important and practical.
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Modeling Risky Sexual Behavior Among College
Students: Predictors of STD

Qi Zhang, Haseeb Kazi, and Sat Gupta

1 Introduction

A risky sexual behavior is one that increases one’s risk of contracting sexually
transmitted infections and experiencing unintended pregnancies. Unprotected sex-
ual activities, including high level of non-condom use could increase the risk
of HIV/STDs transmission [3, 9]. Risky sexual behavior usually includes having
more than one sexual partner, changing sexual partners frequently, having oral,
vaginal, or anal sexual contact without a condom, and using unreliable methods
of birth control, or using birth control inconsistently [1, 2]. As the youth of
today start engaging in sexual practice at earlier ages, the incidence of sexually
transmitted diseases has been rising in recent years. A study has shown that average
age of first sexual intercourse now is 16.7 years, and first sexual intercourse is
significantly associated with human papillomavirus (HPV) infection [6]. The Youth
Risk Behavior Surveillance System (YRBSS) reported in 2011 that sexual behavior
that contributes to unintended pregnancy and STDs is one of six categories of
priority health-risk behaviors among youth and young adults [2]. Previous sexually
transmitted disease surveys among young adults show that they account for 50 % of
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the 19 million new STD cases each year, but they just account for only 25 % of the
sexually active population [8]. In these young adults, college students account for a
large proportion. STDs can affect students’ health and their future. It is important
to help students understand the basics of STDs. However, studies show that even
though college students have relevant knowledge about STDs, they still continue
to engage in risky sexual behaviors [7]. That means students’ sexual education
needs to be strengthened, including the harmful implications of STDs, as well as
appropriate intervention measures. Although many researchers have studied STDs
in adolescents, the studies of the predictors of STD incidences are less common.
Analyzing factors that affect sexual behavior among American college students
could provide the scientific basis for formulation of sexual health education.

Since the sexually transmitted disease questions are sensitive to many students,
students may not provide truthful responses. In the previous study by Spears-Gill
et al. [4], a survey was conducted about students’ sexual behaviors at The University
of North Carolina at Greensboro (UNCG). It was observed that students tend to
significantly underreport risky sexual behaviors. In the present study, we try to
quantify the extent of under-reporting, and also study the relationship between STD
history and some important predictors, such as age, gender, and number of sexual
partners. This study confirms our expectation that those students who have more
sexual partners are more likely to be diagnosed with STDs. It also confirms another
expectation that there will be higher incidence of STD in women than men because
of their physiological structure. The skin of vagina is thinner and more delicate than
the skin of penis, that means bacteria and viruses are easier to penetrate. And also
the vagina provides a moist environment for bacteria to grow. Previous studies have
shown that 13 % of females and 4 % of males have had STD [5].

2 Sample Characteristics

The target population in this study is undergraduate students enrolled at UNCG
during the 2012–2013 academic year. Students offered to take part in the study
voluntarily and filled out the survey questionnaires during regular mathematics and
statistics class times. Subjects were 31.4 % male and 68.6 % female (392 valid
reporting), 3.7 % were married and 95.8 % were not married (409 valid reporting).
They had a mean age of 19.99 (411 valid reporting), and 90.3 % subjects were in the
18–22 age group. The distribution of their class levels was: 47.6 % freshman, 32.0 %
sophomore, 12.7 % junior, 7.3 % senior, and 0.5 % other (410 valid reporting).
Proper IRB approval was sought and received before data collection.
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3 Procedures

The researchers asked the subjects questions using two survey methods. One method
was face-to-face interview, which meant the subject answered questions directly to
the researcher; and the other method was a check-box method which meant the
subject completed the survey completely anonymously. Before the survey, students
received basic information about the study, such as risks, benefits, and the questions
that would be on the questionnaire. Then the subjects completed a consent form
and a demographic information form. The two sensitive questions about sexual
behavior used in the survey were “How many sexual partners have you had in
the last 12 months?” and “Have you ever been told by a healthcare professional
that you have a sexually transmitted disease?” The face-to-face interview group
answered sexual behavior questions directly to the interviewer, and the check-
box group completed the questionnaires anonymously and dropped them in a box.
Professors under whose guidance the study was completed were available during
data collection.

4 Results

The collected data was analyzed by using SPSS software. In the first part of the
analysis, the STD incidence (yes or no) was set as the dependent variable, and
the survey group (face-to-face and check-box) was set as the independent variable.
Logistic regression was used to test under-reporting of STDs, summary is shown in
Table 1.

The odds ratio of 0.213 indicates that odds of a yes response with the face-to-face
survey method are 79 % smaller as compared with the check-box method, with
a p-value of 0.005. This confirms the significant under-reporting of STD in
face-to-face interviews.

In the second part of the analysis, we again used STD incidence (yes or no)
as the dependent variable, and used age, gender, and number of sexual partners as
independent variables. We included the survey group also in the model to control
for it. The results in Table 2 below are based on the logistic regression fit using
forward selection method. Clearly, the number of sexual partners, age, and gender
are significant. Although survey group was not a significant predictor at 5 % level,
we kept it in the model to control for it.

Table 1 Under-reporting of STD in Face-to-Face interviews with
Logistic Regression Check-BoxD“1”; Face-to-FaceD“2”

Predictor B SE Wald df Sig. Exp (B)

Survey group �1.548 0.557 7.718 1 0.005 0.213

Constant �0.755 0.689 1.199 1 0.273 0.470
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Table 2 Predictors of STD with Logistic Regression MaleD “0”;
FemaleD “1”; Check-BoxD “1”; Face-to-FaceD “2”

Predictor B SE Wald df Sig. Exp (B)

Survey group �1.102 0.603 3.337 1 0.068 0.332

# of sexual partners 0.430 0.123 12.222 1 0.000 1.537

Gender 2.979 1.308 8.236 1 0.004 19.672

Age 0.180 0.050 13.068 1 0.000 1.197

Constant �8.402 2.045 16.887 1 0.000 0.000

5 Discussion

The previous study of Spears-Gill et al. [4] showed serious under-reporting of the
number of sexual partners and the incidences of STDs during face-to-face interview
since this method had no anonymity, at least relative to the researcher. In the
present study, the results in Table 1 show that there is 79 % under-reporting of
STD incidence when using face-to-face survey as compared to check-box method
since the relative risk is 0.213. The results in Table 2 demonstrate that the factors
strongly associated with the incidence of STD, after controlling for survey group,
are gender, age, and number of sexual partners. Women have 19.67 times the risk
men have, with all else kept equal. The risk of STD increases by 53.7 % with each
additional sexual partner. The risk increases by 20 % with each additional year of
age. However, since most undergraduate students in the study are similar in age, this
factor may not really be a significant factor.

Several conclusions emerge from this study. Firstly, there is a serious problem of
under-reporting in face-to-face surveys dealing with sensitive questions. Secondly,
women are more susceptible to STDs than men are. The physiological structures
are easier to allow women to get infections under the same conditions. Thirdly, the
more sexual partners one has, greater the risk of having STDs.

As mentioned before, healthy sexual behaviors for students’ physical and
psychological development are very important. In order to reduce the incidence of
sexually transmitted disease among college students, high schools should strengthen
students’ sexual education program, including basic knowledge of STDs and some
prevention. Even though this study successfully demonstrated students’ under-
reporting of sexual behaviors and the predictors of STD, it had several limitations.
The survey had some missing data, including gender, number of sexual partners,
and the incidences of STD. Those missing data may affect our conclusions. Also,
the survey is conducted at one college campus located in the so-called “Bible Belt”.
The results may not reflect sexual behaviors of the entire American college student
population. This survey can only provide some directions for future studies on this
topic.
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Modeling Asian Carp Invasion Using
Evolutionary Game Theory

Jasmine Everett, Marwah Jasim, Hyunju Oh, Jan Rychtář,
and Hakimah Smith

1 Introduction

Asian Carp were imported from China in 1970s to improve water quality of
aquaculture ponds in the Mississippi river along Illinois. The fish can grow
incredibly quickly and can weigh up to 150 pounds and reach an average size of
about 30–40 inches. They could eat 5–20 % of their body weight each day, so the
species seemed to be an ideal option to control aquatic vegetation. However, having
no natural predators, the population of Asian Carp grew exponentially, threatening
the native fish whose diet overlaps with the Asian Carp’s diet. The population
of native fish now decreases quickly in the upper Mississippi river system [10].
Consequently, Asian Carp are now considered invasive species, highly detrimental
to the ecological balance. In April 2012 Congress enacted the “Stop Invasive Species
Act” [3]. The act requires the U.S. Corp of Engineers to implement measures to
prevent Asian Carp from invading the Great Lakes from the Mississippi through
the Chicago area canal system. Also, the Obama Administration released the 2013
Asian Carp Control Strategy Framework [5].

The objective of this paper is to model the interaction between native species
and Asian Carp. In Sect. 2 we develop a game-theoretical model evaluating the
costs and benefits of the interactions between native predator and prey fish and the
invasive Asian Carp species. In Sect. 3 we provide the analysis of the model. More
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specifically, in Sect. 3.1 we study the conditions under which the native species can
coexist (without the presence of Asian Carp). In Sects. 3.2 and 3.3 we study the
conditions under which the Asian Carp cannot invade the native fish population.
Finally, in Sect. 4 we summarize the findings from previous sections and provide
recommendations for potential control measures.

2 Mathematical Model

To build a model of interactions between Asian Carp and the native species of fish,
we will focus on three specific species: Silver Carp (SC ), Gizzard Shad (GS ), and
Largemouth Bass (LB). Silver Carp is a non-indigenous most invasive species of
Asian Carp; Gizzard Shad and Largemouth Bass are popular native fish in the Upper
Mississippi river. Moreover, Gizzard Shad is a prey of the predatory Largemouth
Bass and thus our model can capture the prey–predator interaction common in native
fish.

The proportion of each species in the population will be denoted by pSC , pGS ,
and pLB , respectively, with the sum of the proportions of SC , GS , and LB equals
to 1.

We will now define the benefits and costs for SC , GS , and LB individuals. Let
R be the value of common resources (such as algae and other microorganism) for
all of the three species of fish. All fish consume these shared resources. However,
the resources are not consumed equally, but rather the consumption is proportional
to the weight of the species [9].

Consequently, a fish of a typeF 2 fSC;GS;LBg will consume wF =.pSCwSCC
pGSwGS C pLBwLB/ of available resources, where wF is the average weight of the
fish of type F . In the Upper Mississippi river, the average weights in 102 pounds are
wSC D 1, wGS D 0:05, and wLB D 0:2 [8, 11].

The predator LB also eats GS . This means additional benefits to LB and extra
costs toGS . We quantify the benefits toLB by pGSV

.GS/
LB , i.e. as being proportional

to the abundance of GS . Here, V .GS/
LB is a benefit of catching GS (i.e., a benefit

of one GS caught by LB). Similarly, we quantify the costs to GS by pLBC
.LB/
GS ,

where C .LB/
GS is (an average) cost of being caught by LB (more specifically a cost

to a population of GS caused by a single LB). Because the cost C .LB/
GS for GS

represents the fact of being eaten, while the benefits V .GS/
LB for LB correspond more

to having a snack we may assume that

C
.LB/
GS > 2V

.GS/
LB : (1)

Different species of fish also produce different number of eggs. The average
number of eggs (in 106 per year) for our three species are ESC D 4:2, EGS D 0:5,
and ELB D 0:08 [2, 6, 10]. For a particular fish, the number of produced eggs may
depend on the number of consumed resources. However, to better model the fact
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that Silver Carp consumes disproportionately more resources as well as produces
much more eggs than the native species, we will consider the benefits of resource
consumption and egg production as additive.

Finally, Silver Carp population is now controlled by humans using fishing,
electronic devices, chemicals, and other mechanisms [7], and it will also move to
another river when the density is too high. So we define C .H/

SC to be the cost of

human control and pSCC
.M/
SC to be the cost of moving (the SC is more likely to

move to another river when their density and thus their proportion is high).
The net benefits (benefits minus costs) to all three species thus are

ESC D wSC
pSCwSC C pGSwGS C pLBwLB

RC ESC � C .H/
SC � pSCC .M/

SC ; (2)

ELB D wLB
pSCwSC C pGSwGS C pLBwLB

RC ELB C pGSV
.GS/
LB ; (3)

EGS D wGS
pSCwSC C pGSwGS C pLBwLB

RC EGS � pLBC .LB/
GS : (4)

The model parameters and notation are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1 Notations and parameter values

Notation Meaning (and value if known)

wSC An average weight of Silver Carp in 102 pounds (1)

wLB An average weight of Largemouth Bass in 102 pounds (0:2)

wGS An average weight of Gizzard Shad in 102 pounds (0:05)

ESC An average number of eggs produced by SC in millions per year (4:2)

ELB An average number of eggs produced by LB in millions per year (0:08)

EGS An average number of eggs produced by GS in millions per year (0:5)

C
.LB/
GS Cost to GS caused by being caught by LB

V
.GS/
LB Benefit of caught GS to LB

C
.H/
SC Cost of human control measures to SC

C
.M/
SC Cost to SC caused by spreading to another place

pSC Proportion of SC in the river

pLB Proportion of LB in the river

pGS Proportion of GS in the river

ESC Net benefits (i.e. benefits minus costs) of SC

ELB Net benefits (i.e. benefits minus costs) of LB

EGS Net benefits (i.e. benefits minus costs) of GS

R Resources available in the river
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3 Analysis

We are primarily interested in conditions under which GS and LB can coexist
without SC and conditions under which SC cannot invade the GS � LB mixture.
The payoffs (2)–(4) define a non-linear game and the game will be solved for
stable states using standard methods shown, for example in, [1, Chapter 7]. The
coexistence condition is ELB D EGS (under pSC D 0). The non-invadability
condition then is ELB > ESC (under pSC D 0).

3.1 Coexistence of LB and GS

For the stability of the GS �LB mixture, we need

ELB � EGS D 0; (5)

@

@pLB
.ELB � EGS/ < 0; (6)

where (5) means that GS does equally well as LB in the mixture and (6) means
that even when the population deviates from the equilibrium (by a little bit), the
replicator dynamics [1, Chapter 2], [4] will bring it back to the steady state.

When pSC D 0, we have that pGS D 1 � pLB , and the formulas (3) and (4)
become

ELB D wLB
wGS C pLB.wLB � wGS/

RC ELB C .1 � pLB/V
.GS/
LB ; (7)

EGS D wGS
wGS C pLB.wLB � wGS/

RC EGS � pLBC
.LB/
GS : (8)

Condition (5) is thus equivalent to

0 D wLB � wGS
wGS C pLB.wLB � wGS/

R� .EGS �ELB � V .GS/
LB /C pLB.C

.LB/
GS � V .GS/

LB /:

(9)

We now set

a D .wLB � wGS/.C
.LB/
GS � V

.GS/
LB /; (10)

b D wGS.C
.LB/
GS � V

.GS/
LB / � .wLB � wGS/.EGS �ELB � V

.GS/
LB /; (11)

c D .wLB � wGS/R � wGS.EGS � ELB � V .GS/
LB /; (12)
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and so (9) becomes equivalent to

0 D ap2LB C bpLB C c: (13)

We will now focus on the stability condition (6). Because wLB > wGS and, from
(1), C .LB/

GS > V
.GS/
LB , we get that a > 0. This means that the only candidate for a

stable mixture of GS and LB is the smaller root of (13), i.e.

pLB D �b � p
b2 � 4ac
2a

: (14)

In order for pLB defined by (14) to be positive, we need b < 0 and c > 0. It follows
from (11) (and the need for b < 0) that we need

EGS � ELB � V .GS/
LB > 0: (15)

In fact, if (15) does not hold, then a; b; c > 0 and thus pLB D 1 is the only stable
outcome.

Because we also need c > 0, it follows from (12) that we also need

.wLB � wGS/R > wGS.EGS � ELB � V
.GS/
LB /: (16)

We note that when c < 0, i.e. when

R <
wGS

wLB � wGS
.EGS �ELB � V

.GS/
LB / D Rmin (17)

the only stable outcome of the situation is pLB D 0, i.e. over a long period of time,
only GS can exist in the population.

To make sure that pLB < 1, we look at the vertex v D �b=2a of a quadratic
function from (13). If v > 1, i.e. if 2a C b < 0, then all that is further needed is
a C b C c < 0 (i.e., the quadratic function from (13) is positive at 0 since c > 0

and negative at 1 since aC b C c < 0). If v < 1, i.e. if 2aC b > 0, then there may
be no root and thus the condition needed for a root to exist is b2 � 4ac > 0, i.e.
c < b2=4a. Thus, for the stable root of (13) to exist, we need

b < 0 < c <

(
�b � a; if 2aC b < 0,

b2=4a; otherwise.
(18)

Consequently, the stable mixture of GS and LB exists only if R 2 .Rmin; Rmax/

where Rmin is given by (17) as it follows from the condition c > 0 and Rmax is
similarly given by conditions on caps on c in (18). Moreover, when R < Rmin, then
pGS D 1 (i.e., GS only) is stable and if R > Rmax, then pLB D 1 (i.e., LB only) is
stable.
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Fig. 1 The stable proportion
of LB , pLB , in the population
consisting of LB and GS as
R varies. The parameter
values are wSC D 1,
wLB D 0:2, wGS D 0:05,
ESC D 4:2, ELB D 0:08,
EGS D 0:5, V .GS/

LB D 0:1,

C
.LB/
GS D 0:22, C.H/

SC D 5:5
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We note that the cases on the cap on c from (18) depend on C .LB/
GS � V

.GS/
LB . As

C
.LB/
GS � V .GS/

LB increases, so does 2aC b and thus the cap on c is more likely given

by b2=4a. Also, it follows that as C .LB/
GS � V .GS/

LB increases, Rmax decreases.
By (14) and (12),

@pLB

@R
D @pLB

@c
� @c
@R

> 0 (19)

and thus the proportion ofLB in stableGS–LB mixture increases with the increase
of available resources R.

See Fig. 1 for the illustration of the results of this section.

3.2 Non-invadability of GS–LB Mixture by SC

Now, assume that GS and LB coexist in a stable mixture (i.e., parameters satisfy
(18)). We are interested to find out under what conditions SC cannot invade. That
is, we need to find out when

ELB � ESC > 0 (20)

under the assumption that pSC D 0 and pLB 2 .0; 1/ solves (13). Since, by (9),

� R

wGS C pLB.wLB � wGS/
D �.EGS �ELB � V

.GS/
LB /C pLB.C

.LB/
GS � V

.GS/
LB /

wLB � wGS
(21)
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we get, using (7) and (2),

ELB � ESC D � wSC � wLB
wGS C pLB.wLB � wGS/

RC .1 � pLB/V .GS/
LB

� .ESC �ELB/C C
.H/
SC (22)

D wSC � wLB
wLB � wGS

�
pLB.C

.LB/
GS � V

.GS/
LB / � .EGS � ELB � V

.GS/
LB /

� � � �

� � � � pLBV .GS/
LB � .ESC � ELB/C C

.H/
SC C V

.GS/
LB :

(23)

Thus, for the non-invadability condition (20) to hold, we need

wSC � wLB
wLB � wGS

��pLB.C .LB/
GS � V

.GS/
LB /C .EGS � ELB � V

.GS/
LB /

�C pLBV
.GS/
LB

C .ESC � ELB/ < C
.H/
SC C V

.GS/
LB : (24)

We note that, by (1), and because of the values of wSC ;wLB;wGS ,

@

@pLB
.ELB � ESC / D wSC � wLB

wLB � wGS
.C

.LB/
GS � V

.GS/
LB / � V .GS/

LB > 0 (25)

the left-hand side of (24) is decreasing in pLB 2 .0; 1/ and thus, by (19), it is
decreasing in R (for such R for which pLB 2 .0; 1/). Consequently, the necessary
condition for (24) to be satisfied for some R 2 .Rmin; Rmax/ is that it is satisfied for
R D Rmax, i.e. for pLB D 1. Thus, we need

wSC � wLB
wLB � wGS

��C .LB/
GS C .EGS � ELB/

�C .ESC �ELB/ < C .H/
SC : (26)

The sufficient condition for non-invadability of a proper mixture of GS and LB is
when (24) is satisfied for pLB D 0, i.e. when

wSC � wLB
wLB � wGS

.EGS �ELB � V .GS/
LB /C .ESC � ELB/ < C

.H/
SC C V

.GS/
LB : (27)

It is clear from both the necessary condition, (26), and the sufficient condition,
(27), that large C .H/

SC prevents the invasions of SC , while large ESC and large
.wSC � wLB/=.wLB � wGS/ helps the invasion. Also, it follows from above that
SC is more likely to invade when R 	 Rmin.
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3.3 Non-invadability by SC

In the previous section we considered conditions under which the native fish
population is in a stable mixture that SC cannot invade. However, in order to find a
measure to control the invasion of SC , we will now consider scenarios under which
the native fish population is not in a mixture but rather a uniform population of a
single species (i.e., when R < Rmin or R > Rmax).

When R < Rmin, the population of native fish will converge to an equilibrium of
pLB D 0, i.e. GS only population. In such a population we have, by (4) and (2),

EGS D RC EGS; (28)

ESC D wSC
wGS

RC ESC � C .H/
SC : (29)

Thus, an advantage of native fish is given by

EGS � ESC D �
�

wSC
wGS

� 1

�

R � .ESC �EGS/C C
.H/
SC (30)

which means that the advantage decreases with increasing R. Consequently, the
native fish advantage is highest when R 	 0.

Similarly, when R > Rmax, then pLB D 1 (i.e., LB only population) is a stable
state and thus by (3) and (2) we get that the advantage of native fish is given by

ELB � ESC D �
�

wSC
wLB

� 1

�

R � .ESC �ELB/C C
.H/
SC (31)

which means that the advantage decreases with increasing R. Consequently, the
native fish advantage is highest when R 	 Rmax.

Note that the advantage of native fish species over the invasive species is highest
when R 	 0 and the necessary condition for the native species to ever have an
advantage is that (30) is satisfied for R D 0, i.e. we need

C
.H/
SC > ESC �EGS : (32)

Figure 2 illustrates the results of this and the previous section.

4 Conclusions and Discussions

We have built and analyzed a game-theoretical model of a Silver Carp invasion
into the Mississippi river’s population of Gizzard Shad and Largemouth Bass.
The first species represent an invasive Asian Carp species and the two latter
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Fig. 2 The fitness advantage
of native species over the
Silver Carp species
(EGS � ESC for R < Rmin

and ELB � ESC otherwise), as
pSC D 0, GS and LB is in
equilibrium and R varies. The
parameter values are
wSC D 1, wLB D 0:2,
wGS D 0:05, ESC D 4:2,
ELB D 0:08, EGS D 0:5,
V
.GS/
LB D 0:1, C.LB/

GS D 0:22,

C
.H/
SC D 5:5
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species represent general predator–prey native species in the Mississippi river. Our
model took into an account the fact that Silver Carp eats large amounts of algae
and other microorganisms and thus depletes the resources for native species. We
also incorporated the Silver Carp’s high (relative to native species) reproduction
rate. In the interest of the simplicity of our model, several factors were either
completely neglected or simplified. For example, we did not explicitly incorporate
the harvesting of native species by humans (or other predators) because such a cost
could up to a large extent be included by lowering the reproduction rate. Also, an
explicit formulation of the dynamics would be needed to study the conditions under
which the native species can persist in the population even after the Asian Carp
successfully invaded it.

We were mostly concerned with the prevention of the Asian Carp invasion, so
we did not specifically model the spreading of Asian Carp to other places (which
happens typically only when the invasive species reaches relatively large density
[6]). Consequently, we did not have to incorporate the cost of such spreading in too
much detail. However, such details are needed in order to estimate how increasing
the cost of spreading (for example, by building electric barriers in the river) may
help prevent the Asian Carp invasion.

Despite our model being relatively simple, it still provides enough insights. The
analysis of our model shows that (1) the proportion of native predators positively
correlates with the available resources in the river and (2) for a healthy population
of native species to exist, one needs to have the resources within a reasonable range.
If the resources drop below a certain threshold, the fish population tends to Gizzard
Shad only (i.e., the predators go extinct) while if the resources grow above another
threshold, the population tends to Largemouth Bass only (the prey species goes
extinct).

We have shown conditions under which Asian Carp cannot invade native fish
populations. Due to the high reproductive advantage over the native species, one of
the best ways to stop Asian Carp is to inflict cost to them (for example, by selectively
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harvesting them). Also, perhaps surprisingly, within the range of resource level
when both native fish (predator and the prey) can coexist, increasing the resource
level helps native fish to gain some advantage over the invasive species. However,
increasing the resource levels comes with the increase of predatory fish population,
potentially making the prey fish population endangered.

We have also discovered a counterintuitive measure to control Asian Carp
invasion. By artificially decreasing the resource levels so much that not only
predatory species go extinct but also the native prey species start to suffer, one
can substantially increase the native fish advantage over the invasive species. Such
measure is not sustainable in a long run and implementing it would probably require
supplying native fish species into the river to prevent their complete elimination.
However, when coupled with an increased effort to eliminate the Asian Carp, it may
be the most effective way to stop the invasion.
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A Comparison of Multiple Genome-Wide
Recombination Maps in Apis mellifera

Caitlin Ross, Dominick DeFelice, Greg Hunt, Kate Ihle, and Olav Rueppell

1 Introduction

During the production of gametes (meiosis), regions of homologous chromosomes
disconnect and switch places through a process called homologous recombination.
Although the explanations for this process are not precisely known, it is a ubiquitous
process during meiosis [17]. Homologous recombination serves to stabilize chromo-
some pairs during meiosis, which provides a mechanistic explanation for meiotic
recombination [2]. However, adaptive explanations gain support from findings that
recombination rate varies among and between species [16, 20]. Ultimately, it is
essential to understand what causes variation in local recombination rates and
to understand at what scale DNA sequence motif evolution drives recombination
rates [11, 13] and may cause correlation in local rates of recombination between
recombination maps [20].
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Among multicellular animals, the genome-wide rate of meiotic recombination,
measured in cM/Mb (genetic distance divided by physical distance), is highest
in the honey bee, Apis mellifera, and other social insects [3]. Currently, no
ultimate or proximate hypothesis sufficiently accounts for these extra-ordinarily
high recombination rates [19, 25]. Ultimately, recombination is a relatively weak
force to increase intra-colonial genetic variation [19] and proximately, the low GC
content of the honey bee genome [25] contrasts with the finding that GC content is
usually positively correlated with recombination rate [9].

Several studies have analyzed the patterns of recombination in the honey bee
genome at coarse [3] or fine [12] scales, using singular mapping populations.
However, recombination patterns vary intra-specifically [4] and theoretical reasons
suggest recombination rate in honey bees may be even more variable than in
other species [24]. In this study, we compare recombination rates calculated from
eight different genetic maps of the honey bee using different scales of analysis.
Specifically, we tested the prediction that similarity among maps decreases with
increasing resolution of analysis, based on the proximate hypothesis that specific
sequence motifs drive the patterns or recombination. We assume that these sequence
motifs change at a more local scale than the position or function of genes.
Consequently, we predict less scale-dependence if adaptive reasons cause intra-
genomic variation in recombination rates in the honey bee. Based on the same
rationale, we predict that the phylogenetic distance (Dcoalescence time) between
mapping populations is positively correlated to their recombination differences.

2 Methods

Data from eight existing, genome-wide recombination maps of the honey bee were
gathered. These maps were constructed in different laboratories using different
genetic markers and marker densities (Table 1). Two map pairs (R3/R5 and
LBC/HBC) were constructed from sister queens, although the two pairs were
not related to each other. The LBC/HBC pair represented reciprocal backcrosses
from strains of honey bees that had been artificially selected based on pollen
hoarding behavior for >15 generations [18], while the R3/R5 maps represent the
recombination events of hybrid queens between Africanized and European stock in
Arizona [8]. The JH map was also constructed from a backcross derived from the
artificially selected pollen hoarding strains but the mapping population was derived
several generations and at least one outcrossing event [7] after the LBC/HBC pair.
The VSH map was developed using a queen from a line of bees selectively bred
for a behavior associated with mite resistance, derived from commercial stock in
the USA and maintained by the USDA [23]. The Grooming map was constructed
from commercial stock in the USA selected based on another behavioral phenotype
associated with mite resistance [1]. The offspring of two commercial queens from
France were used to create the Solignac map [21]. These markers were constructed
with different marker technologies and numbers (Table 1).
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Table 1 Eight compared recombination maps with their basic information

Name Marker type # of markers

Total
recombinational
length (cM) Citation

Solignac Microsatellite 2,008 4,000 [21]

LBC Microsatellite and SNP
(Sequenom MALDI-TOF)

221 3,933 [18]

HBC Microsatellite and SNP
(Sequenom MALDI-TOF)

231 4,135 [18]

R3 Microsatellite and SNP
(Sequenom MALDI-TOF)

235 4,747 [8]

R5 Microsatellite and SNP
(Sequenom MALDI-TOF)

231 4,319 [8]

VSH SNP (Illumina chip) 1,340 5,340 [23]

Grooming SNP (Illumina chip) 1,313 5,403 [1]

JH SNP (Floragenex RAD-tag
sequencing)

1,125 5,696 [10]

Genetic sequences were obtained for all loci in each of the eight maps. Using
these sequences, we ran BLAST-n searches to identify the physical location of each
marker in the honey bee genome (Amel 4.5). Other data, such as the physical length
of chromosomes and gene content was also downloaded from Amel 4.5, using
the NCBI website (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/?term=apis%20mellifera
%20genome). The physical locations of the markers were used in combination
with the recombinational inter-marker distances to calculate recombination rates
in centimorgans per megabase (cM/Mb) between each consecutive pair of genetic
markers in each of the eight data sets. These sets of recombination rates were
examined for inconsistencies between the orders of physical and genetic positions.
When the marker order in the genetic map was inverted relative to the physical
map, we excluded the respective intervals from the analysis. The recombination
rates that were consistent for physical and genetic position were then used to
calculate recombination rates for each analysis window in the genome. Starting at
the beginning of each chromosome, we used window sizes of 50, 100, 250, 500, and
1,000 kbp.

Weighted averages were calculated when multiple inter-marker intervals spanned
a window. Any recombination rates greater than 2,000 cM/Mb were considered to
be unrealistic and were omitted as outliers. The eight data sets were then compared
using SPSS 21.0 (IBM) for each of the five different scales. We studied the effects
of map, chromosome, and analysis unit on average recombination rate estimates
using ANOVA. We also determined pairwise correlations between each pair of
maps for each window size. The chromosomal averages of recombination rate were
also computed and a hierarchical cluster analysis of the eight maps was performed
based on these values to evaluate overall similarity of the maps with regard to
recombination rate.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/?term=apis%20mellifera%20genome
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/?term=apis%20mellifera%20genome
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3 Results

Across all eight maps, we analyzed 26,664 50 kbp, 13,738 100 kbp, 5,836 250 kbp,
3,096 500 kbp, and 1,638 1,000 kbp windows. For the three smaller window sizes,
the local recombination rates were significantly different among chromosomes and
maps, with significant interactions but the effect of chromosome decreased with
increasing window size (Table 2). The correlation of local recombination rates
among maps was not significantly affected by window size (Fig. 1). This result
held true when individual chromosomes were analyzed. Regardless of window
size, some chromosomes exhibited stronger correlations across the eight genetic
maps than others, as shown for 250 kbp sized windows (Fig. 2). Average correlation
coefficients of the chromosome-specific recombination rates were not related to
chromosomal size, gene and transcript number, or their density. The cluster analysis
indicated methodological influences on the similarity of chromosome-specific
recombination rates with the most fundamental separation between clusters based
on low versus high marker number (Fig. 3). In addition, the VSH and the Grooming
map clustered most closely and formed a larger cluster with the JH and Solignac
map, regardless of the origin of the mapping populations.

Table 2 Factorial ANOVAs indicated significant differences among
chromosomes and maps at all scales

Scale (kbp) Factor ANOVA result

50 Map F.7;26536/ D 99:9; p < 0:001

Chromosome F.15;26536/ D 11:1; p < 0:001

Map�Chromosome F.105;26536/ D 6:0; p < 0:001

100 Map F.7;13610/ D 57:3; p < 0:001

Chromosome F.15;13610/ D 6:5; p < 0:001

Map�Chromosome F.105;13610/ D 3:7; p < 0:001

250 Map F.7;5708/ D 45:0; p < 0:001

Chromosome F.15;5708/ D 2:8; p < 0:001

Map�Chromosome F.105;5708/ D 1:6; p < 0:001

500 Map F.7;2968/ D 36:1; p < 0:001

Chromosome F.15;2968/ D 1:5; p D 0:090

Map�Chromosome F.105;2968/ D 1:3; p D 0:026

1,000 Map F.7;26536/ D 44:8; p < 0:001

Chromosome F.15;26536/ D 1:1; p D 0:308

Map�Chromosome F.105;26536/ D 0:9; p D 0:838
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Fig. 1 The correlation coefficients of all pairwise comparisons of recombination rates for the eight
genetic maps averaged for each window size over all chromosomes (means are given with standard
deviations). Scale (window size) did not affect the correlation among maps
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Fig. 2 The average pairwise correlations between maps differed significantly among chromo-
somes, regardless of the scale of the analysis. Mean correlation coefficients (˙standard deviation)
of all pairwise comparisons of recombination rates for the eight genetic maps are shown here for
each chromosome using a 250 kbp analysis window

4 Discussion

Our comparison of the multiple recombination maps is the first to shed light on the
intra-specific variation of meiotic recombination in A. mellifera. The correlations
among multiple recombination maps in this species were only modest, particularly
when compared to an inter-specific analysis in Drosophila [22]. For A. mellifera
with its high overall recombination rate, low correlations are predicted, based on
the current model of recombination that postulates a self-destructive nature of the
DNA motifs that mediate recombination [15, 24].
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Fig. 3 Based on chromosomal averages of recombination rate for each of the eight maps, these
maps were hierarchically clustered. The resulting dendrogram indicates that methodological
similarities, especially marker number, influenced the correlation among recombinational estimates
at the chromosome scale more than coalescence patterns

Previous studies have found that the correlation among recombination maps
depends on the scale of analysis in mammals and Drosophila, with correlations
typically increasing with increasing scale [11, 14, 22]. The five scales of analysis in
our study varied twentyfold, which may have been insufficient to discern significant
differences in the correlations among recombination maps. Furthermore, our scaling
analysis ultimately depended on the inter-marker distances, which was limiting
for the finer scales for some of the linkage maps. Nevertheless, our result that
the correlations among recombination rates in different mapping populations are
scale independent favors an adaptive explanation of intra-specific variation of
recombination rate in A. mellifera. Similarly, the lack of phylogenetic signal in the
overall similarity pattern of recombination rates suggests a negligible effect of local
sequence motifs, that may present a mechanistic, non-adaptive explanation for intra-
specific variation in the recombination rate of A. mellifera.

Our analyses indicated that the average recombination rate estimates differed
when different sizes of analysis windows were used. Theoretically, the averaging
over differently sized intervals should yield similar results. However, in practice
the differences can be explained by the inclusion of statistical outliers in larger
windows due to the averaging effect. In addition, missing data may bias the average
recombination rate estimates of small and large intervals differently.

The variable conservation of recombination rates among different chromo-
somes is intriguing but none of the investigated chromosomal features provided
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an explanation why the average correlation coefficients varied from 0.05 for
chromosome 11 over tenfold to 0.51 for chromosome 2. Comparative studies of
genomic recombination rates are still only beginning to emerge, despite their poten-
tial richness in information [4]. Despite clear evidence that chromosomes differ in
average recombination rate within many species, which we also found here for A.
mellifera, the question whether the conservation of recombinational landscapes is
dependent on chromosome identity within a genome needs to be addressed more
to understand the evolution of recombination [5]. To our knowledge, the only
known species that have been analyzed this way are humans [6] and Drosophila
melanogaster [4]. With the construction of denser linkage maps, the exceptionally
high rate of recombination of the honey bee may yield a particularly detailed view of
factors that influence local recombination rates and their preservation in the future.
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Constructing Splitting Fields of Polynomials
over Local Fields

Jonathan Milstead, Sebastian Pauli, and Brian Sinclair

1 Introduction

Let K be a local field. We present an algorithm that given a polynomial ˚ 2 OKŒx�

computes the splitting field L of ˚ , that is K.�1; : : : ; �N / where �1; : : : ; �N are the
roots of ˚ .

Our algorithm is a variation of an OM algorithm [2], that is specialized to the
computation of splitting fields. OM algorithms are named after Ore–MacLane or
Okutsu–Montes and are algorithms that compute the OM invariants of a polynomial
˚ [7, 14] which can be used to compute the factorization of ˚ , an integral basis
of the fields generated by the irreducible factors of ˚ , their inertia degree and
ramification index, and the decomposition of primes in the maximal order of the
global field generated by˚ . Several algorithms have been developed for these tasks,
for example by MacLane [11] (prime decomposition), Ford and Zassenhaus [4]
(integral bases), Okutsu [14] (integral bases), and Montes [12] (prime decomposi-
tion). All of them compute the OM invariants more or less explicitly. Our algorithm
is based on Montes’ algorithm [8, 12, 17].

Our method for computing splitting fields uses the information about the
extension generated by the roots of ˚ computed in each iteration of the OM
algorithm to construct subfields of L of ˚ until the splitting field is obtained. In
particular we extend our approximation L to the splitting field as soon as we find
inertia or that the splitting field contains a certain tamely ramified subextension.
We generate wildly ramified subfields of L as soon as we have found an irreducible
factor of ˚ generating such an extension. In our representation of the algorithm we
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follow the approach in [18]. An application of our algorithm can be found in [1]. It
can also be modified into a root separation algorithm.

A method, similar to ours, is available in Magma [3]. It makes multiple calls to
a variant of the Round 4 algorithm, but does not make use of all the information
computed internally. The Round 4 algorithm is an OM algorithm that is less
efficient than the algorithms based on Montes’ methods [12]. The implementation
of the Round 4 algorithm (a combination of the algorithms described in [5] and
[16]) in Magma returns the factorization of a polynomial over a local field and in
addition the extensions generated by the irreducible factors of the polynomial. In
the computation of splitting fields, an initial call to Round 4 is used to generate
the unramified extension whose degree is the least common multiple of the inertia
degrees of the extensions generated by the irreducible factors of ˚ . Then ˚ is
considered over the extended field. After each subsequent call to Round 4, the field
is extended using one of the irreducible factors of ˚ over the current approximation
to the splitting field until ˚ splits into linear factors.

1.1 Overview

Section 2 contains a description of situations when factorizations of polynomials
can be derived. Although we do not use these methods directly (they are used in
the Round 4 algorithm), they make understanding the algorithm easier. In Sect. 3
we give some results about tamely ramified extensions and composites of tamely
ramified extensions. The general strategy of the splitting field algorithm is outlined
in Sect. 4 with technical details provided in Sects. 5 and 6. We present the splitting
field algorithm and some auxiliary algorithms in Sect. 7.

1.2 Notation

Let K be a local field, that is a field complete with respect to a non-archimedian
exponential valuation v with finite residue class field K Š Fq of characteristic p.
We denote the multiplicative group of K by K�. Let OK be the valuation ring of K
and let˚.x/ 2 OKŒx�. For our purposes, v D vK is normalized such that �K.�K/ D 1

where � D �K is a uniformizing element in OK. For  2 OK we denote by  the

class  C .�/ in K. The unique extension of v to an algebraic closure K of K (or to
any intermediate field) is also denoted v. If L=K is a finite extension, then vL denotes
the valuation that is normalized such that vL.�L/ D 1 where �L is a uniformizing
element of L.

Definition 1. For  2 K
�

and ı 2 K
�

we write  � ı if

v. � ı/ > v./
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and impose the supplementary condition 0 � 0. For '.x/ D Pn
iD0 cixi and .x/ D

Pn
iD0 bixi in KŒx� we write ' �  if

min 0�i�n v.ci � di/ > min 0�i�n v.ci /:

It follows immediately that the relation � is symmetric, transitive, and reflexive.
Let L be a finite extension of K with uniformizing element �L. Two elements  D
0�L

u 2 L and ı D ı0�L
w 2 L with v.0/ D v.ı0/ D 0 are equivalent with respect

to � if and only if u D w and 0 
 ı0 mod .�L/.

2 Hensel Lifting and Newton Polygons

Hensel lifting yields a factorization of polynomials over local fields in certain cases
and Newton polygons give valuable information about the roots of polynomials.
We show how these two tools can be used to obtain proper factorizations in more
general cases.

Theorem 1 (Hensel’s Lemma). Let ˚ 2 OKŒx� be monic. If ˚ 
 �1�2 mod .�/
where �1 and �2 are coprime modulo � , then there is a factorization ˚ D ˚1˚2
with ˚1 
 �1 mod .�/ and ˚2 
 �2 mod .�/.

For an example of an efficient Hensel lifting algorithm that lifts a factorization
modulo .�/ to a factorization modulo .�/s for any given s, see [19]. We can also
obtain an approximation to a factorization of ˚ if Hensel lifting can be applied to
the characteristic polynomial of an element � C .˚/ in OKŒx�=.˚/.

Definition 2. Let ˚.x/ D QN
jD1.x � �j / 2 OKŒx�. For � 2 KŒx� we define

��.y/ WD
NY

iD1
.y � �.�i // D resx.˚.x/; y � �.x// 2 KŒy�:

Proposition 1. Let  2 KŒx� with � 2 OKŒy�. If �


has at least two distinct

irreducible factors, then ˚ is reducible in OKŒx�.

Proof. Suppose �


has at least two irreducible factors. Then, Hensel’s lemma gives

relatively prime monic polynomials �1 2 OKŒy� and �2 2 OKŒy� with �1�2 D � .
Reordering the roots �1; : : : ; �N of ˚ if necessary, we may write

�1.y/ D .y � .�1// � � � .y � .�r// and �2.y/ D .y � .�rC1// � � � .y � .�N //;
where 1 � r < N . It follows that

˚ D gcd.˚; �1.// � gcd.˚; �2.//

is a proper factorization of ˚ .
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Definition 3 (Newton Polygon). Let ˚.x/ D PN
iD0 cixi . The lower convex hull

of f.i; v.ci // j 0 � i � N g is the Newton polygon of ˚ .

The negatives of the slopes of the segments of the Newton polygon of ˚ are the
valuations of the roots of˚ . The length of the segment (in x-direction) is the number
of roots with this valuation. The negatives of the slopes of the Newton polygon of
the characteristic polynomial �� of �C .˚/ are the valuations v.�.�// for the roots
� of ˚ . Proposition 1 yields a constructive method for finding a factorization of ˚
if �� has more than one segment:

Corollary 1. Let � 2 KŒx� with �� 2 OKŒy�. If there are roots � and � 0 of ˚ such
that v.�.�// ¤ v.�.� 0//, then we can find two proper factors of ˚.x/ over OKŒx�.

Proof. Let � be the set of roots of ˚ and let h=e D minfv.�.�// j � 2 �g. Setting
 WD �e=�h we get

maxfv..�// j � 2 � and .�/ D 0g > minfv..�// j � 2 � and .�/ D 0g D 0:

Thus Proposition 1 yields a factorization of ˚ .

3 Tamely Ramified Extensions

For all f 2 N there is, up to isomorphism, a unique unramified extension of K of
degree f . Such an extension can be generated by any monic polynomial of degree
f that is irreducible over K.

Each totally and tamely ramified extension of degree e can be generated by a
polynomial of the form xe � �K where v./ D 0. In certain cases we can obtain
a generating polynomial of a tamely ramified subextension from a polynomial
generating a totally ramified extension.

Proposition 2 ([6, Proposition 2.1]). Let n D e0p
m with p − e0 and let

�.x/ D xn C
n�1X

iD1
�ix

i C �0 2 OKŒx�

be a polynomial whose Newton polygon is a line of slope �h=n, where
gcd.h; n/ D 1. Let ˛ be a root of �. The maximum tamely ramified subextension
M of L D K.˛/ of degree e0 can be generated by the Eisenstein polynomial
xe0 � .� 0/b�e0a where a and b are integers such that ae0 C bh D 1 and
 0 2 OKŒx� with  0 
 �0 mod .�hC1/.

This proposition also yields the standard form for generating polynomials of
tamely ramified extensions mentioned above.
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Corollary 2. Let �.x/ D Pe
iD0 �ixi 2 OKŒx� be an Eisenstein polynomial and

assume p − e. If  .x/ D xe C  0 with  0 
 �0 mod .�2/, then the extensions
generated by �.x/ and  .x/ are isomorphic.

In our algorithm we need to find the composite of several tamely ramified
extension of the same degree.

Proposition 3. Let �1.x/ D xe�1� 2 OKŒy� and �2.x/ D xe�2� 2 OKŒx� with
p − e and v.1/ D v.2/ D 0. Let �1 and �2 be a roots of �1 and �2, respectively.
Then the composite of K.�1/ and K.�2/ is the unramified extension of K.�1/ whose
degree is the least common multiple f of the degrees of the irreducible factors of
ze � 2

1
2 KŒz�.

Proof. We have

�2.�1x/ D .�1x/
e � 2� D �e1 x

e � 2� D .1�/x
e � 2�:

Dividing by 1� gives xe � 2
1

D 0. So the composite of K.�1/ and K.�2/ is the
extension of K.�1/ that contains the roots of �.x/ D xe � 2

1
. Since gcd.xe �

2
1
; d
dx
.xe � 2

1
// D gcd.xe � 2

1
; exe�1/ D 1 the polynomial �.z/ D ze � 2

1
2

K.�1/Œz� is squarefree. Denote by f the least common multiple of the degrees of the
irreducible factors of � . Then � splits into linear factors in the unramified extension
of K.�1/ of degree f , which is the composite of K.�1/ and K.�2/.

4 Partitions of Zeros and Types

Let ˚.x/ D xN C PN�1
iD0 cixi 2 OKŒx� be separable and squarefree and let �0 D

f�1; : : : ; �N g be the set of zeros of ˚ in K. We want to find the splitting field of
˚ , that is the smallest extension L=K over which ˚ splits into linear factors. We
successively generate a tower of subfields of L until we have found L.

In this process we partition the set of the zeros of ˚ until all partitions contain
exactly one zero of ˚ . We obtain a tree with root node �0 whose leaves consist of
the sets containing exactly one zero of ˚ . Every time we find sufficient information
about a subfield of L we continue over the corresponding extension.

In our description of the algorithm, we focus on one path from the root node �0
to a leaf. We indicate where branching occurs, thus describing the construction of
all root paths in the tree. The nodes of such a root path are subsets of �0, where, if
�uC1 is a child of �u then �uC1 � �u. To each node�u we attach a subfield Ku of
the splitting field such that

K � K1 � � � � � Ku � � � � � L:
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In our algorithm, we construct these extensions as soon as we find that L has
a certain subfield. When we find a divisor f of the inertia degree of L=K, we
continue over the unramified extension of degree f . Similarly we construct an
unramified extension of degree e when we find � 2 OKi with v.�.�// D h

ep�
where

gcd.h; e/ D gcd.e; p/ D 1 and e ¤ 1. To find generating polynomials of wildly
ramified extensions, in addition to the field Ku, we attach a polynomial �u to the
node�u that is an approximation to a polynomial that generates the wildly ramified
part of Ku.�/=Ku for � 2 �u. When the degree of �u is the ramification index of
Ku.�/=Ku then �u is an approximation to a unique factor of ˚ that can be lifted to a
factor O�u of ˚ over Ku. We continue working over KuŒx�=. O�u/.

We start the first iteration with a linear monic polynomial �1 D x C ˇ 2 OKŒx�.
The negatives of the slopes of the segments of the Newton polygon of ˚.x �ˇ/ are
the valuations of the roots of ˚ . Then

L1 D fv.�1.�// j � 2 �0g

is the set of negatives of the slopes of the segments of the Newton polygon of ˚.x�
ˇ/. We obtain a partition of �0 into the sets f� 2 �0 j v.�1.�// D 	g for 	 2 L1.
By Corollary 1 each of these sets corresponds to a factor of ˚ . For some 	1 2 L1
we set

��1 D f� 2 �0 j v.�1.�// D 	1g: (1)

Without computing ��1 explicitly we investigate the extensions generated by the
factor

Q
�2��

1
.x � �/ of ˚ further.

Let 	1 D h1=d1 in lowest terms. Then v.�d11 .�/=�
h1/ D 0 for all � 2 ��1 . We

set

R1 D
n

 2 KŒz�

ˇ
ˇ 
 irreducible and 


	
�
d1
1 .�/=�

h1



D 0 for � 2 ��1
o
:

Let f1 D lcmfdeg
 j 
 2 R1g and let K�1 be the unramified extension of K of
degree f1. Then K�1 � L. Over K�1 the polynomials in R1 split into linear factors.
Let

�1 D f�d11 .�/=�h1 2 K�1 j � 2 ��1 g

be the set of zeros of the polynomials in R1. By Proposition 1 each  2 �1
corresponds to a factor of ˚ over K�1 . We continue to construct the splitting field
of this factor. For some 

1
2 �1 let

�1 D
n
� 2 ��1 j �d11 .�/=�h1 D 

1

o
: (2)
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If j�1j D 1, then we have reached a leaf of the tree of partitions. Otherwise we write
d1 D p�1e1 with p 6 je1. If e1 D 1 we set K1 D K�1 .

If e1 > 1, for each  2 �1 we obtain a tamely ramified extension of K�1 that is
a subfield of L and let K1 be the composite of these extensions and the unramified
extension of K�1 that contains the e1th roots of unity.

Over K1 we have �p
�1

1 .�/ � ı for some ı 2 K1 for all � 2 �1. The

ramification index of K1.�/=K1 is divisible by p�1 and we use �2 D �
p�1

1 .�/� ı as
a first approximation to an irreducible factor of ˚ that generates a wildly ramified
extension of K1. All relevant information from the considerations above can be
recovered from the tuple

.�1; 	1; �
h; y � 

1
/ 2 OKŒx� � Q � KŒx� � K1Œy�:

In the second iteration of the algorithm we use �2 to investigate the subfield of L
that contains the roots in�1 further. The set L2 D fv.�2.�// j � 2 �1g contains the
slopes of the Newton polygon of the characteristic polynomial�2C˚ over K1. Each
	 2 L2 corresponds to a proper factor of ˚ (compare Corollary 1). Let 	2 2 L2 be
the slope of a segment of the Newton polygon and��2 D f� 2 �1 j v.�2.�// D 	2g
be the corresponding subset of zeros of ˚ . We write 	2 D h2=d2 in lowest terms
and d2 D p�

�

2 e2 with p − e2 and set �2 D minf��2 � �1; 0g.
We find  2 2 K1Œx� with deg 2 < deg�2 and vK1 . 2.�// D h2=p

��

2 ��2 . Let

R2 D
n

 2 K1Œz�

ˇ
ˇ 
 irreducible and 


	
�
e2p

�2

2 .�/= 2.�/



D 0 for � 2 ��2
o
;

which is the set of irreducible factors of the characteristic polynomial�e2p
�2

2 = 2C˚
over K1. By Proposition 1 each polynomial in R2 corresponds to a factor of ˚ . Let
f2 D lcmfdeg
 j 
 2 R2g. The splitting field L of ˚ contains the unramified
extension K�2 of degree f2 of K1. If e2 ¤ 1, L also contains the composite K2 of
certain tamely ramified extensions of K�2 of degree e2. Otherwise we set K2 D K�2 .
Over K2 the slope 	2 of the segment becomes h2=p�2 . Let

�2 D
n
�
p�2

2 .�/= 2.�/ 2 K�2
ˇ
ˇ � 2 ��2

o
:

By Proposition 1 each  2 �2 corresponds to a factor of ˚ over K2 and a branch of
in our tree of partitions. We follow the branch corresponding to some 

2
2 �2 to the

node

�2 D
n
� 2 ��2

ˇ
ˇ �

e2p
�2

2 .�/= 2.�/ D 
2

o
:

If j�2j D 1, we do not need to investigate this branch of the tree of partitions
further.

If j�2j D deg�2 D p�1 > 1, then �2 is an approximation to an irreducible factor
of ˚ of degree deg�2 that defines a wildly ramified extension of K2. We obtain
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this factor with single factor lifting [9], construct the corresponding wildly ramified
extension, and start over at the root node �0 over this extension with a linear
polynomial �1.

Otherwise we use �3 D �
p�2

2 � 2 as the next approximation to an irreducible
factor of ˚ that generates a wildly ramified extension of K2.

All the information obtained in this second iteration of the algorithm is included
in or can be recovered from the information in

.�2; 	2;  2; z � 
2
/ 2 OK1 Œx� � Q � K1Œx� � K2Œz�:

We inductively continue this process and keep track of the information computed
in a sequence of such tuples called types (see [8, Definitions 1.21, 1.22 and
Section 2.1]). We generalize them insofar as we allow the coefficients of the
polynomials in all tuples in a type to be in an extension of K.

Definition 4. Let ˚ 2 OKŒx� and let L=K be a finite. Let t D .�i ; 	i ;  1; 

i
/1�i�u

where

(a) �1 2 OLŒx� is linear, �i 2 OLŒx� is monic,
(b) 	i D hi=di 2 Q in lowest terms,
(c)  i 2 LŒx� with deg i < deg�i , and
(d) 


i
2 L irreducible.

We call t an extended type of ˚ over L, if for all � in some subset � of the set of
roots of ˚ we have:

(e) v.�i .�// D 	i
(f) v. i .�// D e	i with e D lcm.d1;:::;di /

lcm.d1;:::;di�1/
,

(g) 

i
.�ei .�/= i .�// D 0, and

(h) v.�i .�// > v.�i�1.�// and deg�i D e � deg 

i�1 � deg�i�1 for 2 � i � u.

We call .�i ; 	i ; 

i
/1�i�u a type of ˚ over L.

Definition 5. Let t D .�i ; 	i ;  1; 

i
/1�i�u be an extended type over L. We call t

optimal if deg�i�1 < deg�i for 2 � i � u and complete if

deg�u D pmaxf�i j1�i�ug � deg

1

� � � � � 

u
:

If deg�i is a power of p for all 1 � i � u, then we call t a wild type of ˚ over L.

A type t describes a root path in a tree of partitions of�0. If t D .�i ; 	i ;  i ; 
i /1�i�u

a wild type over L with a corresponding subset of roots �u, then 	i D hi=�
��

i

and lcm.pm1; : : : ; pmu/ D pmaxfm1;:::;mug divides the ramification index of L.�/ for
� 2 �u. In our considerations all types are wild and the polynomials 
 are linear.

At the end of the uth iteration of our algorithm we construct a polynomial �uC1
of degree pmaxfm1;:::;mug that is irreducible with v.�uC1.�// > v.�u.�// for � 2 �u.

In the following sections we describe methods for constructing �uC1, finding
v.�uC1.�// for all � 2 �u, constructing  uC1, and finding 


uC1. We will see that
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the sets �0  �1  � � �  �u help in the understanding the algorithm, but will
never be explicitly needed in actual computations.

If t D .�i ; 	i ;  1; 

i
/1�i�u is an extended type over L and j�uj D pmaxfm1;:::;mug,

then �u is an approximation to a unique irreducible factor of ˚ over L of degree
pmaxfm1;:::;mug. Using the information in t , this approximation can be lifted to an
approximation of arbitrary precision using single factor lifting (see [9]).

5 The First Iteration

We start our description of the construction of the splitting field of ˚ 2 OKŒx� of
degree N with the first iteration. We have already gone through these steps in a
more conceptual manner in the previous section. As before let �1 2 OKŒx� be linear
and monic, say �1.x/ D x C ˇ, and let �0 denote the set of zeros of ˚ in K.
Although we use the zeros in�0 in our exposition, they are not needed in any of the
computations.

5.1 Newton Polygons I

The Newton polygon of˚.x�ˇ/ yields the valuations of the zeros �1; : : : ; �N of˚ .
Alternatively we can also use the �1-expansion of ˚ :

Definition 6. Let ˚ 2 OKu Œx� of degree N and � 2 OKu Œx� of degree n be monic
polynomials. We call

˚ D
dN=neX

iD0
ai�

i

with deg.ai / < n the �-expansion of ˚ .

If ˚ D PdN= deg�1e
iD0 ai�

i
1 is the �1-expansion of ˚ , then the polynomial �1.y/ D

PdN= deg�1e
iD0 aiy

i has the zeros �1.�/ where � 2 �0. We have

�1.y/ D ˚.y � ˇ/ D ��1.y/ (3)

with ��1 as in Definition 2. The negatives of the slopes of the segments of the
Newton polygon of �1 are the valuations of �1.�/ for � 2 �0. We obtain a partition
of �0 into the sets

f� 2 � j v.�1.�// D 	g
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where 	 is the negative of the slope of a segment of the Newton polygon of �1.
To find the splitting field one continues the algorithm for each of the sets in this
partition.

5.2 Residual Polynomial I

Residual (or associated) polynomials were first introduced by Ore [13, 15]. They
yield information about the unramified part of the extension generated by the zeros
of ˚ . Let S be a segment of the Newton Polygon of �1.y/ D PN

iD1 aiyi (see (3)),
let m1 be the length of S , .k; v.ak// and .k C m1; v.akCm1// its endpoints, and
	1 D v.ak/�v.akCn/

m1
D h1

d1
where gcd.h1; d1/ D 1 the negative of its slope. If

��1 D f� 2 �0 j v.�1.�// D 	1g;

then j��1 j D m1. We evaluate �1 at �1.�/y and obtain a polynomial whose
Newton polygon has a horizontal segment of length m1. For � 2 ��1 we consider
�1.�1.�/y/. Using the equivalence relation from Definition 1 we obtain

�1.�1.�/y/ D
NX

iD0
ai .�1.�/y/

i �
kCm1X

iDk
ai�

i
1.�/y

i �
m1=d1X

jD0
ajd1Ck�

jd1Ck
1 .�/yjd1Ck

The last equivalence holds, because the x-coordinates of the points on the segment
of the Newton polygon are of the form k C jd1 with 0 � j � m1=d1. Furthermore
for 0 � j � m1=d1 we have v.ajd1Ck�

jd1Ck
1 .�// D v.ak�k1 .�// and the polynomial

is divisible by yk . Dividing �1.�1.�/y/ by �v.ak/�k1 .�/y
k we obtain a polynomial

of degree m1=d1 that is equivalent to a polynomial whose leading coefficient and
constant coefficient have valuation zero:

�1.�1.�/y/

�v.ak/�k1 .�/y
k



m1=d1X

jD0

ajd1Ck�
jd1
1 .�/yjd1

�v.ak/
mod .�/:

For � D �
d1
1 =�

h1 we have v.�.�// D v.�d11 .�/=�
h1/ D 0. Substitution of �d11 by

��h1 yields

�1.�1.�/y/

�v.ak/�k1 .�/y
k



m1=d1X

jD0

ajd1Ck�jh1�j yjd1
�v.ak/

mod .�/:

Replacing �yd1 by z and considering the resulting polynomial over K yields the
residual polynomial of S :
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A1.z/ WD
m1=d1X

jD0
ajd1Ck�jh1�v.ak/zj 2 KŒz�:

For � 2 ��1 we have that �d11 .�/=�
h1 2 K is a zero of A1.

5.3 Unramified Extension I

Let f1 be the least common multiple of the degrees of the irreducible factors of A.
The unramified extension K�1 of K of degree f1 is a subfield of L and A splits into
linear factors over the residue class field K�1 of K1.

Let �1 be the set of zeros of A1 in K1. By Proposition 1 we can obtain a proper
factor of ˚ over K1 for each  2 �1. For some 1 2 �1 let

�1 D f� 2 ��1 j �1.�/d1=�h1 D 
1
g:

Our choice of 1 determines on which branch of the tree of partitions of� to follow.

5.4 Tamely Ramified Extension I

For all � 2 �1 we have v.�1.�// D 	1 D h1=d1 D h1=.e1p
��

1 / where
gcd.h1; d1/ D gcd.e1; p/ D 1.

If e1 D 1 is a power of p, we set K1 D K�1 .
If e1 ¤ 1 is not a power of p, then the slope �h1=.e1p��

1 / together with 
1

give enough information to provide a generating polynomial of a tamely ramified
subfield K1=K�1 of L. Let 1 be a lift 

1
to OK1 . We have �d1

�h1
� 1, so

�
�p

�1
�e1 �

1�
h1 . Therefore for ı D �p

�1 , we have ıe1 � 1�
h1 . The Newton polygon

of ��.x/ D xe1 � 1�
h1 is a line of slope �h1=e1 with gcd.h1; e1/ D 1. By

Proposition 2, if a and b are integers such that ae1 C bh1 D 1, the extension
generated by �� is generated by the Eisenstein polynomial

� D xe1 C .�1/b.1�h1 /b�e1a D xe1 C .�1/bb1 �bh1Cae1 D xe1 C .�1/b�:

As the splitting field of � contains the e1th roots of unity we continue the
computations over the tamely ramified extension K1 given by � over the unramified
extension of K�1 that contains the e1th roots of unity. Using Proposition 3 we can
obtain the composite of the tamely ramified extensions of degree e1 given by all
 2 �1.
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5.5 Next Approximation I

After the considerations in Sect. 5.4 above we can assume 	1 D h1=d1 D h1=p
�1 ,

as either d1 was a power of p already or, if K1 is a tamely ramified extension of
K�1 , recomputing the Newton polygon gives a segment with slope �	 D �h1=p�1 .
In the latter case we also need to recompute the residual polynomial A in Sect. 5.2,
which will be of higher degree. Again let �1 be the set of zeros of A, and 

1
2 �1.

Denote by 1 a lift of 
1

to OK1 and set

�1 D f� 2 ��1 j �d11 .�/=�h1K1
D 

1
g:

We have the relation �p
�1

1 .�/ � 1�
h1
K1

for all � 2 �1. Now

�2 D �
p�1

1 � 1�h1K1

is an approximation to a polynomial generating the wildly ramified subextension of
K1.�/ with

vK1 .�2.�// D vK1.�
p�1

1 .�/ � 1�
h1
K1
/ > h1 � h1=d1 D vK1.�1.�//:

5.6 Valuations I

Let a D Pd1
jD0 aj �

j
1 2 K1Œx� with dega < deg�2 D d1 D p�1 . As the valuations

vK1.�1.�// D h1

d1
; : : : ; vK1 .�

d1�1
1 .�// D .d1 � 1/h1

d1

are distinct (and not in Z),

vK1 .a.�// D min
0�j�degd1�1

vK1 .aj .�/�
j
1 .�// D min

0�j�degd1�1
vK1 .aj .�//C j.h1=d1/:

Furthermore, if we only consider the terms with valuation vK1 .a.�// we obtain a
polynomial that at � is equivalent to a.x/. That is, if vK1.aj .�// C j.h1=d1/ D
vK1 .a.�//, then we have a.�/ � aj .�/C �

j.h1=d1/
1 for � 2 �1.
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5.7 Polynomials with Given Valuations I

The data computed in the first iteration allows us, given c 2 Z and d 2 N with
gcd.c; d / D 1 and d j d1 D p�1 , to find  .x/ 2 KŒx� with v. .�// D c

d
for

� 2 �1 and deg < d1.
If d D 1, then  .x/ WD �

s�
K1

with s�K1
D c has the property vK1. .�// D c

d
for

all � 2 �1.
Otherwise d is a proper divisor of d1. Find s1 2 Z such that s1h1 
 c

d
d1 mod d1

and let s0 D c
d

� v.�s11 .�// 2 Z. Now for  .x/ WD �
s0
K1
�1.x/

s1 2 KŒx� we have
v. .�// D c

d
for � 2 �1.

5.8 Arithmetic I

We consider the arithmetic of polynomials of degree less than d1 D p�1 .
Let a.x/ D Pd1�1

iD0 aixi and �.x/ D xs1�s0 with s0; s1 2 Z. Multiplication
gives a.x/�.x/ D Pd1�1

iD0 ai�
s�
K1
xi�s1 which in general is a rational function or a

polynomial of degree greater than d1 � 1.
As v.�d11 .�/=�

h1
K1

� 1/ D 0 we have the relation

�
d1
1 .�/ � 1�

h1
K1
:

So by repeatedly substituting �d11 by 1�
h1
K1

we obtain a polynomial b.x/ 2 KŒx�
with deg b < d1 such that b.�/ � a.�/ .�/.

6 The uth Iteration

We describe a general iteration of the algorithm. Let t D .�i ; 	i ;  i ; y� i /1�i�u�1
be a wild extended type of˚ over Ku�1 that is not complete. We write 	i D hi=p

��

i

with gcd.hi ; eip/ D gcd.ei ; p/ D 1 and set Mu�1 D maxf��i j1 � i � u � 1g
and �u�1 D Mu�1 � Mu�2. Assume that we have found the next approximation
�u 2 OKu�1 Œx� to a generator of a wildly ramified extension with deg�u D pMu�1

and vKu.�u.�// > vKu.�u�1.�// for all � 2 �u�1.
We assume that we have the following methods, which rely on the data computed

in the previous steps. For each method the base case is described in Sect. 5 and the
general case in this section. Because of the recursive nature of the algorithm we use
forward references in our representation.

Valuation given a.x/ 2 KuŒx� with deg a < deg�u D pMu�1 finds vKu.a.�//

for � 2 �u�1 (see Sects. 5.6, 6.7 and Algorithm 1).
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PolynomialWithValuation given c 2 Z and d 2 N with d j pMu finds
 .x/ 2 KuŒx� with deg < deg�u D pMu�1 such that vKu. .�// D c

d
for all

� 2 �u�1 (see Sects. 5.7, 6.8 and Algorithm 3).

Furthermore we assume that we have methods for arithmetic and reduction of
polynomials of degree less than pMu in their representations as sums of power
products (see Sects. 5.8, 6.9 and Algorithm 4 reduce).

In the uth iteration of the algorithm we investigate the properties of �u and
construct the next approximation �uC1 2 OKu Œx� to a polynomial defining a wildly
ramified subfield of the splitting field.

6.1 Newton Polygon II

We use the �u-expansion of ˚ to find the valuations vKu�1 .�u.�// for � 2 �u�1. Let
lu D dN= deg�ue and ˚ D Plu

iD0 ai�iu be the �u-expansion of ˚ . For each root
� 2 �u�1 we have

˚.�/ D
luX

iD0
ai .�/�

i
u.�/ D 0:

Hence

�u D
luX

iD0
ai .�/y

i 2 KŒy�

has the zeros �u.�/ for � 2 �u�1.
The method Valuation returns the valuations of the coefficients ai .�/ of �u

and with these the Newton polygon of �u yields the valuations of �u.�/ for � 2
�u�1. We obtain a partition of �u�1 into the subsets f� 2 �u�1 j v.�.�// D 	g
where 	 is the negative of the slope of a segment of the Newton polygon of �u. By
Corollary 1 each segment of the Newton polygon of �u, and thus each set in the
partition, corresponds to a factor of ˚.x/.

Definition 7. The Newton polygon of �u is called the Newton polygon of ˚ with
respect to �u. It is also called a Newton polygon of higher order [8, 12].

6.2 Residual Polynomial II

Let S be a segment of the Newton Polygon of �u of length mu with endpoints
.k; vKu�1 .ak.�/// and .k Cm; vKu�1.akCmu.�/// for � 2 �u�1. Let
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	u D vKu�1 .ak.�// � vKu�1 .akCn.�//
mu

D hu

du
;

where gcd.hu; du/ D 1 and let ��u D f� 2 �u�1 j vKu�1 .�u.�// D 	ug. We have
j��u j D mu deg�u.

Let eu and ��u such that du D eup
��

u with gcd.eu; p/ D 1 and M D Pu�1
iD0 �i D

maxf��i j ��i g, � D minf��;M g, and �u D maxf��u �M;0g. The method Poly-
nomialWithValuation gives  u 2 Ku�1Œx� with

vKu�1 . u.�// D vKu�1

	
�eup

�u

u



D eup

�u	u D hu=p
�

for � 2 ��u . We have

�u.�u.�// �
kCmX

iDk
ai .�/�

i
u.�/x

i �
m=.eup

�u /X

jD0
ajeup�uCk.�/�jeup

�uCk
u .�/xjeup

�uCk

The last equivalence holds, because the x-coordinates of the points on the segment
of the Newton polygon are of the form kC jeup

�u (0 � j � m=.eup
�u/). Division

by �kuy
k yields

�u.�u.�//

�ku .�/y
k

�
m=.eup

�u /X

jD0
ajeup�uCk.�/�jeup

�u

u .�/yjeup
�u
:

For  D �u�
eup

�u
= u.�/ we have vKu�1 ./ D vKu�1 .�

eup
�u

u .�/= u.�// D 0. By
substituting  u.�/ for �eup

�u

u .�/ we get

�.�u.�/y/

�ku .�/y
k

�
m=.eup

�u /X

jD0
ajeup�uCk.�/. ju .�//yjeup

�u

The method PolynomialWithValuation gives a polynomial � 2 Ku�1Œx�
with vKu�1 .�.�// D vKu�1 .ak.�// for � 2 �u�1. Replacing yeup

�u by y and
division by �.�/ yields

A.y/ D
m=.eup

�u /X

jD0

ajeup�uCk.�/ ju .�/
�.�/

yj :
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By construction vKu�1

�
ajeup�u

Ck.�/ 
j
u .�/

�.�/

�

� 0, in particular vKu�1

	
ak.�/ u.�/

�.�/



D 0

and vKu�1

�
akCm.�/ 

m=.eup�u /
u .�/

�.�/

�

D 0. So the polynomial A.z/ 2 Ku�1Œz� has degree

mu=.eup
�u/. It is called the residual polynomial of S .

6.3 Unramified Extension II

Let fu be the least common multiple of the degrees of the irreducible factors of A
and let K�u be the unramified extension of Ku�1 of degree fu. Over K�u the residual
polynomial A splits into linear factors. We denote by �u the set of lifts of zeros of
A to Ku and partition��u into the sets of the form

�u D
(

� 2 ��u
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ

�
eup

�u

u

 u
.�/ D 

u

)

: (4)

where u 2 �u. We have j�uj D g deg�u, where g is the multiplicity of 
u

as a zero
of A.

6.4 Tamely Ramified Extension II

For � 2 �u, we have
	
�
eup

�u

u = u



.�/ D u, and therefore

	
�
p�

u

u .�/

eu � u u.�/:

For Q� D �p
�u we have Q�eu.�/ � u .�/. As in Sect. 6.2 let � D minf��u ;Mu�1g D

��u � �u. Since

vKu�1. 
p�

u .�// D p�.eup
�u	u/ D p�

�

u ��ueup
�u

hu

eup�
�

u
D hu;

there is ı 2 O�Ku�1
such that  p

��

u ��u

u .�/ � ı�
hu
Ku�1

. With O� D Q�p� we get

O�eu.�/ D Q�p� � p
�

u  p
�u
.�/ � p

�

u ı�hu :

Thus the roots of ��.x/ D xeu � 
p�

u ı�hu are in the splitting field L. Since
the Newton polygon of �� is a line of slope �hu=eu where gcd.hu; eu/ D 1,
the polynomial �� defines a tamely ramified extension of K�u of degree eu. By
Proposition 2 it is generated by the Eisenstein polynomial

�.x/ D xeu C .�1/b.p�u ı�hu /b�eua D xeu C .�1/bbp�u ıb�bhuCaeu D xeu C .�p�u ı/b�

where a and b are integers such that aeu C bhu D 1.
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6.5 Wildly Ramified Extension

Now either du was a power of p already or, after extending K�u the slope of the
segment of the Newton polygon of �u corresponding to S now is �hu=p

��

u over
Ku. If Ku is a tamely ramified extension of K�u , we would need to recompute the
associated polynomial A and to obtain a residual polynomial of higher degree.
Hence we assume 	u D hu=du D hu=p

��

u .
If j�uj D deg�u D 1, we have reached a leaf of the tree of partitions.
If j�uj > deg�u, we continue with constructing a next approximation to a

polynomial that generates the wildly ramified part of Ku.�/ for � 2 �u.
If j�uj D deg�u D pMu�1 ¤ 1, then �u is an approximation to a unique

irreducible factor O� of degree pMu�1 of ˚ over Ku. We obtain O� using single
factor lifting [9], which generates a totally and wildly ramified extension M of
Ku over which ˚ has at least one linear factor. Now for 1 � i � u � 1 with
�i > 0 the data in t D .�i ; 	i ;  i ; y � i /1�i�u�1 and the slopes �	i , and thus  i
and Ai are not correct over M. Thus we continue our computations with the type
t D .�i ; 	i ;  i ; y � i /1�i�j over M, where 1 � j � u � 1 is such that �i D 0 for
1 � i � j .

6.6 The Next Approximation II

As above in Sect. 6.5 we assume that 	u D hu=du D hu=p
��

u and as in Sect. 6.2 let
 u 2 Ku�1Œx� with v. u.�// D hu=p

��

u for � 2 �u � �u�1. If �u denotes the set of

zeros of the residual polynomial and u 2 �u, then �p
��

u
u .�/ � u u for all � 2 �u.

The polynomial

�uC1 D �p
��

u

u � u u

is an approximation to a polynomial that generates the wildly ramified subextension
of Ku.�/ with

vKu.�u.�// D vKu.�
p�

�

u

u .�/ � u u/ D vKu. u/ D hu=p
� � hu=du D vKu.�u.�//

for all � 2 �u.

6.7 Valuations II

For b.x/ 2 Ku�1Œx� with deg b < pMu�1 the method Valuation yields
vKu�1 .a.�// for � 2 �u � �u�1. Let a 2 KuŒx� with dega < pMu and
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m D ddeg a= deg�ue. Let a D Pm
jD0 aj �

j
u with deg aj < deg�u D pMu�1 be

the �u-expansion of a. As the valuations

vKu.�u.�// D h1

du
; : : : ; vKu.�

p�u�1
u .�// D .p�u � 1/hu

du

are distinct (and not in 1

pMu�1
Z) we have

vKu.a.�// D min
0�j�m vKu

�
aj .�/�

j
u .�/

� D min
0�j�m vKu

�
aj .�/C j.hu=p

�u/
�
:

Furthermore, if we only consider the terms with valuation vKu.a.�//, we obtain a
polynomial that at � is equivalent to a.x/. That is, for J D fj j vKu.aj /Cjhu=du D
vKu.a.�//g and b.x/ D P

j2J aj .x/�
j
u .x/ we have a.�/ � b.�/ for � 2 �u.

6.8 Polynomials with Given Valuations II

Let c 2 Z and d 2 N with d � Mu. We describe how  .x/ 2 KuŒx� with
vKu. .�// D c

pd
and deg < deg�u D pMu�1 can be constructed. Assume

that for c0 2 Z and d 0 2 N with d 0 < Mu�1 we can find  0.x/ 2 KŒx� with
vKu. 

0.�// D c0

pd
0

for � 2 �u � �u�1.
If d < Mu�1, then we can find  .x/ by our assumption. Otherwise we have

Mu�1 < d � Mu and we find su 2 Z, 0 � su < p
�u such that

suhu 
 cpMu�d mod p�u

and set c0

pd
0

D c
pd

� suvKu.�u/ in lowest terms. As d 0 < Mu�1 the assumption yields

 0.x/ 2 KuŒx� with vKu. 
0.�// D c0

pd
0

. Thus we get  .x/ D �suu .x/ 
0.x/ with

vKu. .�// D c

pd
and deg < pMu .

6.9 Arithmetic II

We consider the arithmetic of polynomials of degree less than pMu . Clearly addition
and subtraction of two such polynomials again yield polynomials of degree less than
pMu . We assume that methods for handling polynomials of degree less than pMu�1

are available. That is, given a.x/ 2 Ku�1 and b.x/ 2 Ku�1 we can find a polynomial
c 2 Ku�1Œx� with deg c < pMu�1 such that c.�/ � a.�/b.�/ for � 2 �u � �u�1.

Let a.x/ D PpMu�1
iD0 ai .x/�

i
u and b D �sub

0 with s 2 Z, b0 2 KuŒx� of degree less

than pMu�1 . Multiplication gives a.x/b.x/ D PpMu�1
iD0 aib

0�iCsu which in general
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is a rational function or a polynomial of degree greater than pMu � 1. We have
�eu

u .�/= u.�/ D 
u
, thus

�eu
u .�/ �  u.�/

for any  2 Ku with  D 
u
. Repeated substitution of �p

�u

u by  u reduces the

exponents of �u to s0 with 0 � s0 < p�u . The coefficient of �s
0

u now is the product
of polynomials of degree less than pMu , which can be reduced to a polynomial
of degree less than pMu by our assumption. Thus we obtain a polynomial b.x/ 2
KŒx� with deg b < pMu such that b.�/ � a.�/ u.�/. If vKu.a.�// D 0 recursive
application of these reductions yield ˇ 2 Ku with a.�/ � ˇ.

7 Algorithms

In our formulation of the algorithm we add a fifth component to the extended
types from Definition 4, making all the information from previous iterations of the
algorithm needed in later iterations readily available. We denote the subfield of the
splitting field of ˚ over which we are working at all times by L. So in this section
types are of the form

t D .�i ; 	i ;  i ; i ; �i /1�i�u (5)

with �i 2 OLŒx�, 	i D h

ei p
��

i
2 Q with gcd.h; eip/ D gcd.ei ; p/ D 1, i 2 L,

�i 2 N such that �i D maxf��i �Mi; 0g whereMi D maxf��j j 1 � j � i � 1g D
Pi�1

jD1 �j . By � D �u we denote the set of zeros that corresponds to t as in (4).
In an implementation of the algorithm, the methods described below operate on

representations of polynomials as nested �i -expansions (1 � i � u). To avoid
having to write down these somewhat involved data structures, we use polynomials
to formulate the input and the output of the methods. Sections 5.8 and 6.9 yield
these methods:

div.t; a; b/ Given a 2 KŒx� of degree less than pMu and b.x/ D �suu : : : �
s1
1 �

s�

where si < ei we find c 2 KŒx� with deg c < deg�u such that a.�/=b.�/ � c.�/

for all � 2 �u

mult.t; a; b/ Given a; b 2 KŒx� of degree less than pMu we find c 2 KŒx� with
deg c < deg�u such that a.�/b.�/ � c.�/ for all � 2 �u.

pow.t; a; n/ Given a 2 KŒx� of degree less than pMu we find c.x/ 2 KŒx� with
deg c < deg�u such that an.�/ � c.�/ for all � 2 �u.

Furthermore we write divmod for the function that for a; b 2 Z returns the quotient
and remainder of the division of a by b.

We first give auxiliary algorithms for the computation of vt .a/ D v.a.�// for � 2
�u, the Newton polygon of ˚ with respect to �, polynomials with given valuations,
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Algorithm 1 Valuation

Input: A local field L, type .�i ; 	i ;  i ; i ; �i /1�i�u over L, and a.x/ 2 LŒx�.
Output: Valuation vt .a/.

• If a 2 L: Return vL.a/.

• Find the �u�1-expansion of a.x/ DP
ddeg a= deg�ue

jD0 aj .x/�
j
u .x/.

• Return min
n
Valuation

�
L; .�j ; 	j ;  j ; j ; �j /1�j�u�1; aj

�Cj	u�1

ˇ
ˇ 1� i �d deg a

deg�u�1
e
o

Algorithm 2 NewtonPolygonSegments

Input: A local field L, ˚ 2 LŒx�, a type t D .�i ; 	i ;  i ; i ; �i /1�i�u over L,
and � 2 OLŒx�

Output: Set of Segments S of the Newton polygon of ˚ with respect to �.

• Find the �-expansion ˚ DPm
iD0 ai�

i where m D ddeg˚= deg �e.
• Find vi D Valuation .L; t; ai / for 0 � i � m.
• Construct the lower convex hull of the set of points f.i; vi / j 1 � i � mg.
• Return the set S of segments of this broken line.

the reduction of elements represented as power products of polynomials, and the
computation of residues and residual polynomials. This is followed by the algorithm
for the splitting field.

We use Algorithm 1 Valuation to compute vL.a.�// for � 2 �u. It follows
from the discussions in Sects. 5.6 and 6.7 that to find vL.a.�// for � 2 �u we only
need the type t D .�i ; 	i ; 
i /1�i�u and not � . We thus obtain one of the valuations of
polynomial rings as classified by MacLane in [10]. We write vt .a/ for the valuation
computed by the algorithm and have vt .a/ D vKKu.a.�//.

Algorithm 2 NewtonPolygonSegments returns the set of segments of the
Newton polygon of ˚ with respect to � as described in Sects. 5.1 and 6.1.

Given a type t as in (5) and w 2 1
pMu Z, Algorithm 3 PolynomialWith-

Valuation returns a polynomial such that vt . / D w as described in Sects. 5.7
and 6.8. See [18], [17, Algorithm 14] or [9, Section 4] for a general version of this
algorithm.

In Sects. 5.8 and 6.9 we have described how a product
Qu
iD1 �

si
i .x/ can be

reduced such that si < p�i for 1 � i � u. Algorithm 4 reduce conducts this
reduction recursively. Because, for 1 � i � u the valuations of �sii with si < p�i

are linearly independent, there is only one reduced representation of each class of
some a 2 LŒx� with respect to the equivalence relation from Definition 1. Thus if
vt .a/ D 0, then reduce.a/ 2 L.

The residual polynomial of a segment of a Newton polygon of higher order is
computed in Algorithm 5 ResidualPolynomial.

Algorithm 6 SplittingField computes the splitting field of a polynomial.
If �u D 0 and deg� D 1 and the multiplicity of the zero  of A is one, then �
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Algorithm 3 PolynomialWithValuation

Input: A type .�i ; 	i ;  i ; i ; �i /1�i�u and c
pd
2 Q with d �Pu�1

iD1 �i .
Output:  .x/ 2 KŒx� with deg < deg�u and vL. .�// D c

pd
.

• If d D 0: Return �c .
• M  Pu�2

iD1 �i .

• If d �M : Return PolynomialWithValuation
	
.�i ; 	i ;  i ; i ; �i /1�i�u�1;

c
pd



.

• Find 0 � s < p�u�1 such that shu�1 � cpMC�u�1�d mod p�u�1 .

• Return �su.x/ � PolynomialWithValuation
	
.�i ; 	i ;  i ; i ; �i /1�i�u�1;

c
pd
� s	u�1



.

Algorithm 4 reduce

Input: A type .�i ; 	i ;  i ; i ; �i /1�i�u and a.x/ D �ruu �
Qu�1
iD1 �

ri
i � ı 2 LŒx�

with ı 2 K.
Output: b.x/ D �suu c.x/ 2 LŒx� with deg c < deg�u, 0 � su < p�u , and

a.�/ 	 b.�/ for � 2 �u.

• If a 2 L: Return a.
• s; d  divmod.ru; p

�u /

• Return �su � du �  d
u � reduce

	
.�i ; 	i ;  i ; i ; �i /1�i�u�1;

Qu�1
iD1 �

ri
i � ı



:

Algorithm 5 ResidualPolynomial

Input: A type .�i ; 	i ;  i ; i ; �i /1�i�u, a segment S of the Newton polygon of
˚ with respect to �, and  with vt . / D 	u D epminf�;Mug where
�h=.ep�/ is the slope of S .

Output: The residual polynomial A of S .

• Let ˚ D
dN=deg�ueX

iD0

ai�
i be the �-expansion of ˚.x/.

• Let m be the length of S .
• �  PolynomialWithValuation.t; �/where � is the y-coordinate of the first point of S .

• A.z/ 
m=euX

jD0

reduce.t;mult.t; akCe�i .x/;div.t;pow.t;  .x/; j /; �.x////y
j .

• return A.
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Algorithm 6 SplittingField

Input: ˚ 2 OKŒx� monic and square-free
Output: Splitting field of ˚

• Initialize L K and T  f.x; �; �; �; �/g
• While T is non-empty:

1. Choose a type t D .�i ; 	i ;  i ; i ; �i /1�i�u from T .
2. Remove t from T .
3. M  Pu�1

iD1 �i
4. For S 2 NewtonPolygonSegments .˚.x/; t; �u.x//:

a. Let 	u D h

ep�
�

with gcd.h; pe/ D gcd.e; p/ D 1 be the negative of the slope of S .

b. �u  maxf�� �M; 0g and � minf��;M g
c.  u PolynomialWithValuation.t; h=p�/
d. A ResidualPolynomial .t; S;  /
e. Find f0 minimal with e j .jLf0 j � 1/.
f. If f D lcmff0; deg 
 j 
 irreducible factor of Ag > 1:

continue over unramified extension

� Replace L by the unramified extension of L of degree f .

g. If the length of S is one and deg�u > 1:
continue over wildly ramified extension

� Let O� be a lift of �u to a factor of ˚ .
� Replace L by LŒx�=. O�/.
� Insert t into T .
� Replace each .�j ; 	j ;  j ; j ; �j /j 2 T by .�1; �; �; �; �/
� Exit for loop.

h. If e > 1:
continue over tamely ramified extension

� Find ı 2 OK such that  p� D ı�h.
� Find a; b 2 Z be such that aeC bh D 1.
� Replace L by the composite of LŒx�=.xe C .�p� ı/b�L/ where the  are lifts

of the roots of A in L.
� Insert t into T .
� Exit for loop.

i. For all roots  of A in L:

� Let  be a lift of  to OL.
� If �u > 0:

more wild ramification found, a Montes step

Insert t with .��u
u �  u; �; �; �; �/ appended into T .

� Else if deg� > 1 or the multiplicity of  is greater than 1:
valuation of � increases, but not its degree, an improvement step

Insert t with its last member replaced by .�u �  u; �; �; �; �/ into T .

• Return L.
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is an approximation to a linear factor and therefore discarded. In a type we denote
non-assigned components by �. In each iteration of the algorithm we start with a
type whose last member has only the first component set and then fill in the other
components. At the end of each iteration the last member of all types again only
have the first component assigned. We start with t D .x; �; �; �; �/. The types in the
algorithm are at all times optimal. In step 4i. when the current iteration only yields
a � with a higher valuation at � 2 � we replace the last component of the type t
by the current .�; �; �; �; �/; this is called an improvement step. If the degree of � in
increases we append .�; �; �; �; �/ to t ; this is called a Montes step.

Remark 1. For better readability of the algorithm we have excluded some obvious
improvements. When we continue over a tamely ramified extension in 5h., instead
of exiting the for loop and recomputing the Newton polygon in 4. we can adjust
the slopes of the segments of the Newton polygon, which over the tamely ramified
extension of degree e do not have e in the denominator anymore and continue in 4c.
When choosing t from T in 1. a speedup may be achieved by first processing the
longest type as this avoids discarding information about wildly ramified extensions
in 4h. If � 2 OKŒx� is Eisenstein, the maximal tamely ramified subfield of the
splitting field of � can be obtained from [6, Theorem 9.1].

7.1 Termination

The termination of the algorithm is assured by the following theorem.

Theorem 2 ([16, Proposition 4.1]). Let ˚.x/ 2 OKŒx� be square-free and let �0
be the set of zeros of ˚.x/ in K. Let �.x/ 2 KŒx� such that the degree of any
irreducible factor of ˚.x/ is greater than or equal to deg�. If .deg˚/ � v.�.�j // >
2v.disc˚/ for all � 2 �0, then deg� D deg˚ and ˚.x/ is irreducible over K.

By Theorem 2 the polynomial˚.x/ is irreducible if we find a monic �.x/ 2 OKŒx�

such that N v.�u.�// > 2v.disc˚/ for some u 2 N. In every iteration of the
algorithm the increase from v.�u/ to v.�uC1/ is at least 1=N . Thus the algorithm
terminates after at most v.disc˚/ iterations.

7.2 Representation of Extensions

Extensions of local fields are often represented as a tower of an totally ramified
extension over an unramified extension. Although some computer algebra systems
(for example, Magma [3]) allow the construction of arbitrary towers of extensions,
in practice it is more efficient to work over smaller towers. We represent our
extensions as a totally and wildly ramified extension over a totally and tamely
ramified extension over an unramified extension and insert new extensions into the
corresponding subfield in the tower.
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Ramified extensions are usually given by Eisenstein polynomials, and indeed
for the tamely ramified extensions in our algorithm we explicitly give these. For
the wildly ramified extensions, lifting the approximation to an irreducible factor �
by single factor lifting yields a generating polynomial O� that is not Eisenstein in
general. Algorithm 3 can be used to compute˘ 2 LŒx� with vt .˘/ D 1=pM where
pM D deg�. The characteristic polynomial (see Definition 2) of ˘ 2 LŒx�=. O�/ is
the desired Eisenstein polynomial. It can be computed either using linear algebra
methods as in [5] or, in the p-adic case, using Newton relations.
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Weight Loss Through Bariatric Surgery:
Some Issues

Robert Stoesen, Kristin McLamb, Laurie Deaton, and Sat Gupta

1 Introduction

In this study, we are presented with data for 122 patients who underwent
laparoscopic gastric banding (Lap-Band) surgery for treatment of clinically severe
obesity at a Cone Health System facility between June 2008 and May 2009.
Questions of interest include whether the amount of weight lost following the
procedure is correlated with the number of support group sessions attended
by patients and with various demographic data for the patients. Because of the
retrospective nature of this study, we were unable to make a baseline adjustment at
this point.

We define obesity in a medical context, discuss the medical treatment of obesity,
and in particular examine the nature of bariatric surgical procedures and the history
of their development.

For the Cone Health System data, we conducted statistical analyses of the data
using a variety of techniques. We were not able to determine a significant relation-
ship between the number of support group meetings attended by patients and the
amount of weight they lost, nor did we find that age, sex, or race were contributing
factors in such a relationship. We also did not find that the mean amount of weight
lost was significantly different for African Americans compared to Caucasians,
nor did we find that the mean amount of weight lost was significantly different
for females compared to males. We found that Caucasian-identified patients may
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be more likely to attend support group meetings than African American-identified
patients. We did not find that one gender was more likely to attend support group
meetings than another.

2 Background: Obesity and Its Treatment

In recent decades, obesity has become a topic of increasing concern both in public
discourse and in the medical and public health communities. The popular media is
replete with references to conditions of overweight and obesity among the populace.
In the present context, we define obesity medically as a chronic disease. Specifically,
obesity is a condition of excess body fat, defined in terms of body mass index (BMI).
BMI is calculated as weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared,
rounded to one decimal place. For adults of typical height range in the USA, obesity
is defined by the Centers for Disease Control as BMI greater than or equal to 30.
Similar definitions of obesity are used by medical authorities around the globe.

As a chronic disease, obesity is associated with multiple factors, including
environmental (social and cultural), genetic, physiologic, metabolic, behavioral, and
psychological componentsİ [2].

Obesity is associated with high rates of mortality and morbidity. Mortality refers
to the rate of deaths from a disease, while morbidity refers to the rate of incidence
of a disease. The World Health Organization notes that overweight and obesity are
the fifth leading risk for global deaths [11].

The prevalence of obesity is high in the USA. The National Center for Health
Statistics of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has reported that in
2009–2010, 35.7 % of USA adults were obese, a total of over 78 million US adults.
Additionally, 16.9 % of US children and adolescents were obese, a total of about
12.5 million US young people. It was also reported that over the prior decade,
the prevalence of obesity had increased among men and boys, but not among
women and girls [10]. Beyond the USA, the World Health Organization reports that
worldwide obesity has nearly doubled since 1980 to a total, in 2008, of upwards
of 1.4 billion adults (defined as age 20 or older) worldwide, comprising over 200
million men and 300 million women [11].

The disease of obesity is associated with numerous comorbidities, that is, other
diseases that are observed accompanying a condition. A partial list of comorbidities
associated with obesity include type II diabetes, most forms of cancer, all cardio-
vascular diseases, asthma, gallbladder disease, osteoarthritis, and chronic back pain.
Researchers have concluded that the comorbidities associated with obesity results
in a disease “likely (to) contribute substantially to the burden of chronic health
conditions.” [9].

The phenomena surrounding obesity continues to be studied. Recently, public
health researchers suggested that the rate of mortality associated with obesity in the
USA might be as much as four times higher than previously believed. If true, this
raises concerns about a reversal in the trend of lengthening life spans in the USA.
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Other experts dispute this finding [6]. Nevertheless, a review of the literature and
reports from organizations confirms a widely accepted medical and public health
consensus that obesity is a serious and deadly condition that merits the serious
attention of the clinical and research communities of the medical and public health
fields, as well as society at large.

There is also ongoing research about obesity on a cellular level. Research has
revealed that fat cells expand adipose tissue by enlargement and by division. When
these cells reach their maximum size, and intake continues to exceed expenditure
(caloric burn), the fat cells will increase in quantity. When fat is lost, the cells
do shrink, but the number of them remains the same. This poses great difficulty
in reducing the total amount of excess adipose tissue. Additionally, more than
600 genes, markers, and chromosomes have been linked with obesity causing
conditions/diseases such as hypertension, diabetes, lipid abnormalities, and body
fat distribution [4].

According to the Mayo Clinic, a variety of strategies are used in the medical
treatment of obesity, including changes in diet, programs of exercise and activity,
behavioral change, prescription weight loss medications, and weight-loss surgery.
These treatments are to be distinguished from weight loss schemes such as fad diets
and non-approved medications [8]. Weight loss surgery has become increasingly
prevalent and accessible in the USA. Overall, the success of surgery as a treatment
option has led to an increased number of surgeries. In 2004, approximately 144,000
surgeries were performed compared to over 225,000 currently. Insurance companies
are also recognizing the benefit of providing coverage for such surgical procedures.
With the average cost of surgery ranging between $12,000 and $35,000, this is
far below the costs associated with ongoing care and treatment of obesity related
diseases such as diabetes and hypertension [7].

Many members of the public are familiar with celebrity figures who have had
weight loss surgery. NBC Today Show host and weather forecaster Al Roker has
spoken publicly about his weight loss surgery and subsequent dramatic weight loss
on television and in a published memoir of his career. Other celebrities and public
figures have also had high profile weight loss following surgery, including New
Jersey Governor Chris Christie, actress Roseanne Barr, and singer Carnie Wilson,
among others.

Weight loss surgery, known as bariatric surgery, is surgery intended to restrict
a patient’s caloric intake or nutrient absorption to effect weight loss over time.
Bariatric surgical procedures are divided into three categories of procedure: restric-
tive, malabsorptive, and combination. Restrictive procedures reduce the patient’s
caloric intake by decreasing the ability to consume food beyond a certain quantity.
Malabsorptive surgery involves creating a bypass in some portion of the patient’s
nutrient absorption circuit, thereby decreasing the absorption of calories from food
already consumed. Combination procedures involve both strategies [3].

Experimental bariatric surgery was first performed in the period following World
War II, and techniques were developed and modified in the ensuing decades.
The earliest bariatric surgery procedures were malabsorptive techniques devel-
oped in the early 1950s, but with limited success. In the 1960s and 1970s,
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new malabsorptive procedures were developed, but patients developed significant
complications. Combination procedures in the 1970s had fewer complications, but
patients developed significant long-term side effects and protein malnutrition [3].

Laparoscopic, or minimally invasive, surgical techniques for bariatric procedures
were developed in the early 1990s. In 1992, the first placement of a nonadjustable
gastric band in a patient was performed. As surgeons became more experienced
with laparoscopic procedures and parity was achieved with open procedures with
respect to successful results, the laparoscopic surgeries grew to exceed the number
of open procedures such that laparoscopic techniques are described as the greatest
contributor to the increase in weight loss surgeries of the previous decade [3].

Laparoscopic banding or Lap-Band surgery (a trademark owned by Allergan,
Inc.) involves surgical placement of an inflatable silicone band around the upper part
of the stomach. An attached port extends from the band to a terminal end outside
the body below the abdomen through which a doctor or medical professional can
inject a saline solution to inflate the band, thereby constricting the stomach. With
this restrictive surgical measure in place, a sensation of fullness after eating occurs
more quickly in the patient, leading to less food intake and hence weight loss over
time. Patients are told they may expect to lose up to one pound per week in the first
year following surgery [1].

The surgery is approved for adult patients only. The implanted device is intended
to remain in the body over the course of the patient’s life, in order to maintain desired
weight after weight loss and to prevent a return to previous eating habits. However,
it can be removed if the patient elects to do so.

Unlike some other bariatric procedures, Lap-Band surgery requires patients to
return to a doctor’s office on a regular basis for monitoring and adjustment of the
device. For instance, a patient may require that the amount of saline solution in
the device be increased or decreased for their comfort or to make the device more
effective [5].

3 Research Question

Researchers in the nursing department at the Cone Health organization in Greens-
boro, NC, were interested in the issue of social support for patients following
Lap-Band bariatric surgery. In particular, their interest was in whether a positive
relationship could be ascertained for patients attendance in support groups in the
period following surgery and their success in achieving weight loss.

The Cone Health researchers presented data for patients who had undergone
Lap-Band surgery at their facilities between June 2008 and May 2009. The patients
were counseled prior to their surgery about the importance of social support during
the course of their post-surgery weight loss. Patients were offered the opportunity
to attend free, optional bariatric support group meetings following their surgery.
The support group is led by a dedicated registered nurse specializing in care of
bariatric patients. The meetings included invited speakers to address the groups on
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topics of interest, such as nutrition or healthy lifestyle choices, and also included the
opportunity for patients to discuss matters of concern to them in an informal setting.

The patients’ weights and BMI were recorded approximately 2 weeks prior to
surgery and again approximately 1 year following surgery. Some patients attended
support group meetings during the 1-year period following their surgery, and their
attendance was recorded.

In considering this data, we examined the change in pre- and post-surgery weight
measurements and considered various questions, taking into account the number
of support group meetings attended and demographic variables of age, race, and
gender.

4 Data Analysis and Results

Data was provided for 122 patients. Of those patients, 119 had lost weight 1 year
after having the surgery, which is consistent with published studies indicating that
gastric banding is highly effective in achieving immediate weight loss for virtually
all patients [5].

During the year following surgery, patients attended between 0 and 15 support
group meetings. An initial examination of the data reveals that 73 % of these patients
did not attend a support group meeting. Of the remaining patients, 11 % attended 2
or 3 meetings, 6 % attended 4 or 5 meetings, and 3% attended 7–15 meetings (see
Fig. 1). We then compared the amount of weight lost by those in the sample who
attended support group meetings with the amount lost by those who did not.

Figure 1 shows the percentage of the 121 patients under consideration for the
number of meetings attended.

Fig. 1 Percentage of the patients attending meetings by number of meetings attended
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Fig. 2 Comparison of patient weight loss in pounds by meeting attendance (no meetings versus at
least one)

The study was strictly retrospective. We did not have other information that
might have shed additional light on why most patients did not attend support group
meetings. For instance, we did not have information about these patients geographic
distribution, modes of transportation, employment and family status, or access to
other social support networks.

The following analysis relied upon the data that was provided, which was limited
to race, gender, and change in weight and BMI after 1 year. Other information, such
as the name of the patient’s surgeon and the specific dates of their surgeries, was not
used.

The box plots in Fig. 2 represent the distribution of weight lost in pounds by
patients who attended no support group meetings and those who attended at least
one meeting. The y-axis represents the amount of weight lost after 1 year following
surgery.

The median figures for the two groups, 46.30 for those attending no meetings and
44.20 for those attending at least one appear quite similar, as do the surrounding
quartiles. The spread of the distribution for the non-attending group is larger,
however, so we consider only those patients who attended at least one support group
in the following analysis.

After transforming the data and checking for normality, a simple linear regression
was performed for explanatory variable number of support groups attended and the
log of the response variable change in weight (weight loss). However, the number
of support groups attended was not found to be significant, with a p-value of 0.362.
One patient was observed to be an outlier with a weight loss of 175.4 pounds.
Removing this outlier and refitting the regression model produced a similarly large
p-value of 0.304. We also attempted a step-wise multiple regression incorporating
the additional variable of age and the factors of race and sex, but the additional
components were not found to be significant and were discarded by the algorithm.

The patients were then divided into categories of having attended 0, 1, 2–3, and
4 or greater support group sessions, and tests were performed with regard to change
in weight. The normal Q–Q plot of sample quantiles versus theoretical quantiles
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Fig. 3 Comparison of patient weight loss in pounds by race

suggested that despite some slight skewness, the assumption of normality was not
violated. Bartlett’s Test for homogeneity of variance yielded a p-value of 0.5726,
strong evidence for not rejecting the null hypothesis of equal variances for these
categories. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) yielded an F-statistic of 0.3422 and does
not suggest any significant difference among categories with regard to weight loss.
Dividing patients into binary categories of having attended or not attended support
groups, another linear regression was performed. However, again, this was not found
to be significant with regard to weight lost, yielding a p-value of 0.543.

Next we considered demographic factors. The box plots in Fig. 3 represent the
distribution of weight lost in pounds among patients by race.

We observed that the mean weight loss for Caucasian-identified patients is
49.32302 pounds, while the mean weight loss for African American-identified
patients is 45.17333, a difference of 4.14969 pounds. We used a t-test to determine if
there is a significant difference in these means. However, the result indicates there is
no difference in the means, with a p-value of 0.4932 and a 95 % confidence interval
of .�16:232753; 7:933373/.

Next we compared patients identified as Caucasian and African American with
patients not identified by race, after first removing the outliers observed in Fig. 3.
For Caucasians compared to non-identified patients, the t-test yields a p-value of
0.03886 and a 95 % confidence interval of .�37:713198;�1:607273/, moderate
evidence of some difference in means. For African Americans compared to non-
identified patients, the t-test yields a p-value of 0.02223 and a 95 % confidence
interval of .�40:610170;�4:043164/, slightly stronger evidence of a difference in
means. However, we note that the non-identified group comprised only five patients,
four when the outlier was removed.

The box plots in Fig. 4 represent the distribution of weight lost among patients
by sex.

We observed that mean weight loss for female patients is 47.62076 pounds,
while the mean weight loss for male patients is 55.67500, a difference of 8.05424
pounds. We used a t-test to determine if there is a significant difference these means.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of patient weight loss in pounds by gender

However, the result indicates there is no difference in the means, with a p-value of
0.2976 and a 95 % confidence interval of .�23:608675; 7:500289/.

Having determined that the data does not suggest a significant relationship
between the amount of weight lost and the number of support groups attended,
race, sex, or age, we next considered how the number of support groups attended
correlated with some of the demographic variables. Given the small number of
observations for some categories, Pearson’s chi-square test was not feasible for
this analysis. We computed the Wilcoxon rank-sum test for the data. For race (not
considering the three patients whose race was not identified), the two-sided p-value
of 0.07059 and 95 % confidence interval of (�8:58922�10�6; 5:974492�10�6) may
indicate some significant difference in the two populations (Caucasian and African
American), with Caucasian-identified patients attending a larger number of support
group meetings. For sex, the p-value of 0.8452 and 95 % confidence interval of
(�5:707147 � 10�5; 2:41973 � 10�5) indicate no significant difference in the two
populations (female and male).

Conclusions
For this sample, we are not able to determine a significant relationship
between the number of support group meetings attended by patients and
the amount of weight they lost, nor did we find that age, sex, or race were
contributing factors in such a relationship. We also did not find that the
mean amount of weight lost was significantly different for African Americans
compared to Caucasians, nor did we find that the mean amount of weight
lost was significantly different for females compared to males. We found
that Caucasian-identified patients may be more likely to attend support group

(continued)
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meetings than African American-identified patients. We did not find that one
gender was more likely to attend support group meetings than another.

In examining patient centered care, health care providers must research
what options will provide the most success and satisfaction in the journey to
weight loss. Live, face-to-face meetings may not be the most optimal form
of support and education for many patients. In the quest for weight loss
success, the findings from this study can be used to encourage future research
on methods that can best be employed to aid patients following Lap-Band
bariatric surgery.
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On the Stability of Solutions to a Phase
Transition Model

Heather Hardeman and Stephen Robinson

1 Introduction

In this paper, we study the functional

J�.u/ WD �2

2

Z 1

0

juxj2dx C
Z 1

0

F.u/dx; u 2 W 1;2.0; 1/

under suitable assumptions on F W R �! R. This functional represents the total
free energy of a phase transition model. In nature, energy seeks a minimum. As
such, we can see that the first integral wants the slope of u to be flat whereas the
second integral is pushing towards the minimum values of F . With this in mind, we
want to consider a function F which has the following shape:
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F

u

−1 1

A function with this shape captures the idea of an object with two different states of
being. A good example of phase transition is water phasing from a liquid to a solid.

For our purposes, two different cases of F which have this shape are the classical
case F.u/ D .1 � u2/2 and the non-classical case F.u/ D .1 � u2/˛ where 1 <
˛ < 2. While the classical and non-classical cases appear indistinguishable from
a modeling perspective, they have very different consequences. In fact, the non-
classical case has features which the classical case lacks. These features of the non-
classical case may help explain observed phenomena such as “slow dynamics.” As
such, our focus will be on the non-classical case of F .

In [1], Drábek, Manásevich, and Tákăc discovered all of the critical points of the
functional J� . These critical points of the functional correspond to solutions of the
Neumann boundary value problem

��2uxx C F 0.u/ D 0;

ux.0/ D ux.1/ D 0:
(1)

These solutions are also all the stationary solutions of the bistable equation

ut � �2uxx C F 0.u/ D 0;

ux.0; t/ D ux.1; t/ D 0;
(2)

with the initial condition u.x; 0/ D u0.x/.
Note that ˙1 are global minima of J� . It is not hard to see that 0 is a saddle

point. Since the critical point 0 is a saddle point, we also know that it is an unstable
solution of (2). In [1], the authors also describe manifolds of solutions corresponding
to single node solutions, two-node solutions, etc. For example, the set of single node
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solutions can be visualized as a trough. In [2], Drábek and Robinson verified that
the interior of each of these manifolds consists of local minima.

The image above depicts a “graph” of J� with critical points lying along the
base of the trough. These critical points are the one-node solutions of (1). They are
solutions which cross the x-axis only once at some point x0. The solution is equal
to 1 on Œ1 � ı1; 1� and it is equal to �1 on Œ0; ı2� for ı1; ı2 > 0. The figure below
gives an example of a solution located along the bottom of the trough.

1

−1

1x0

By moving the point x0 where the solution crosses the x-axis, we obtain these
other solutions which lie along the base of the trough. For each x0, there is a unique
solution by Theorem 7.1 in [1]. The image below depicts two different cases. One
is a solution located at the left side of the trough and the other is a solution from the
right side of the trough. The rest of the solutions which are in the base reside in the
shaded region between these two solutions.
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1

−1

1

Given that the local geometry of J�.u/ takes the shape of a trough for the one-
node solutions, the question of stability arises. As such, the purpose of this paper is
to study the stability of these solutions. In particular, we want to know what set of
initial conditions for (2) will be drawn to the bottom of the trough. Another way to
say this is that we are studying the stable manifold for the trough.

In this paper, we will focus specifically on the case when the solution is
symmetric via u.1 � x/ D �u.x/. This occurs when x0 D 1

2
. Our consideration

of the symmetric case results in the following theorem.

Theorem 1 (Hardeman, Robinson (2013)). Let u be the one-node solution of the
time independent problem (1) satisfying u. 1

2
/ D 0 and u.0/ D �1. Assume �1 <

u0.x/ � ˇu.x/ for x 2 Œ0; 1=2� and some 0 < ˇ < 1 � 1
n

. Assume u0.x/ D �u0
.1�x/. Then, the solution, h.x; t/, of (2) satisfies lim

t�!1h.x; t/ D u.x/ (uniformly).

Theorem 1 shows that the symmetric initial condition is in the stable manifold, i.e.,
the solution corresponding to the symmetric initial condition converges to a point in
the trough.

We will utilize the method of upper and lower solutions to prove Theorem 1.
A common assumption for this method is that the forcing function satisfies a
Lipschitz condition, but that is not the case for our problem. Given the nature of
the non-classical F , we will need to deal with the unboundedness of the slope of the
function F 0 near �1 and 1 which we will do by truncating problem (2).

2 Background

First, we will consider each of these definitions and theorems in terms of the
following generalized problems:

�2uxx C f .u/ D 0 in .a; b/

˛
@u

@�
C ˇu D 0 at x D a; b

(3)

where f is Lipschitz continuous and ˛; ˇ � 0 such that ˛ C ˇ > 0. Also, we want
to consider
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ut � �2uxx � f .u/ D 0 in .a; b/ and t > 0

u.x; 0/ D u0.x/

˛
@u

@�
C ˇu D 0 at x D a; b

(4)

with f , ˛, and ˇ defined as above.
Before we prove the main theorem, we must first consider some definitions.

These are standard results for upper and lower solutions. We mention them for the
sake of completeness.

Definition. A smooth function u is an upper solution of the boundary value problem
(4) if

ut � �2uxx � f .u/ in .a; b/

˛
@u

@�
C ˇu � 0 on the lateral boundaries, and

u.x; 0/ � u0.x/:

with the same conditions for f , ˛, and ˇ as for (3).

Note that by reversing the inequalities, we obtain the definition of a lower solution.
Now, we will consider some theorems.

Theorem 2. If there exists u, u as defined above such that u � u, then the boundary
value problem (3) has a solution u such that u � u � u.

Lemma 2.1. Let u.x/; u.x/ be upper and lower solutions of (3) and let U .x; t/,
U .x; t/ be solutions of (4) corresponding to the initial conditions u0 D u and u0 D
u, respectively. Assume f is a C1-function in hu; ui. Let u � u. Then, for x 2 Œa; b�,
U .x; t/ is non-increasing in t , U .x; t/ is non-decreasing in t , and

u.x/ � U .x; t/ � U .x; t/ � u.x/ in D:

If u (resp. u) is not a solution of (3), then U is strictly increasing (resp. U is strictly
decreasing) in t .

Note that hu; ui is the interval of functions bounded below by u and bounded
above by u.
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-1

u

u

U
U

With the above picture in mind and [3], Lemma 2.1 tells us that if we have an
upper and a lower solution with a solutionU.x; t/ between them, then depending on
the initial condition of U.x; t/, U.x; t/ is non-increasing or non-decreasing in time.
For two solutionsU .x; t/ andU.x; t/ between u and u with u the initial condition of
U .x; t/ and u the initial condition of U .x; t/, then Lemma 2.1 also tells us u.x/ �
U .x; t/ � U .x; t/ � u.x/. This result will be a key factor in proving Theorem 1.

Lemma 2.2. Let the hypotheses of the previous lemma hold, and let u.x; t/ be the
solution of (4) with u0 2 hu; ui. Then, U .x; t/ � u.x; t/ � U .x; t/ in D.

-1

u
U

U

Now, Lemma 2.2 tells us that given solutions U and U of (4), then, for a solution
u.x; t/ of (4) with u0 2 hu; ui, u.x; t/ lies between U and U . We will see later how
this lemma in conjunction with Lemma 2.1 helps us obtain the proof for Theorem 1.

3 Theorem

Recall that the non-classical F.u/ D .1 � u2/˛ for 1 < ˛ < 2. Therefore, as
u approaches ˙1, the slope of F 0 becomes unbounded. It follows that F 0 is not
Lipschitz. To avoid the unboundedness of F 0 at these points, we will truncate F 0.
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So we define

fn.u/ D
(
F 0.u/ �1C 1

n
� u � 0

nF 0.�1C 1
n
/.u C 1/ �1 < u < �1C 1

n
:

Consider the following graph of fn.u/ on the interval .�1; 0/.

−1 + 1
n

-1

The dotted line represents the point when fn.u/ no longer equals F 0. Also, f 0n.u/
is bounded as it approaches u D �1. However, it follows that as n �! 1, fn.u/
converges to F 0.u/ uniformly. Observe that in the following proofs, we use only
the fact that fn � F 0 and fn �! F 0 uniformly as n �! 1. Therefore we could
replace fn by a smoother approximation.

First, we note that if the initial condition is symmetric around x0 D 1
2
, then so is

the solution of (2). This allows us to reduce our argument to the following problem.
Further, we truncate F to get

ut D �2uxx � fn.u/
ux.0; t/ D 0 D u

�
1
2
; t
�

u.x; 0/ D u0.x/:

(5)

Note that when u 2 Œ�1C 1
n
; 0�, (5) reduces to (4).

Now, in order to use Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we must find an upper and a lower
solution for (5). Since we are working with Neumann boundary conditions, we will
prove a function is an upper solution using the following inequalities:

u. 1
2
/ � 0

ux.0/ � 0

�2uxx � 0:

(6)
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For the lower solutions, we only need to reverse the inequalities. Note that we have
just chosen values for ˛ and ˇ from the upper solution definition in order to get (6).

Lemma 3.1. Let u.x/ be the symmetric one-node solution to (1) satisfying u.0/ D
�1 and u. 1

2
/ D 0. Then, u D ˇu.x/ is an upper solution for the problem (5) with

0 < ˇ < 1 � 1
n

.

Before we prove this lemma, we want to recall that u.x/ is unique by Theorem
7.1 from [1].

Proof. Let 0 < ˇ < 1 � 1
n

. Consider ˇu.x/. We must show that ˇu.x/ satisfies the
following conditions.

First, notice ˇu. 1
2
/ D 0. Therefore, u. 1

2
/ � 0. Now, observe .ˇu.x//x D ˇux.x/.

Recall ux.0/ D 0 since u.x/ is a solution of (1). Thus, ux.0/ � 0. Finally, note that
.ˇu.x//xx D ˇuxx.x/, so we have �2.ˇuxx.x// D ˇ.�2uxx.x// D ˇF 0.u.x//.
Since 0 < ˇ < 1 � 1

n
, then

.u.x//2 � ˇ2.u.x//2;

so � .u.x//2 � �ˇ2.u.x//2:
Also, 1 � .u.x//2 � 1 � ˇ2.u.x//2;

and .1 � .u.x//2/˛�1 � .1 � ˇ2.u.x//2/˛�1 since 1 < ˛ < 2I
thus, � 2˛ˇu.x/.1 � .u.x//2/˛�1 � �2˛ˇu.x/.1 � ˇ2.u.x//2/˛�1

since u.x/ � 0 on
�
0; 1

2

�
:

Then ˇF 0.u.x// � F 0.ˇu.x//:

Therefore, �2ˇuxx.x/ � fn.ˇuxx.x// since fn.u/ D F 0.u/ for u 2 .�1 C 1
n
; 0/.

Hence, ˇu.x/ is an upper solution for (5) when 0 < ˇ < 1 � 1
n

. ut
Lemma 3.2. Define u as in Lemma 3.1. Then u D u.x/ is a lower solution of the
problem (5).

Proof. Let � > 0 be given. First, we notice u. 1
2
/ D 0, so u. 1

2
/ D 0. Also, recall

ux.0/ D 0 as a solution of (1). Therefore, ux.0/ D 0. Finally, note that

0 D �2uxx.x/ � F 0.u.x//:

since u.x/ is a solution of (1). By a calculus argument, we have that F 0 is concave
down on the interval .�1;�1C 1

n
/. Hence,F 0.u.x// � fn.u.x// for all x. Therefore,

0 D �2uxx.x/ � F 0.u.x//
� �2uxx.x/ � fn.u.x//:

Then, �2uxx.x/ � fn.u.x//, so �2uxx � fn.u/. Therefore, u.x/ is a lower solution
of (5). ut
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We want to also note that the interval Œu; u� D Œu.x/; ˇu.x/� contains no solutions
to (1) other than u D u.x/ [1]. With this in mind, we are now prepared to prove
Theorem 1 for the symmetric one-node case.

Proof. Let hn.x; t/ be the solution of (5). Let Un.x; t/ and Un.x; t/ be solutions
of (5) with initial conditions u0.x/ D u.x/ and u0.x/ D u.x/, respectively. By
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, ˇu.x/ is an upper solution of (5) for 0 < ˇ < 1 � 1

n
and u.x/

is a lower solution of (5), respectively. By Theorem 2, we know that such a solution
hn.x; t/ exists and is bounded between u and u. Also, note that u.x/ � ˇu.x/ since
u.x/ � 0 for x 2 Œ0; 1

2
�. Thus, by Lemma 2.2,

Un.x; t/ � hn.x; t/ � Un.x; t/

for all x and t . Notice Un.x; t/ � u.x/. So, we have

u.x/ � hn.x; t/ � Un.x; t/:

Observe that for any given n and all .x; t/ such that Un.x; t/ � � 1
n

C 1 we have
fn.U n.x; t// 
 F 0.U n.x; t//. By uniqueness, we have U .x; t/ 
 Un.x; t/ for
such .x; t/. Similarly, hn.x; t/ D h.x; t/ for such .x; t/. Therefore,

u.x/ � h.x; t/ � U .x; t/:

Now, by Lemma 2.1, we know U .x; t/ is non-increasing in t . Also, U .x; t/ is
bounded below by the solution u.x/. By [1], we know that U converges uniformly
to a solution of (1) as t �! 1, and we know that u.x/ is the only solution in
fv W u � v � ug. Therefore, lim

t�!1U .x; t/ D u.x/ uniformly. Hence, by the squeeze

theorem, lim
t�!1h.x; t/ D u.x/ uniformly. ut

Conclusion
In conclusion, we shall discuss some open questions on which we are working
that relate to our previous work.

Multiple Nodes

From [2], we know that there is a set of multiple-node solutions.

(continued)
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These are solutions which cross the x-axis multiple times. Currently, we
hypothesize that the case for the symmetric multiple-node solutions will be
similar to the symmetric one-node case. For instance, consider the case when
the solution crosses at x D 1

4
and x D 3

4
.

1
4

3
4

1
2

The solution on the interval .0; 1
4
/ is symmetric (via u.1� x/ D �u.x/) to

the interval . 1
4
; 1
2
/. Furthermore, the solution on the intervals . 1

2
; 3
4
/ and . 3

4
; 1/

are also symmetric to the solution on the interval .0; 1
4
/. Thus, it should follow

from the proof of Theorem 1 with the exception that we define

u0.x/ D

8
ˆ̂
<

ˆ̂
:

�u0.
1
2

� x/ 1
4
< x � 1

2

�u0.x � 1
2
/ 1

2
< x � 3

4

u0.1 � x/ 3
4
< x � 1:

Notice that by similarly redefining u0.x/ on specific intervals, we should be
able to make a similar argument for other symmetric multiple node solutions
as well.

(continued)
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It would be nice if this was true. However, one aspect of the multiple-node
case which must be accounted for is the local geometry of the functional J�
for the multiple node solutions. From [1], we know that as the number of
nodes increases, the dimension of the trough does as well. So, for the two-
node solutions, we would be considering a three-dimensional trough which
resembles a triangular plateau. This fact would be important to any proof of
the multiple-node case.

Asymmetric Initial Values

Finally, another question we wish to answer is whether there are asymmetric
initial values u0.x/ that are drawn to the base of the trough.

1

−1

1x0 2x0

This is the case when one-node solutions cross the x-axis at some point x0 >
1
2

or x0 < 1
2
. The initial attempt one might make with regard to this case is to

make it into a symmetric one-node case. This can be done in two ways.
One idea is to extend the solution with a constant function over the interval

.�1C 2x0; 0/.

(continued)
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1

−1

1x0 2x0

Note that we achieve the symmetry we desire; however, issues occur in that
our problem only tells us what happens to the solution on the interval .0; 1/.
There is no information to tell us what occurs to the solution on the interval
.�1C 2x0; 0/. As such, this approach turns out to be nontrivial.

We can consider the other possibility by examining the solution on the
interval .0; 2x0/.

1

−1

1x0 2x0

Again, we achieve the symmetry we desire; however, we must treat the
section of the solution on the interval .2x0; 1/ as a constant function which
we will call �.x; t/. Our first issue with this approach arises when we try
to use the existence and uniqueness theorem since the solution is only over
the interval .0; 2x0/. We must also consider what happens to �.x; t/ on the
interval .2x0; 1/ as time passes. While the symmetric part of the solution on
.0; 2x0/ converges to a solution of the problem by the symmetric argument
we made before, we cannot guarantee that �.x; t/ will converge to the same
solution. Hence, we must find a different approach to the asymmetric case.

While making the solution symmetric is an appealing way to check the
stability of the asymmetric one-node solutions, as we saw, it is not a viable

(continued)
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way to prove it. Therefore, we must consider a different approach. This
new method involves considering a “curve” of initial conditions, call it  W
Œ0; 1� �! C Œ0; 1�, where .0/ is an initial condition that goes to u 
 C1
over time and .1/ is an initial condition that goes to u 
 �1 over time. We
construct  so that .t/ is asymmetric for all t . We also construct .t/ so that
any .t/ has energy below the two-node case as well as u 
 0. So .t/ can
only be drawn to u 
 ˙1 or a one-node solution. Then we must examine
these two cases. If .t/ is drawn to either u 
 C1 or u 
 �1 for all t , then
we derive a contradiction. Since every initial condition goes somewhere, then
.t/ must be drawn to a single-node solution for some t .
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Two Fluid Flow in a Capillary Tube

Melissa Strait, Michael Shearer, Rachel Levy, Luis Cueto-Felgueroso,
and Ruben Juanes

1 Model

The displacement of a fluid such as water by an injected finger of air in a narrow
tube is a classic problem of fluid mechanics. Since the early experimental and
theoretical work of Bretherton [4] and Taylor [10], there has been much research
on the injection of one fluid into a different fluid resident in a thin tube [1, 3, 6, 7].
Characterizing such flows is significant not only for small scale fluid devices but
also for modeling macroscopic two fluid flow in porous media [3, 9]. In this paper,
we consider a recent model [5] that incorporates ideas from phase field theory,
resulting in a fourth order nonlinear partial differential equation (PDE) similar to
the PDE of thin liquid films [2]. The PDE possesses a spinodal-type instability at
long wavelengths that we associate with the physical varicose or Plateau instability,
in which the cylindrical gas finger, of sufficient length and for a range of widths,
tends to break up into bubbles [7, 8].

We consider an axisymmetric flow of air displacing water in a cylindrical
capillary tube. The dependent variable, which we refer to as the saturation u, is
the cross-sectional area fraction of gas. The PDE model considered in [5] neglects
the effect of gravity (which is reasonable for a thin tube, but can have a significant
effect in wider tubes [7]) and takes the form
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@tu C @xf .u/ D @x

�

f .u/	.u/
1

Ca
@x 

�

: (1)

In this equation, the gas saturation u D u.x; t/ depends on x, the distance along the
length of the tube and time t . The flux function f is the fractional flow rate, given by

f .u/ D u

u C kw.u/
;

and depends on the relative permeability kw.u/ of water, which we take as either
kw.u/ D .1 � u/3, or kw.u/ D .1 � u/4. We write 	.u/ D kw.u/

1
M
.1C .M � 1/u/,

in which the mobility numberM D �w=�g > 1 is the ratio of the viscosities �w; �g
of the two fluids. The capillary number Ca D U�w= is the ratio of viscous and
capillary forces, depending on U , a typical finger tip velocity, and  , the surface
tension between the two fluids. The function

 D C1g.u/� C2
p
�.u/@x

	p
�.u/@xu



;

is the chemical potential, derived as the variational derivative of a total free energy
F.u; @xu/. This has the form F.u; @xu/ D C1F0.u/C C2�.u/.@xu/2, representing a
bulk free energy plus an interface free energy. For simplicity in this paper, we take
the bulk free energy to be a double-well quartic function of u, with

g.u/ D u.1 � u/.1 � 2u/ D F 00.u/I

we generally take the coefficient of interfacial energy �.u/, which is quadratic as
u ! 0, to be �.u/ D u2, as in [5]. The parameters C1; C2 are positive, and can be
chosen so that the model accommodates the Young–Laplace law for the contact line
at the tube entrance, where the gas finger attaches to the tube wall.

The objective of this paper is to outline a preliminary analysis of gas finger
solutions of the PDE (1). These are traveling waves with the unusual property of
being of finite extent, terminating at the tip of the gas finger in Fig. 1. Such traveling
waves are solutions of a third order ordinary differential equation that is singular at
the tip, where u D 0. With a change of variables, we transform the singular equation
into a system that has a regular equilibrium at u D 0, and allows the numerical
simulation of traveling waves. However, the solutions are not structurally stable,
and depend on varying a parameter, specifically the finger width. Consequently, for
each capillary number Ca in a specified range, there is a unique upstream width

Fig. 1 Schematic of a gas
finger displacing a liquid in a
capillary tube
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corresponding to a traveling wave. The range for Ca is determined by the nature
of the equilibrium at u D 0, to avoid unphysical oscillations, since the saturation u
has to remain non-negative. These properties are established in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3,
we describe PDE simulations using a finite difference code, and compare the results
to the traveling wave calculations and to experimental results of Taylor [10]. In the
short Sect. 4, we describe the varicose instability by linearizing the PDE about a
constant width finger. Finally, the results are discussed in Sect. 5.

2 Traveling Waves

In experiments, it is observed that the spherical tip of the gas finger travels with
constant speed, and as the finger elongates, it leaves behind a nearly uniform layer
of fluid adjacent to the tube wall [10]. To capture this behavior analytically, we seek
traveling wave solutions u.x; t/ D u.x � st/ of the PDE (1), where s is the wave
speed. Such a solution has u D 0 at the tip of the gas finger. By translation invariance
of the problem, we take this location to be x D st , without loss of generality.
If uL > 0 is the thickness of the fluid layer behind the tip, mathematically, the
saturation should approach uL as � D x�st ! �1. In summary, we have boundary
conditions

u.�1/ D uL; u.0/ D 0: (2)

Consistent with a smooth tip of the gas finger, we shall also assume that derivatives
of u are bounded as � ! 0. Moreover, derivatives of u.�/ are taken to approach zero
as � ! �1.

Substituting u D u.�/; � D x � st into (1) and integrating once, we obtain the
third order ODE

K � su C f .u/ D f .u/	.u/
1

Ca
 0;  D C1g.u/� C2

p
�.u/

	p
�.u/u0


0
;

where K is the constant of integration. Enforcing the boundary conditions at � D
0; � D �1, we find that K D 0, and that the speed s is given by the Rankine–
Hugoniot condition

s D f .uL/

uL
:

Incidentally, these conclusions depend on the degeneracy at u D 0, specifically that
f .0/ D 0. Now we have the ODE

� su C f .u/ D 1

Ca
C1H.u/

dg.u/

du
u0 � C2 1

Ca
H.u/

�p
�.

p
�u0/0

�0
;

H.u/ D f .u/	.u/: (3)
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Equation (3) can be written as a first order system:

p
�u0.�/ D v

p
�v0.�/ D w

p
�w0.�/ D C1

C2
G.u/v C Ca

p
�.u/

C2H.u/
.su � f .u//;

(4)

where G.u/ D dg.u/
du . Since �.u/ � u2 as u ! 0, system (4) has a singularity at

u D 0. To remove the singularity, we introduce a new independent variable �. If
.u.�/; v.�/;w.�// is a traveling wave solution of (4), we set

p
�.u.�//

d

d�
D d

d�
;

and let U.�/ D u.�/; V .�/ D v.�/;W.�/ D w.�/. For convenience, we revert to the
lowercase letters, with u.�/, etc. Then, with 0 D d

d�
,

u0.�/ D v

v0.�/ D w

w0.�/ D C1

C2
G.u/v C Ca

p
�.u/

C2H.u/
.su � f .u//:

(5)

Now H.u/ D f .u/	.u/ � 1
M

u, and
p
�.u/ � u, so the vector field represented

by the right-hand side of Eq. (5) has a regular equilibrium at u D 0. Consequently,
we seek trajectories .u.�/; v.�/;w.�// from .uL; 0; 0/ (as � ! �1), to .0; 0; 0/ (as
� ! C1) with the property that u remains non-negative.

2.1 Equilibria

The system (5) has equilibria when .u0; v0;w0/ D .0; 0; 0/. Then v D w D 0, and
equilibrium values of u are solutions of su � f .u/ D 0, the intersection points of
the flux function graph y D f .u/, and the line y D su D f .uL/

uL
u. These curves

necessarily intersect at u D 0 and u D uL. Let u� be defined as the value of u for
which the tangent to the graph of f passes through the origin, shown in Fig. 2:

f .u�/
u�

D f 0.u�/:

A simple calculation shows that u� D 1 � 1=
p
3. Let s� D .u� C .1 � u�/3/�1 be

the corresponding speed. For u� < uL < 1, there is a middle equilibrium uM such
that 0 < uM � u� < uL. Since f .u/ � u near u D 0, we observe that uM ! 0 as
uL ! 1.
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Fig. 2 Graph of the flux
function f .u/, showing u�

and possible equilibrium
values u D uL; uM with the
same s D f .uL/=uL
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1
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2.2 A Necessary Condition for Non-negative Traveling Waves

To obtain physically relevant solutions, in which the saturation u remains positive,
we determine a bound on the quantityM �Ca by analyzing the linearized system at
.0; 0; 0/. Recall that near u D 0,

H.u/ D f .u/	.u/ D u.1 � u/3

u C .1 � u/3
1

M
.1C .M � 1/u/ � 1

M
u;

f 0.0/ D 1; and G.0/ D 1:

Therefore, system (5) linearized around u D v D w D 0 has the structure

2

4
u0
v0
w0

3

5 D

2

6
4

0 1 0

0 0 1
MCa
C2
.s � 1/ C1

C2
0

3

7
5

2

4
u
v
w

3

5 :

The nature of the equilibrium at the origin is determined by the eigenvalues
	k; k D 1; 2; 3 of the coefficient matrix. These are the three roots of the function

y.	/ D 	3 � C1

C2
	 � Ca

C2
M.s � 1/: (6)

Note that the 	1	2	3 D Ca
C2
M.s � 1/ > 0, and 	1 C 	2 C 	3 D 0. Consequently,

one eigenvalue is positive and the other two are either negative or are complex
conjugates and have negative real parts. The latter eigenvalues correspond to the
two-dimensional stable manifold of the equilibrium at the origin, on which the
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desired trajectory must lie. In order to prevent the gas saturation, u on this manifold
from becoming negative, all three eigenvalues must be real, since otherwise
solutions will have oscillations around u D 0, and u will not remain positive.

To determine the range of parameters for which all three eigenvalues are real,
we analyze the function y.	/ in (6). The local maximum, y.	m/, occurs at 	m D
�
q

C1
3C2

.

There are three real roots when y.	m/ > 0; leading to the following lemma.

Lemma 1 Suppose there is a traveling wave solution of (1), satisfying (2) with
u � 0.

(a) Then

M � Ca < 2

3
p
3.s � 1/

s
C3
1

C2
; (7)

where s D f .uL/=uL.
(b) Suppose moreover, that s > 1 is defined by

M � Ca D 2

3
p
3.s � 1/

s
C3
1

C2
:

Then s < min.s; s�/.

The implication of part (b) is that if s < s�, then the possible range of values of the
traveling wave speed s is restricted, and consequently, the possible values of uL are
also restricted. Specifically, let uL be defined by s D f .uL/=uL. Then in order that
1 < s < s, we must have uL < uL < 1.

2.3 The Equilibrium at uL > 0

Since H.uL/ > 0, the equilibrium at u D uL is regular, and the Jacobian of F is
given by

DF.uL; 0; 0/ D

2

6
4

0 1 0

0 0 1
Ca
p
�.uL/

C2H.uL/
.s � f 0.uL// C1

C2
G.uL/ 0

3

7
5 :

The characteristic polynomial associated with this system is

y.	/ D 	3 � A	 � B;
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where A D C1
C2
G.uL/, and B D uLCa

C2H.uL/
.s � f 0.uL//. The eigenvalues, given by

the zeroes of y.	/, vary continuously with the coefficients A;B . For A D 0, the
three eigenvalues are (complex) cube roots of B . Consequently, if uL > u�, then
B > 0, and there is one positive real eigenvalue, and a pair of complex conjugate
eigenvalues with negative real parts.

If an eigenvalue crosses the imaginary axis as A is varied, then for some A, the
real part of the eigenvalue vanishes, so 	 D iˇ, ˇ 2 R. Therefore,

y.	/ D �iˇ3 � Aiˇ � B D 0;

a contradiction. We conclude that, for uL > u�, two eigenvalues of the equilibrium
at uL have negative real parts, and the third eigenvalue is real and positive. Con-
sequently, the local dynamics are described by a two-dimensional stable manifold
and a one-dimensional unstable manifold at uL. Similarly, if 0 < uL < u�, the
equilibrium at uL has a two-dimensional unstable manifold and a one-dimensional
stable manifold, since in that case, we have s < f 0.uL/ and B < 0.

Finally, we observe from the structure of DF.u/ that right eigenvectors have the
form .1; 	; 	2/T , for each eigenvalue 	 of DF.u/.

2.4 Computing the Traveling Wave Solutions

We seek a solution of system (5) that connects .uL; 0; 0/ to .0; 0; 0/ with uL >

u�. Such a solution corresponds to a trajectory that leaves .uL; 0; 0/ on its one-
dimensional unstable manifold W U .uL/, and intersects the two-dimensional stable
manifold W S.0/ of the equilibrium at u D 0. Then the entire trajectory lies in
W S.0/. However, this intersection has to be achieved by varying a parameter, sug-
gesting a shooting method. Geometrically, the intersection is codimension one. In
this sense, the corresponding traveling wave solutions of (1) are undercompressive,
as discussed in [2].

Let the parameters Ca and M be fixed. We use an ODE solver in MATLAB to
approximate the trajectory leaving .uL; 0; 0/ along W U .uL/, with u.�/ decreasing.
To this end, we initiate the ODE solver by taking .u; v;w/ a small distance � >
0 away from .uL; 0; 0/ along the eigenvector �.1; 	; 	2/, where 	 is the positive
eigenvalue associated with the equilibrium at uL W

.u; v;w/.0/ D .uL; 0; 0/� �.1; 	; 	2/:

We solve the system (5) in MATLAB, and track the sign of u.�/ and u0.�/ for
each choice of uL. In extreme cases, the trajectory exhibits contrasting behavior,
corresponding to missingW S.0/ on one side or the other: (a) For uL close to u D 1,
u.�/ becomes negative, and (b) for uL close to u�, u.�/ remains positive but has a
positive minimum before exceeding u D uL. These two behaviors are incorporated
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Fig. 3 Trajectories exhibiting the two behaviors seen when using the bisection method to solve
system (5). (a) u.�/ > 0 has a minimum. (b) u.�/ crosses u D 0
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Fig. 4 Traveling waves: (a) in the transformed variable �; (b) in the physical variable �

into an interval division algorithm (bisection method) to approximate the value of uL
for which u.�/ remains positive, while its minimum is pushed off towards � D 1.

Examples of trajectories with the two behaviors are shown in Fig. 3, and a typical
trajectory u D u.�/ is shown in Fig. 4a.

As we vary the capillary number Ca, we find new values of uL D uL.Ca/ for
which there is a trajectory from uL to u D 0. A plot of 1�uL againstCa is shown in
Fig. 6, together with comparisons to experiment and PDE simulations, as explained
below.

2.5 Inverting the Transformation

The trajectories in the previous subsection were obtained in the transformed
independent variable �, with a solution Qu.�/;�1 < � < 1. To convert back to the
physical variable �, which remains finite, and derive the desired function u.�/, we
first recall that the change of variables from � to � was predicated on the existence
of a solution u.�/, so that

p
�.u/

du

d�
D d Qu
d�
: (8)
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However, if the change of variables is � D �.�/, we have Qu.�.�// D u.�/. Inverting,
if � D �.�/ then from the chain rule

d�

d�
D u.�.�//:

Solving this ODE using separation of variables gives

� D �
Z 1

�

Qu. N�/d N�:

Since we assume our traveling wave solution u.�/ 	 0 for � � N , for large enough
N > 0, then

� D �
Z N

�

Qu.�/d�:

The traveling wave solution with the inversion completed is shown in Fig. 4b, where
we have used �.u/ D u2 for both the ODE solver and the transformation.

2.6 Conclusion

For each Ca 2 Œ10�3; 1� and for fixed C1; C2, and M satisfying (7), the method
described in Sect. 2.4 generates a unique traveling wave solution to (1) subject to
(2). We conjecture, and find numerically, that for each Ca and fixed C1; C2, and
M there is a unique uL with a traveling wave connecting uL to 0. The numerical
method for finding uL for each value of Ca is robust, but quite sensitive, meaning
that uL has to be calculated to a large number of decimal places (around 12–14) in
order to have the flat portion near u D 0 extend as in Fig. 4a for example.

3 PDE Simulations

The PDE (1) is solved using an implicit finite difference method to model the
injection of a gas finger into a fluid filled tube. A fixed domain, x 2 Œ�L;L�, is
used with boundary conditions

u.�L; t/ D 1; u.L; t/ D 0; u0.�L; t/ D 0; u0.L; t/ D 0;

L is chosen to be large enough to assume zero gas saturation at x D L. Finite
difference simulations in Fig. 5 show a traveling wave advancing ahead of a
rarefaction wave, connected by a plateau region of residual fluid.
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Fig. 5 Finite difference
simulations of air injection
with L D 15, Ca D 0:5,
M D 10, C1 D 0:2, and
C2 D 1
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Fig. 6 Comparison of the residual fluid remaining, 1� uL, in simulations and experiments [10]

The height of the traveling wave from PDE simulations can be compared with
the traveling wave height computed from the ODE (4) and results from classical
experiments by Taylor. The PDE and ODE simulation data along with experimental
data from [10] are shown in Fig. 6. The amount of fluid left behind, between the
gas finger and tube wall, 1 � uL, is plotted against the capillary number, Ca. Both
simulations and experiments show that as Ca increases, the amount of fluid left
increases. The PDE and ODE simulations closely agree for Ca 2 Œ10�3; 1:5�. Both
simulations predict the same trend as the experimental data [10], but under-predict
the amount of fluid remaining for large capillary numbers.

The model (1) assumes the relative permeability of the water, 	w, has the form
	w D .1 � u/3. The agreement between model simulations and experimental data
for larger Ca, in the range Œ10�1; 1:5�, can be improved by changing the form of 	w

to a quartic function, 	w D .1 � u/4. This changes f .u/ and 	.u/ in (1) to

f .u/ D u

u C .1 � u/4
; 	.u/ D .1 � u/4

1

M
.1C .M � 1/u/:

Refining the choice of C1 and C2 can also better fit the simulations to experimental
results.
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4 Varicose Instability

The Rayleigh–Plateau instability causes long gas fingers to break into bubbles, as
observed in experiments in [7]. To compare this physical instability to the stability of
the PDE we analyze (1) linearized about a constant u0. For u.x; t/ D u0 C � Qu.x; t/,
with � << 1, the linearized PDE is

Qut C f 0.u0/Qux D H.u0/

Ca

�
C1g

0.u0/Quxx � C2u20 Quxxxx
�
: (9)

To find the dispersion relation between the frequency, !.�/, and wave number �,
we assume a perturbation of the form Qu.x; t/ D ei.�xC!t/ and substitute into (9)
resulting in

!.�/ D �f 0.u0/� C i
H.u0/

Ca

�
C1g

0.u0/�2 C C2u
2
0�
4
�
: (10)

The perturbation decays with time if and only if Im ! > 0. This results in the
stability restriction

0 <
H.u0/

Ca

�
C1g

0.u0/�2 C C2u
2
0�
4
�
: (11)

In order for perturbations to decay for all wave numbers, �, g0.u0/ must be positive.
However, for the choice of nonlinearity in this paper, g0.u/ < 0 in the range 0:212 <
u < 0:788. Thus, the solutions can be expected to develop long wave instabilities in
this range.

We can also determine the wavelengths that increase in amplitude in this range
of u. The wavelength, 	, is related to the wave number, �, by the

	 D 2�

�
:

To find the range of unstable 	, we determine the values of � such that (11) is
not satisfied. At u D 0:5, g0.u/ attains its minimum value, g.0:5/ D �0:5. For
definiteness, let C1 D 1, C2 D 0:1, values used in the simulations. Then Im! < 0

when j�j � p
20. Therefore the range of unstable wavelengths in this particular case

is 	 � 2�p
20

	 1:4.

5 Discussion

In this paper, we have verified that the phase field model of [5] captures the structure
of a gas finger being forced into a capillary tube filled with water. The model
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PDE describes the evolution of the gas saturation assuming an axisymmetric cross-
section through the gas and water. It incorporates a bulk free energy and an
interfacial energy, with surface tension incorporated into a capillary number Ca.
The structure of the PDE solution is approximately a spreading rarefaction wave
attached to the tube entrance, preceded by the finger, which is a traveling wave that
terminates at the finger tip. To calculate the traveling wave, we use a change of
variables which sends the tip to infinity and makes the zero saturation limit at the
tip a regular equilibrium for the associated ODE system.

The ODE solution has to remain positive in order to be physical, and this entails
a maximum capillary number. Below this threshold, we calculate a value of the
finger width (more precisely the saturation uL) in the traveling wave using a shooting
method. The structure of the wave is similar to that observed in driven thin liquid
films, also modeled with a fourth order PDE [2]. The values of uL compare well with
those observed in finite difference simulations of the PDE, and with experimental
observations of Taylor [10].

In all of these comparisons, simple constitutive functions have been used,
specifically, g.u/ D u.u � 1/.1 � 2u/, and �.u/ D u2. The varicose instability,
generated as a result of the non-monotonicity of g.u/, can be tuned using different
functions g.u/, and calibrated against the range of finger widths at which the
instability is observed experimentally. The function �.u/ should admit a spherical
cap at the finger tip. It is reasonable to choose this function so that stationary
bubbles attached to the tube wall are solutions of the PDE. At zero contact angle,
this requires �.u/ D cu2.1 � u/, with c > 0 depending on the form of g.u/.
At other contact angles, there is a corresponding formula. These changes in the
constitutive laws are easily incorporated into both the ODE and PDE solvers, and
will be reported on in the future.
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